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Re´sume´
L’imagerie quantitative des proprie´te´s physiques du sous-sol est fondamentale pour de nom-
breuses applications impliquant des e´chelles d’exploration tre`s varie´es: ge´otechnique pour
l’imagerie de la proche surface, exploration a` l’echelle crustale, reconstruction lithosphe´rique
et imagerie globale pour la compre´hension fondamentale des processus ge´odynamiques, mais
aussi pour l’exploitation optimale des ressources du sous-sol.
Parmi les me´thode ge´ophysiques, les me´thodes sismiques ont le pouvoir de re´solution le plus
e´leve´. La densification des dispositifs d’acquisition, la mise au point de sources et de capteurs
large bande et l’augmentation de la puissance de calcul ouvrent de nouvelles perspectives pour
le de´veloppement et l’application de me´thodes non conventionnelles d’imagerie sismique pour
une extraction plus comple`te de l’information contenue dans les donne´es sismiques. Parmi ces
me´thodes d’imagerie non conventionnelles, les me´thodes d’inversion du champ d’onde complet,
fonde´es sur la re´solution comple`te de l’e´quation d’onde pour le proble`me direct (mode´lisation
sismique) et la re´solution d’un processus d’optimisation pour le proble`me inverse, font actuelle-
ment l’objet de nombreux de´veloppements me´thodologiques, tant au sein des communaute´s
industrielles qu’acade´miques.
Le challenge nume´rique est la re´solution du proble`me direct en trois dimensions pour un
grand nombre de sources sismiques caracte´ristique des acquisitions pe´trolie`res massives, et le
challenge me´thodologique est la gestion de la non-line´arite´ du proble`me inverse re´sultant de
l’e´clairage incomplet du sous-sol depuis la surface par des sources de bande-passante limite´e.
L’apport attendu de ces me´thodes est la re´solution de l’imagerie sismique de l’ordre de la
demi-longueur d’onde propage´e, sa capacite´ a` imager des cibles complexes d’un point de vue
structural notamment sous des e´crans salife`res ou basaltiques et la quantification des parame`tres
physiques caracte´risant le sous-sol tels que la vitesse de propagation des ondes de compression
a` laquelle peuvent s’ajouter la densite´, l’atte´nuation, la vitesse de propagation des ondes de
cisaillement et des parame`tres caracte´risant l’anisotropie du milieu.
L’objectif de cette the`se est de poursuivre le de´veloppement d’une me´thode d’imagerie
sismique acoustique 3D par l’inversion du champ d’onde complet et de l’appliquer a` des donne´es
re´elles pe´trolie`res 3D de fond de mer enregistre´es sur le champ pe´trolier de Valhall en Mer du
Nord. L’inversion est effectue´e en domaine fre´quentiel ou` un nombre limite´ de fre´quences
est inverse´ suivant un protocole hie´rarchique maintenant bien e´prouve´ proce´dant des basses
fre´quences vers les hautes fre´quence: cette approche multi-e´chelle favorise la prise en compte
de la non-line´arite´ du proble`me inverse.
L’approche de mode´lisation en domaine temporel avec extraction du champ monochroma-
tique par une transforme´e de Fourier discre`te est effectue´e pour calculer les champs d’onde
monochromatique ne´cessaires a` la re´solution du proble`me inverse. L’algorithme d’optimisation
du proble`me inverse est fonde´ sur une me´thode de gradients conjugue´s pre´conditione´s ou sur
une me´thode quasi-Newton. Les me´thodes sont applique´es dans le cadre de l’approximation
visco-acoustique isotrope ou` le milieu est parame´tre´ par la vitesse de propagation des ondes
de compression, l’atte´nuation et la densite´. Seule, la composante hydrophone acquise en fond
de mer est inverse´e. L’enjeu me´thodologique de cette the`se est de fournir un mode`le tri-
dimensionelle du champ pe´trolier de Valhall dans un cube de dimensions approximatives 18 km
x 12 km x 5 km en poussant l’inversion a` la fre´quence la plus e´leve´e possible.
L’objectif de cette application est de fournir une des premie`res e´valuations du potentiel
des me´thodes d’inversion des formes d’onde pour l’imagerie de milieux ge´ologiques 3D a` partir
de dispositifs d’acquisition modernes tels que ceux mis en œuvre par l’industrie pe´trolie`re.
Les moyens a` mettre en oeuvre sont ainsi clarifie´s par rapport aux de´monstrations faites en
recherche et de´veloppement industriel.
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Abstract
Quantitative imaging of the subsurface physical properties is fundamental to many applications
involving very various explorations, such as geotechnical imaging of the near surface, petroleum
exploration, crustal lithospheric exploration. This helps us to understand the fundamental of
geodynamic processes and also to exploit the resources of subsurface.
Among the geophysical methods, seismic methods can give a higher resolution. The im-
provements of the acquisition in size and density, the multifold/multicomponent wide-aperture
and wide-azimuth acquisitions, and the increased high-performance computing power open new
perspectives to develop and apply non-conventional seismic imaging methods for extraction
more complete and continuous information in the seismic data. Among these non-conventional
methods, the full waveform inversion method based on the complete resolution of the wave
equation for the direct problem (seismic modeling) and the resolution of optimization process
for the inverse problem, are currently the subject of many methodological developments, in
both industrial and academic communities.
The numerical challenge is the resolution of the three-dimensional direct problem for a large
number of seismic sources, typically few to tens of thousands in petroleum industry acquisition.
The methodological challenge is the management of the non-linearity of the inverse problem
resulting from the incomplete illumination of subsurface from the surface survey with a limited
bandwidth source. The expected contribution of these methods is to reach a spatial resolution
of half-a-wavelength. It has the ability to image complex structure targets such as saline or salt-
bearing basaltic and to quantify the subsurface physical parameters such as velocity, density,
attenuation, anisotropic parameters and so on.
The objective of this thesis is to develop a method of three-dimensional seismic imaging by
full waveform inversion and apply it to real ocean-bottom data set recorded in the Valhall oil
field (in the North Sea). The inversion is performed in frequency domain. A limited number
of frequencies is inverted following a hierarchical protocol from low to high frequencies. This
multi-scale approach helps to reduce the non-linearity of the inverse problem.
The modeling approaches is performed in time domain and monochromatic wavefields are
extracted by discrete Fourier transform to solve the inverse problem in frequency domain.
The optimization algorithm of the inverse problem is based on conjugate gradients method or
quasi-Newton method. The method is applied in the framework of the visco-acoustic isotropic
approximation, where the medium is parameterized by the velocity of compressional wave
propagation, attenuation, and density. The hydrophone data component located at the seabed
is inverted. The methodological issue of this thesis is to develop by full waveform inversion a
three-dimensional high-resolution velocity model of the Valhall oil field in a cube with a size of
18 km × 12 km × 5 km, and to push the inversion towards frequencies as high as possible.
The purpose of this application is to provide an early evaluation of the potentialities of
full waveform inversion for imaging three-dimensional geological environments from surface
acquisition such as the ones carried out by the petroleum industry.
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Introduction
Seismic imaging
The knowledge of the Earth as its internal compositions and structures should be considered
at different scales. It is of major interest for economy, human livings, environmental purposes,
and science. For example, the exploration of natural resources is currently a major economic
issue for many countries. This exploration is more and more associated with optimal exploita-
tion of these resources. Several geophysical methods and techniques have been developed for
a quantitative estimation of these resources as various physical phenomena can hamper the
interior of the Earth with different resolution. The main geophysical techniques currently in
use are numerous and are based on electromagnetic fields, magnetic and electric static ones,
gravimetric field, and seismic fields among others. The choice of one of these methods de-
pends on the type of physical properties to be identified in the interior of the Earth and the
related complexity of these structures. Optimal investigation depends also on the purpose of
the search from economical reason to geodynamical understanding. In my thesis, I shall focus
my attention on the seismic methods, which are known to have a high resolution.
Seismic exploration techniques are used to determine the geological and physical structures
of the subsurface as a routine component in the search of hydrocarbon reservoirs. It is crucial
to extract from the recorded data the physical parameters of the subsurface, typically the
seismic wave propagation velocity, in order to correctly locate and estimate potential reservoirs.
The seismic active acquisition experiment uses controlled sources as explosives, air guns or
vibroseis trunks. These sources initiate waves inside the medium and these propagated waves
are ultimately recorded at the surface by sensors at the receiver positions. They might be
geophones, which record particle velocities along one up to three directions, or hydrophones
which record the pressure component. During the propagation, the seismic wave undergoes at
heterogeneities inside the medium several complex physical conversions as reflection, refraction
and/or diffraction. These conversions, when recorded at the surface, bring information about
the structure of the Earth one needs to interpret, and these conversions confer to seismic data
non-linear properties making difficult if not impossible the reconstruction. Therefore, recorded
signals should be processed in an adequate way for the model building representing geological
structures of the subsurface.
The geometry of the seismic acquisition defines the target dimension one may expect: if the
recording time is short, one can reconstruct only the shallow part of the Earth. If the seismic
acquisition is deployed over a large distance requiring a longer time window of recording, one
may extract information at deeper depths from the data. Indeed, wide aperture/azimuth
and global offset acquisitions are necessary to record the diving waves in order to appropriately
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image complex targets such as salt domes with dipping flanks for example. However, dense wide
azimuth acquisitions have often presented financial and deployment challenges. In oil & gas
exploration industry, dense multifold seismic reflection acquisition is the standard acquisition
geometry especially in marine environment. The length of seismic streamer and cables has been
increased from 2 km to more than 12 km and one ship might trace more than one streamer.
This technological effort has been performed because many targets are under the sea water.
Therefore, for a long time in reasonably complex structures, the data processing has been
mainly based on reflected waves. The tracking of additional targets in more complex geological
environments turns out to be difficult when reflections are highly deformed, because of faults,
high-velocity variations, and so on.
Full waveform inversion - FWI
Quantitative seismic imaging of three-dimensional (3D) crustal structures is therefore one of
main challenges of geophysical exploration at different scales for subsurface, oil exploration,
crustal and lithospheric investigations. Full Waveform Inversion (FWI) is one of the most
promising techniques for seismic imaging as acquisition improves in size and density. Since
the pioneering work on full waveform inversion in 1980’s (Tarantola, 1984a; Lailly, 1984), it
has been developed both in the time and frequency domains. The frequency domain provides
a natural framework to design multiscale imaging through successive inversions of increasing
frequencies: proceeding sequentially from low to high frequencies defines a multi resolution
imaging strategy, that helps to mitigate the non-linearity of the inverse problem (Pratt et
Worthington, 1990; Pratt, 1999). Moreover, computationally efficient frequency domain full
waveform inversion algorithms can be designed by limiting the inversion to a few discrete
frequencies, when wide-aperture acquisition geometries are considered (Sirgue et Pratt, 2004).
Full waveform inversion is a challenging data-fitting procedure based on full wavefield mod-
eling to extract quantitative information from seismograms. FWI was originally developed in
the time domain (Tarantola, 1984a), whereas the frequency-domain approach was proposed
mainly in the 1990s by G. Pratt and collaborators (Pratt, 1990a; Pratt et Worthington, 1990).
The frequency-domain formulation of FWI has been shown to be effective to build accurate
velocity models of complex structures from long-offset acquisition geometries (Ravaut et al.,
2004). The wide-azimuth acquisitions allow FWI to image the deeper parts of the medium
using transmitted energy information from the data. All the information contained in the data
is used to survey the subsurface physical properties beneath the zone of interest. As a result,
FWI is a high resolution imaging process. It is able to provide a result with a spatial accuracy
of half-a-wavelength (Sirgue et Pratt, 2004). FWI is based on a local optimization scheme,
where the gradient of the misfit function can be computed efficiently with the adjoint-state
method (Plessix, 2006; Castellanos et al., 2011). However, FWI is an ill-posed problem, that
requires the starting model to be close enough to the real one in order to converge to the
global minimum. Another counterpart of FWI is the required computational resources when
considering models and frequencies of interest. The task becomes even more challenging when
one attempts to perform the inversion using the elastic equation (Shi et al., 2007; Brossier
et al., 2009) instead of using the acoustic approximation (Mulder et Plessix, 2008; Barnes et
Charara, 2009). In the last few years, due to the increase of the high performance computing
power and some algorithmic enhancements, FWI has focused a lot of interests and continuous
efforts towards inversion of 3D data sets at low frequencies. Remarkable applications have
14
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been done in 3D using the acoustic approximation (Plessix, 2009; Sirgue et al., 2010; Plessix
et Perkins, 2010). However, further investigations are still required to understand which part
of the wavefield is really exploited by acoustic FWI of wide-azimuth data in anisotropic en-
vironments. Velocity models built by FWI are conventionally used as background models for
prestack depth migration (Ben Hadj Ali et al., 2008). As such, the FWI velocity model should
allow to flatten reflectors in common image gathers. However, with the development of wide-
azimuth acquisitions, the ability of the FWI to exploit the full wavefield including diving waves
and super-critical reflections deserves further quality control of the FWI results, in particular
in anisotropic environments.
The choice between time and frequency domains in FWI
FWI can be implemented in the time or frequency domain for both the forward and inverse
problem. As we noted, in 1980s, FWI was developed in time domain (Tarantola, 1984a). Gau-
thier et al. (1986) showed the first test examples with three different simple two-dimensional
(2D) models, but its application to 3D real data has had to wait for almost two decades due
to the computational cost. Then, in the following years, Mora (1987) and Crase et al. (1990)
applied the time domain inversion on 2D elastic case. In time domain inversion, the data are
represented by temporal seismograms. The early applications of this method suffered a pro-
hibitive computational cost, which limits the possible iterations, and an inappropriate choice of
short offset acquisition. These configurations limit the possibility of imaging the long and in-
termediate wavelengths and therefore make the process highly non linear. In the time domain,
Bunks et al. (1995) proposed a multiscale FWI scheme, which can be more naturally imple-
mented in the frequency domain. It consists of successive inversions of overlapping frequency
groups. The first group contains only the starting frequency, and one higher frequency is added
from one group to the next. This multiscale strategy successively inverts the subdata sets of
increasing high-frequency content, because low frequencies are less sensitive to cycle-skipping
artifacts and makes the problem more linear.
Frequency domain approach was proposed mainly in 1990s (Pratt, 1990a; Pratt et Worthing-
ton, 1990). The frequency domain FWI approach is equivalent to the time domain approach
when all of the frequencies are inverted simultaneously (Pratt et al., 1998). One of the most
important advantages of frequency domain inversion is the ability to provide an unaliased im-
age using a limited number of frequencies. The proposed strategy is very pertinent: the long
offsets allow to rebuild the long wavelengths, which are indispensable for the convergence of
the iterative system. A few discrete frequencies are selected for frequency domain FWI, and
the inversion is carried out sequentially from low to high frequencies. It helps to reduce the
non-linearity : the long wavelength components of the model parameters are recovered by low
frequency, and more details and features are recovered as the inversion proceeds with higher
frequencies. The starting model for the higher frequencies is the final recovered model by the
previous frequencies. The second approach, which is referred to as the simultaneous inversion
approach, consists of successive inversions of slightly overlapping frequency groups. The choice
of the frequency bandwidth should consider the trade-off between computational efficiency and
quality of imaging, the large bandwidth of the frequency can mitigate the non-linearity of FWI
in terms of the non-unicity of the solution, whereas the maximum frequency of the group should
be chosen by such that the cycle-skipping artifacts are avoided (Virieux et Operto, 2009). An
example of this tuning is illustrated by Brossier et al. (2009). The frequency domain provides
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a more natural framework for this multiscale approach by performing successive inversions of
increasing frequencies (Virieux et Operto, 2009), while the strategy for forward modeling could
be adapted to the available computational resources.
Non-linearity of FWI can also be efficiently mitigated by selecting a subset of specific
arrivals (i.e., early arrivals, reflected phases) in the data by time windowing (e.g., Sheng et al.,
2006; Sears et al., 2008). Frequency domain wave modeling is not as flexible as the time-
domain system for the preconditioning of the data by time windowing, as a limited number of
frequencies is conventionally processed at a given step of the inversion. This makes frequency
domain full waveform inversion based on time domain modeling an attractive strategy to design
robust FWI algorithms.
Recently, due to the increase of the available computational power and some algorithmic
enhancements, FWI has focused a lot of interests and continuous efforts towards inversion of 3D
data sets at low frequencies. Remarkable applications have been done in 3D using the acoustic
approximation (Plessix, 2009; Sirgue et al., 2010; Plessix et Perkins, 2010). However, further
investigations are still required to understand which part of the wavefield is really exploited by
acoustic FWI of wide-azimuth data in anisotropic environments.
In the following of this thesis, we have chosen the strategy of inversion in frequency do-
main, while the forward problem will be performed in the time domain with an extraction of
frequency response by discrete Fourier transform (Sirgue et al., 2010). The FWI algorithm
relies on a pseudo-conservative form of the velocity-stress wave equation. This allows first to
make the kernel of the waveform inversion diagonal and independent of the numerical scheme
used for seismic modeling, and hence to interface easily different modeling engines with the
inversion. Second, the gradient of the misfit function can be built from self-adjoint operators,
which allow us to use the same modeling scheme to compute the incident and adjoint wave-
fields. Two nested-levels of parallelism by source distribution and domain decomposition of
the computational mesh allow us to optimize the performance of the code according to the
computational platform.
Aim of the thesis
The objective of this thesis is to develop a method of 3D seismic imaging by frequency domain
full waveform inversion based on time domain modeling and apply it to Valhall OBC real data
set. The purpose of this application is to provide an early evaluation of the potentialities of
full waveform inversion for imaging 3D geological environments from surface acquisition.
Summary of the thesis
This thesis will be organized in three parts. I will be concentrated in its first part on the forward
problem as we need to solve it efficiently for many sources during the inversion procedure. We
shall consider then the inversion problem formulation with the numerical difficulties we must
face. Then, I shall consider the application on Valhall oil field.
Part I is devoted to forward problem. In the first chapter, I shall present the numerical
solution of the wave equation in frequency and time domains. I aim to further understand
the time and memory complexities for the two domains. Then I would like to validate our
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time domain solution using O(∆x4,∆t2) finite-difference method with analytical solutions. I
shall validate the implementation of the perfectly-matched-layer (PML) absorbing boundary
condition, the free-surface boundary condition, and the source implementation on coarse grid
with Sinc-function interpolations. Finally, I shall perform a scalability analysis of the domain-
decomposition parallelism.
Part II is devoted to the inverse problem. In the second chapter, I am interested in the
approach of frequency domain full waveform inversion based on time domain modeling. I shall
present the line search methods used to solve a local optimization problem. I shall describe
the method to build the gradient of the misfit function with the adjoint-state method. The
least-squares formalism is reviewed. I shall discuss the two-nested levels of parallelism by
source distribution and domain decomposition of the computational domain. The algorithm
that combines the two level parallelisms, will be presented in this part. Finally I shall conclude
this algorithm investigation with same validation tests.
Part III is devoted to application. Two applications of the algorithm to EAGE/SEG veloc-
ity model and the Valhall model will be presented in the third chapter. Before the application
of Valhall real data set, the method is validated against the EAGE/SEG Overthrust model.
I shall analyze our FWI model per frequency groups. I shall discuss the accuracy of initial
model, the quality of data, the strategy of FWI, the choice of frequency group and so on.
In the last chapter, I shall expose the general conclusions and perspectives of the thesis.
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Part I
Forward problem

In the first part of this thesis, I shall discuss the different approaches for solving efficiently
partial differential equations in heterogeneous continuous media for seismic wave propagation.
Seismic imaging needs quite efficient modeling tools for the forward problem in order to es-
timate the entire wavefield at each node of the computational domain considering all types
of propagation (direct, reflected, diffracted, transmitted waves should be included in our sim-
ulation) in an heterogeneous medium. We have to perform this modeling for many sources,
typically for thousands of them in three-dimensional setting. Moreover, in the framework of
full waveform inversion, we have to repeat this procedure of many modelings at each iteration
of the model update.
Firstly, I shall introduce the different equations handling the wave propagation and I shall
focus my attention on volumetric methods in relation with partial differential equations. We
consider these equations for elastic and acoustic wave propagation in order to appreciate dif-
ferences between them. The main concern in this work is related to acoustic wave propagation.
Secondly, I concentrate my attention in solving second-order acoustic wave equation in
the frequency domain directly in order to illustrate advantages and disadvantages for working
in this specific frequency domain. I shall present the spatial stencils and the related sparse
matrix I build. I shall discuss how to solve the related linear system efficiently. The memory
requirement of the technique we solve leads us to consider another strategy (Brossier et al.,
2010a; Ben Hadj Ali et al., 2008; Operto et al., 2007; Sourbier et al., 2011).
Thirdly, we investigate the time-domain formulation, which turns out to be less memory-
demanding than the frequency approach available to us at the expense of computer times
(Virieux et al., 2009). I discuss the discrete implementation I consider as first-order acoustic
wave equations. I validate the numerical solutions against analytical solutions in an infinite
medium and in an half-space. I shall introduce in more details the absorbing boundary con-
ditions (Komatitsch et Martin, 2007) as formulated in the time domain as well as the source
implementation and the extraction of signals at receivers (Hicks, 2002). Finally, I shall analyze
the capabilities for recovering monochromatic solutions through Discrete Fourier Transform
(DFT).
Fourthly, I shall introduce two levels of parallelisms: one is over sources and it is related
to embarrassing parallelism as we can start forward computing for each source independently
and the other one is over domain decomposition as I may need more that one CPU for tackling
the forward problem for one source. The second parallel implementation through a domain
decomposition technique improves dramatically the efficiency of the forward modeling (Bohlen
et Saenger, 2006), and it is crucial for seismic imaging.
Finally, I perform modeling in two realistic models. I consider first the EAGE/SEG Over-
thrust model and the EAGE/SEG Salt model. Comparisons between solutions at different
frequencies between the second-order equation and the system of first-order equations will
illustrate our capability of modeling accurately waves in complex media.
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WAVE PROPAGATION IN CONTINUOUS MEDIUM
We shall consider the Earth as a mechanical continuous body where seismic wave prop-
agation, as a physical phenomenon, obeys deterministic partial differential equations (PDE)
we shall describe later on. Moreover, the Earth, and more specifically its superficial solid
envelop named as the crust, is heterogeneous and dissipative regarding seismic waves. Luck-
ily, the Earth has different heterogeneous scales as slow variations of velocities inside layers
separated by discontinuities across which waves are partitioned. One may consider that dif-
ferent approaches could be considered from asymptotic methods as ray tracing methods quite
valid in areas with smooth variations (Hanyga et al., 1995; Hanyga et Pajchel, 1995; Hanyga
et Seredyn´ska, 1999) to boundary element methods which discretize discontinuities only con-
sidering layers with homogeneous properties (Krishnasamy et al., 1992; Aubry et Clouteau,
1991).
In seismic imaging, we could not have prior description about property variations and
we, therefore, consider a grid approach with a volumetric description where both smooth and
sharp variations should be sampled through grid nodes. These volumetric approaches rely on
a 3D sampling of the medium, which could be on regular meshes as 2D or 3D rectangular
grids or which could be on irregular grids based in 2D triangles/quadrilateral or 3D tetra-
hedral/hexahedral angles meshes. Triangle/tetrahedral meshes are the simplex unstructured
grids one can think about. Regular grids are also very appreciated as they are easy to construct
and as efficient approaches of solving PDE are often based on regular grids.
Full Waveform Inversion, which stands for a seismic imaging considering complete prop-
agation features, requires accurate and efficient wavefield modeling engines, especially in 3D
heterogeneous media. Finding complete (or full) accurate wavefield solution requires efficient
numerical approaches and, because we are interested in heterogeneous media, we shall con-
centrate our attention to volumetric methods where the medium is discretized using a mesh
approach. Efficient methods such as finite-differences approaches (Virieux, 1986; Levander,
1988; Graves, 1996; Operto et al., 2007) may compete with more accurate methods such as
pseudospectral approaches (Danecek et Seriani, 2008) or more elaborated methods such as
continuous finite-elements approaches (Marfurt, 1984; Min et al., 2003; Seriani et Priolo, 1994)
or discontinuous finite-elements approaches (de la Puente et al., 2008).
In this work, we shall mainly rely on simple forward modeling grids based on 3D rectangular
prism (even cubic) grids on which partial differential equations need to be solved using finite-
difference techniques as these methods are quite efficient especially for 3D geometries.
The modeling techniques are strongly dependent on the problem we need to consider and on
the available computer resources. For seismic processing, finite-difference methods are widely
used in the time and frequency domains, thanks to their efficiency and their simplicity. In an
infinite continuous medium, the time-domain formulation relates inertial terms with internal
forces and external forces leading to the following system of partial differential equations,
M(x)
∂2u(x, t)
∂t2
= A(x) u(x, t) + s(x, t), (1.1)
where M and A are the mass and the stiffness matrices, respectively. The stiffness matrix
exploits the Hooke law and expresses the linear differential operator between stresses and
deformations linked to displacements. The source term is denoted by s(x, t), and the seismic
wavefield is described by the quantity u(x, t), which represents the particle displacement vector.
The system (1.1) is generally solved with an explicit time marching algorithm: the value of
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the wavefield at time step (n+1) at a spatial position is inferred from values of the wavefield
at previous time steps. If both velocity and stress wavefields are considered, the system of
second-order equations can be recast into a first-order hyperbolic velocity-stress system as we
shall see in the section 1.1.1.
We may take the Fourier transform u(x, f) of the particle displacement u(x, t), following
the sign convention
u(x, f) =
∫ ∞
−∞
u(x, t)eiωtdt. (1.2)
The Fourier convention is quite important to consider in the construction of the impedance
matrix B from the matricesM and A, especially when we shall consider the first-order system.
In an infinite continuous medium, the frequency-domain formulation could be recast into the
following linear system,
B(x, ω)u(x, ω) = s(x, ω), (1.3)
where B is the impedance matrix combining the mass and stiffness matrices while other terms
have been already defined. The external source term s and the wavefield u are now expressed
in the frequency domain.
The system of equations (1.3) can be solved by a decomposition of B such as lower and
upper (LU) triangular decomposition, leading to direct-solver techniques. The advantage of the
direct-solver approach is that, once the decomposition is performed, equation (1.3) is efficiently
solved for multiple sources using forward and backward substitutions (Marfurt, 1984). The
direct-solver approach is efficient for 2D forward problems. However, the time and memory
complexities of LU factorization and its limited scalability on large-scale distributed memory
platforms prevent use of the approach for large-scale 3D problems (i.e. problems involving more
than 10 million unknowns (Operto et al., 2007)), although recently Wang et al. (2011b) have
introduced their study of the scalability and have proposed practical efficient parallel algorithms
for direct solver based on hierarchically semiseparable (HSS) matrices. They showed a robust
and efficient parallel implementation of the LU decomposition with promising perspectives.
In this work, we use an alternative approach proposed by Nihei et Li (2007) and Sirgue
et al. (2008), who compute monochromatic wavefields in the time domain and extract the
frequency-domain solution by discrete Fourier transform in the loop over the time steps. The
advantages of this approach is that the memory complexity stays low but one has to perform
the forward modeling for each source from scratch. During a forward modeling, an arbitrary
number of frequencies can be extracted within the loop over time steps at minimal extra cost,
allowing the grouping of selected frequencies for the inversion scheme.
Moreover, time windowing can be easily applied in the time domain, unlike in the frequency
domain. Time windowing on both real and synthetic data allows the extraction of specific
arrivals for FWI (early arrivals, reflections, post-critical reflections, converted waves), which
is often useful to mitigate the non-linearity of the inversion by judicious data preconditioning
(Brossier et al., 2009; Fichtner et al., 2008; Sears et al., 2008).
In this section, I shall introduce the equations of wave propagation. These equations must
be solved in arbitrarily heterogeneous media to constitute the direct problem, which is the
engine of waveform inversion algorithms. I shall present the numerical method used to solve
the elastodynamic equations in this work: finite-difference method for discretization of partial
differential equations. I shall discuss the validations of this approach, and we will show the
applications in realistic models: EAGE/SEG Overthrust model and EAGE/SEG Salt model.
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1.1 The elastodynamic equations and the acoustic equations
In this section, I shall derive the well-known partial differential equations, which govern acoustic
wave propagation for linear continuum media. It can be obtained through an acoustic approx-
imation of the elastic system (Aki et Richards, 1980). In the elastic media, the wave equation
is obtained by a combination of the equation of motion of Newtow and the Hooke law. The
wave propagation is governed by the following linear elastodynamics equations, which ensure
firstly the conservation of quantity of motion and, secondly, linear connection of strains and
stresses in the material through the Hooke law.
1.1.1 First-order versus second-order formulations
The development of the equations of wave propagation can be found in many textbooks in
physics (Duvaut, 1990; Royer et Dieulesaint, 1997) as well as in geophysics (Menke et Abbott,
1990; Shearer, 2009). The governing PDE system, called elastodynamic system, is written as
the following first-order system,
ρ∂tv = ∇ · σ + fext
∂tσ = c : ∇v, (1.4)
with the velocity vector and stress tensor definitions
v = (vx vy vz)
T
σ = (σxx σyy σzz σxy σxz σyz)
T . (1.5)
In the system (1.4), the external force is denoted by the term fext, the density by ρ. The
elastic tensor c contains more than 21 independent coefficients in the case of general (triclinic)
anisotropic media. It is useful to detail these equations for isotropic elastic media as follows
∂σxx(x, y, z, t)
∂t
= (λ(x, y, z) + 2µ(x, y, z))
∂vx(x, y, z, t)
∂x
+ λ(x, y, z){∂vy(x, y, z, t)
∂y
+
∂vz(x, y, z, t)
∂z
}
∂σyy(x, y, z, t)
∂t
= (λ(x, y, z) + 2µ(x, y, z))
∂vy(x, y, z, t)
∂y
+ λ(x, y, z){∂vx(x, y, z, t)
∂x
+
∂vz(x, y, z, t)
∂z
}
∂σzz(x, y, z, t)
∂t
= (λ(x, y, z) + 2µ(x, y, z))
∂vz(x, y, z, t)
∂z
+ λ(x, y, z){∂vx(x, y, z, t)
∂x
+
∂vy(x, y, z, t)
∂y
}
∂σxy(x, y, z, t)
∂t
= µ(x, y, z){∂vx(x, y, z, t)
∂y
+
∂vy(x, y, z, t)
∂x
}
∂σxz(x, y, z, t)
∂t
= µ(x, y, z){∂vx(x, y, z, t)
∂z
+
∂vz(x, y, z, t)
∂x
}
∂σyz(x, y, z, t)
∂t
= µ(x, y, z){∂vy(x, y, z, t)
∂z
+
∂vz(x, y, z, t)
∂y
}
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∂vx(x, y, z, t)
∂t
=
1
ρ(x, y, z)
{∂σxx(x, y, z, t)
∂x
+
∂σxy(x, y, z, t)
∂y
+
∂σxz(x, y, z, t)
∂z
}
∂vy(x, y, z, t)
∂t
=
1
ρ(x, y, z)
{∂σxy(x, y, z, t)
∂x
+
∂σyy(x, y, z, t)
∂y
+
∂σyz(x, y, z, t)
∂z
}
∂vz(x, y, z, t)
∂t
=
1
ρ(x, y, z)
{∂σxz(x, y, z, t)
∂x
+
∂σyz(x, y, z, t)
∂y
+
∂σzz(x, y, z, t)
∂z
}, (1.6)
where λ and µ denote the Lame´ coefficients. We may express this system in a matrix form: the
velocity and stress components will be estimated at different time steps in order to allow time
discretization using an integration scheme of leapfrog type. We have the compact expression
∂tv =
∑
θ∈{x,y,z}
∂θ(Aθσ)
∂tσ =
∑
θ∈{x,y,z}
∂θ(Bθv), (1.7)
with
Ax =

1
ρ 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1ρ 0 0
0 0 0 0 1ρ 0
 Bx =
λ+ 2µ λ λ 0 0 00 0 0 µ 0 0
0 0 0 0 µ 0
T
Ay =
0 0 0
1
ρ 0 0
0 1ρ 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1ρ
 By =
0 0 0 µ 0 0λ λ+ 2µ λ 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 µ
T
Az =
0 0 0 0
1
ρ 0
0 0 0 0 0 1ρ
0 0 1ρ 0 0 0
 Bz =
0 0 0 0 µ 00 0 0 0 0 µ
λ λ λ+ 2µ 0 0 0
T .
As we are interested in the acoustic wave equation, we consider that there is no shear motion
and, therefore, the second Lame´ coefficient, known also as the shear modulus, is set to zero
everywhere. Consequently, only normal components of stresses are different from zero values.
The system (1.6) reduces to the following system
∂σxx(x, y, z, t)
∂t
= λ(x, y, z){∂vx(x, y, z, t)
∂x
+
∂vy(x, y, z, t)
∂y
+
∂vz(x, y, z, t)
∂z
}
∂σyy(x, y, z, t)
∂t
= λ(x, y, z){∂vy(x, y, z, t)
∂y
+
∂vx(x, y, z, t)
∂x
+
∂vz(x, y, z, t)
∂z
}
∂σzz(x, y, z, t)
∂t
= λ(x, y, z){∂vz(x, y, z, t)
∂z
+
∂vx(x, y, z, t)
∂x
+
∂vy(x, y, z, t)
∂y
}
ρ(x, y, z)
∂vx(x, y, z, t)
∂t
=
∂σxx(x, y, z, t)
∂x
ρ(x, y, z)
∂vy(x, y, z, t)
∂t
=
∂σyy(x, y, z, t)
∂y
ρ(x, y, z)
∂vz(x, y, z, t)
∂t
=
∂σzz(x, y, z, t)
∂z
. (1.8)
We find that the first three equations of system (1.8) are equal, which ∂σxx(x, y, z, t)/∂t =
∂σyy(x, y, z, t)/∂t = ∂σzz(x, y, z, t)/∂t. Therefore, let us define the pressure field P (x, y, z, t)
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by the following expression
p(x, y, z, t) =
σxx(x, y, z, t) + σyy(x, y, z, t) + σzz(x, y, z, t)
3
.
Combining the system (1.8) and (1.9), we can obtain the first-order hyperbolic acoustic system
as below:
∂p(x, y, z, t)
∂t
= κ(x, y, z)(
∂vx(x, y, z, t)
∂x
+
∂vy(x, y, z, t)
∂y
+
∂vz(x, y, z, t)
∂z
)
+ s(x, y, z, t)
∂vx(x, y, z, t)
∂t
= b(x, y, z)
∂p(x, y, z, t)
∂x
∂vy(x, y, z, t)
∂t
= b(x, y, z)
∂p(x, y, z, t)
∂y
∂vz(x, y, z, t)
∂t
= b(x, y, z)
∂p(x, y, z, t)
∂z
, (1.9)
where the quantity κ(x, y, z) denotes the bulk modulus and the buoyancy b(x, y, z) = 1/ρ(x, y, z)
is the inverse of the density. The source term s(x, y, z, t) is applied in the pressure field as we
often consider explosive sources. This system is often called the system of vectorial acoustic
wave equations. Please note that material properties could be easily move to the left-hand
side of the system, separating them from spatial derivatives of the different fields: this is the
so-called pseudo-conservative form which comes naturally for the acoustic system.
In the frequency domain, the system (1.9) can be transformed into
p(x, y, z, ω) =
κ(x, y, z)
−ιω (
∂vx(x, y, z, ω)
∂x
+
∂vy(x, y, z, ω)
∂y
+
∂vz(x, y, z, ω)
∂z
)
+ s(x, y, z, ω)
−ιω
b(x, y, z)
vx(x, y, z, ω) =
∂p(x, y, z, ω)
∂x
−ιω
b(x, y, z)
vy(x, y, z, ω) =
∂p(x, y, z, ω)
∂y
−ιω
b(x, y, z)
vz(x, y, z, ω) =
∂p(x, y, z, ω)
∂z
, (1.10)
where ι =
√−1. This system allows the computation of the pressure and the particle velocity
fields in the frequency domain. Please, note that the Fourier convention is quite important.
The second-order elliptical wave equation is obtained simply by injecting the last three
equations into the first one of the system (1.9). It leads to[
1
k(x, y, z)
∂2
∂t2
+
∂
∂x
b(x, y, z)
∂
∂x
+
∂
∂y
b(x, y, z)
∂
∂y
+
∂
∂z
b(x, y, z)
∂
∂z
]
p(x, y, z, t) = s(x, y, z, t).
(1.11)
In the frequency domain, the differential equation (1.11) becomes[
ω2
κ(x, y, z)
+
∂
∂x
b(x, y, z)
∂
∂x
+
∂
∂y
b(x, y, z)
∂
∂y
+
∂
∂z
b(x, y, z)
∂
∂z
]
p(x, y, z, ω) = s(x, y, z, ω).
(1.12)
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The equation can be expressed in a compact form as
B(x, y, z, ω)p(x, y, z, ω) = s(x, y, z, ω), (1.13)
where B denotes the spatial differential operator we need to discretize for the construction of
a linear system to be solved. If density is constant, the system (1.11) can be simplified to
∂2p(x, y, z, t)
∂t2
+ v2(x, y, z)(
∂2p(x, y, z, t)
∂x2
+
∂2p(x, y, z, t)
∂y2
+
∂2p(x, y, z, t)
∂z2
) = s(x, y, z, t),
(1.14)
where v(x, y, z) is the wave speed. We have assumed that the density, and therefore the
buoyancy, is constant. This equation is often called the acoustic wave equation.
1.1.2 Pseudo-conservative form of the elastodynamic equations
When performing seismic imaging, we have to consider not only the discretization of the forward
problem but also the discretization of the adjoint problem as we shall see later. Some partial
differential operators are self-adjoint, reducing our task for the numerical implementation. The
first-order differential system is not self-adjoint for the elastic case. This is the reason why
we have put our attention to an alternative form of the elastodynamics, namely, the pseudo-
conservative form, which will be used for solving the adjoint problem for an isotropic medium
using the discretization of the forward problem without a specific discretization of the adjoint
problem (Castellanos et al., 2011).
Let us consider the system equations of (1.7): we apply a transformation of the combined
velocity-stress vector u into a new field w such that
w = T u, (1.15)
where the transformation matrix T is given by
T =

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1√
3
1√
3
1√
3
0 0 0
0 0 0 − 1√
6
− 1√
6
2√
6
0 0 0
0 0 0 − 1√
2
1√
2
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

. (1.16)
The vector u is noted by
ut = (vx, vy, vz, σxx, σyy, σzz, σxy, σxz, σyz)
t. (1.17)
Therefore, the new vector w can be written as
wt = (vx, vy, vz,
1√
3
Tr(σ),
√
3√
2
(σzz − 1
3
Tr(σ)), 1√
2
(−σxx + σyy),
√
2σxy,
√
2σxz,
√
2σyz)
t.
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(1.18)
The velocity components are not changed as well as shear components of the stress tensor. Let
us introduce a matrix P
P =

1√
3
1√
3
1√
3
0 0 0
− 1√
6
− 1√
6
2√
6
0 0 0
− 1√
2
1√
2
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1

.
The matrix T can be written as
T =
( ∏
3×3 0
0 P
)
. (1.19)
Multiplying an identity matrix noted as P−1P to the σ component in the system (1.7) and
using σ˜ = Pσ, we have the following system
∂tv =
∑
θ={x,y,z}
∂θAθP
−1σ˜
∂tσ˜ =
∑
θ={x,y,z}
∂θPBθv. (1.20)
We can now define the matrices Λ1 and Λ2 which contain the physical parameters as
Λ1 = diag (ρ, ρ, ρ)
Λ2 = diag
(
1
3λ+ 2µ
,
1
2µ
,
1
2µ
,
1
µ
,
1
µ
,
1
µ
)
. (1.21)
The system (1.20) can be written as
Λ1∂tv =
∑
∂θA
′
θσ˜
∂tσ˜ = Λ
−1
2
∑
∂θB
′
θv, (1.22)
where operators A′θ and B
′
θ no longer contain physical parameters of the medium. After
transferring the physical parameters on the left side, we have the pseudo-conservative system
form
Λ1∂tv =
∑
θ={x,y,z}
A′′σ˜
Λ2∂tσ˜ =
∑
θ={x,y,z}
B′′v,
where B′′ =
∑
∂θB
′
θ is explicitly defined as
B′′ =

1√
3
∂x
1√
3
∂y
1√
3
∂z
− 1√
6
∂x − 1√6∂y
√
2√
3
∂z
− 1√
2
∂x
1√
2
∂y 0
∂y ∂x 0
∂z 0 ∂x
0 ∂z ∂y

,
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and A′′ =
∑
∂θA
′
θ = B
′′T . The pseudo-conservative form can be written in a condensed form
as
Λ∂tw = B′w. (1.23)
In the frequency domain, this system becomes
− iωΛw = B′w, (1.24)
where matrices are defined following the different previous expressions as
Λ =
(
Λ1 03×3
06×3 Λ2
)
, B′ =
(
03×3 A′′
B′′ 06×6
)
, B′ = ΛTBT−1.
We have obtained a system where B′t = B′ and B′† = −B′, thanks to the conservative property
of the symmetrical matrix B′. The appearance of the signal minus means that the problem has
to be solved from the final time to the initial time. In the frequency approach, we must consider
also this sign which leads to a 1800 phase shift, an effect as important as the convention of sign
for the Fourier transform. Therefore, we must consider the adjoint field of the field w which
follows exactly the same PDE because the system is self-adjoint. Instead of doing so, we shall
focus on the more familiar system for getting both the solution u and its adjoint, thanks to the
transformation T. Of note, this transformation is exactly the identity for the acoustic case.
We will discuss further this point in the chapter on the inversion 2.1.3.
This discussion is valid for the elastic wave propagation and, consequently, could be consid-
ered as well for the acoustic one as we are going to solve the first-order hyperbolic system. We
now proceed first in the discretization of the frequency approach of the acoustic second-order
equation using a mixed-grid approach and, then, in the discretization of the time approach
using a staggered-grid approach of the pressure/velocity field u.
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In the frequency-domain, the spatial discretization of partial differential equations reduces
to the resolution of a complex-valued large and sparse system of linear equations for each
frequency. The solution is the monochromatic wavefield when we consider the source excitation
at this frequency as the right-hand side (r.h.s) of the linear system to be solved. The linear
matrix system can be written as Bp = s. Two key issues should be addressed in frequency-
domain wave modeling based on LU factorization of the impedance matrix: the first one is
the memory required for the factorization of the matrix B, while the second one is the poor
scalability of such factorization over a cluster.
Although this work is not concerned directly by the frequency forward modeling, we shall
compare our own monochromatic solution built from a time-domain formulation to the one di-
rectly computed by solving the frequency-domain system. Therefore, we shall describe shortly
how the finite-difference (FD) stencil has been designed for efficient three-dimensional compu-
tation when considering only a frequency-domain approach.
In the frequency-domain, several approaches are available to solve the linear matrix system:
the direct solver method (DSM) through an LU decomposition (Press et al., 1992; Operto
et al., 2007), the iterative solver method (ISM) (Riyanti et al., 2007; Plessix, 2007), and the
hybrid solver method (HSM) based on domain decomposition (Haidar, 2008; Sourbier et al.,
2008) we shall discuss in this paragraph.
Direct solver methods are methods of choice when we can afford the memory requirement,
because this approach is known for its multiple r.h.s resolution efficiency, an essential feature
in the prospect of imaging where a large number of seismic sources is involved. A sparse direct
solver performs first a lower-upper (LU) decomposition of the matrix, which is independent of
the source, followed by forward and backward substitutions for each source in order to get the
solution (Duff et al., 1986).
Another approach for frequency-domain modeling is based on an iterative solver, the main
advantage of this approach with respect to DSM is the small memory requirement, typically
O(N3) for 3D. Nevertheless, the performance of iterative methods depends strongly on the
spectral properties of the linear system to be solved. In order to improve efficacy and robustness,
an efficient preconditioning needs to be found. This task is critical and can be quite cumbersome
(Plessix, 2009).
The third class of solvers, hybrid methods, may provide a good compromise between DSM
and ISM in terms of memory requirement and efficiency of multiple r.h.s simulation (Virieux
et al., 2009). It tries to find a compromise between the two previous solvers through a domain
decomposition method (Sourbier et al., 2011).
We shall consider in this short description only the DSM approach as we have used these
numerical solutions for comparison.
1.2.1 Spatial discretization
In FD methods, high-order accurate stencils are generally designed to achieve the best trade-off
between accuracy and computational efficiency (Dablain, 1986). However, the DSM method
needs to use high-order accurate stencils but their large spatial support will lead to a prohibitive
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fill-in of the matrix during the LU decomposition (Hustedt et al., 2004). Therefore, we need to
preserve the compactness of stencils. The mixed-grid method has been proposed by Jo et al.
(1996) to design both accurate and compact FD stencils. They have combined the standard
Cartesian stencil and the 45 0 rotated stencil (Saenger et al., 2000) for a 2D geometry. The
strategy is implemented with a parsimonious staggered grid approach by Hustedt et al. (2004)
for acoustic wave equation and Stekl et Pratt (1998) developed similar discretisation for the
elastic heterogeneous wave equation. In 3D geometry, three coordinate systems have been
identified leading a a compact discrete operator with 27 coefficients (Operto et al., 2007).
1. One standard Cartesian coordinate system, denoted SS (Figure 1.1-a).
2. Three coordinate systems, each one obtained by a 45◦ rotation of one of the axes of the
standard coordinates system, denoted SR (Figure 1.1-b).
3. Four coordinate systems, each one obtained by considering only three axes from the four
big cube diagonals, denoted SD (Figure 1.1-c).
The different stencils are mixed such that
w1SS + w2SR + w3SD = s, (1.25)
where the weights w1, w2 and w3 should verify the relationship
w1 +
w2
3
+
w3
4
= 1. (1.26)
The pattern of the impedance matrix inferred from the 3D mixed-grid stencil is shown in figure
1.2. The bandwidth of the matrix is of the order N2 (N denotes one dimension of a 3D cubic
N3 domain). We keep it minimal thanks to the use of accurate compact stencils.
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Figure 1.1: Different 3D finite difference stencils involved in the mixed-grid strategy. Circles are
pressure grid points. Squares are positions where buoyancy needs to be interpolated in virtue
of the staggered grid geometry. Pink circles are pressure grid points involved in the stencil. (a)
Stencil on the classic Cartesian coordinate system. This stencil incorporates 7 coefficients. (b)
Stencil on the rotated Cartesian coordinate system. Rotation is applied around the axis x in
the figure. This stencil incorporates 11 coefficients. Same strategy can be applied by rotation
around y and z. Averaging of the 3 resultant stencils defines a 19-coefficient stencil. (c) Stencil
obtained from 4 coordinate systems, each of them being associated with 3 main diagonals of a
cubic cell. This stencil incorporates 27 coefficients (Operto et al., 2007)
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1
65
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193
257
321
385
449
1 65 129 193 257 321 385 449
Columnnumber of impedance matrix
Figure 1.2: 3-D finite difference matrix, with 27 non-zero terms per row (Operto et al., 2007).
The matrix is band-diagonal with fringes. The bandwidth is O(2N1N2) where N1 and N2 are
the two smallest dimensions of the 3D grid. The number of rows/columns in the matrix is
nx × ny × nz = 8× 8× 8.
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1.2.2 Direct-solver approach
The direct solver method is the most accurate and quite robust approach for solving a linear
system as long as the factorization can be realized. The solution precision is up to now the
machine precision. The main advantage of this approach is the unique precomputation of the
factorization at a given frequency for a large number of sources. Nevertheless, this approach is
nowadays limited to sparse matrices problems of a few millions of unknowns due to its numer-
ical cost in terms of CPU time and memory storage requirements and to limitations related
to matrix conditioning issues. Unfortunately, the condition number increases when the size of
the matrix and the associated physical problem increases. Recent investigations (Wang et al.,
2011a, 2010) may open doors for new perspectives as we may not need the machine precision
accuracy.
The DSM methods are based on Gauss elimination technique. The main ideal of those
methods is transforming the system Bx = s into (LU)x = s. The matrix L is a lower trian-
gular matrix and the matrix U is an upper triangular matrix for an unsymmetrical matrix.
This system is then efficiently solved in two steps, forward and backward elimination phases,
through inserting the temporary vector y, Ly = s, and then Ux = y.
For sparse matrices, only non-zero matrix terms are stored. In the same way, only non zero-
terms introduced in the LU decomposition are computed. However, the matrix decomposition
leads to L and U matrices denser than the initial matrix and less than the full one. This
issue is called the fill-in of the matrix. During the last decades, many techniques to reduce
the fill-in have been developed. These techniques renumber/reorder the rows/columns of the
matrix based on its graph. For these reasons, these techniques are called reordering techniques
(George et Liu, 1981; Amestoy et al., 1996; Ashcraft et Liu, 1998). The current fill-in is of the
order of O(N2Log2N) for 2D finite difference problems and O(N4) for 3D problems (Virieux
et al., 2009).
1.2.3 Accuracy
The dispersion analysis of the 3D mixed-grid stencil has been developed by Operto et al. (2007).
Consider an infinite homogeneous velocity model of velocity c and a constant density equal to
one. From the appendix C of Operto et al. (2007), the discrete wave equation (without PML
conditions) reduces to
ω2
c2
(wm1p000 +
wm2
6
p1 +
wm3
12
p2 +
wm4
8
p3) +
w1
h2
(p1 − 6p000)
+
w2
3
[
1
h2
(p1 − 6p000) + 1
4h2
(2p2 − 24p000)
]
+
w3
4
(6p3 − 4p2 + 8p1 − 48p000), (1.27)
where
p1 = p100 + p010 + p001 + p−100 + p0−10 + p00−1,
p2 = p110 + p011 + p101 + p−110 + p0−11 + p−101 + p1−10
+ p01−1 + p10−1 + p−1−10 + p0−1−1 + p−10−1,
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p3 = p111 + p−1−1−1 + p−111 + p1−11 + p11−1 + p−1−11 + p1−1−1 + p−11−1.
Following a classic harmonic approach, I insert the discrete expression of a plane wave,
plmn = e
−ιhk(l cosφcosθ+m cosφ sin θ+n sinφ) where ι2 = −1, in equation (1.27). The phase velocity
is given by ω/k. The normalized phase velocity is defined by Vph = vph/c and the number
of nodes per wavelength λ by G = λ/h = 2π/kh. After some straightforward manipulations,
although cumbersome, the following expression for the numerical phase velocity is obtained as
Vph =
G√
2Jπ
√
w1(3− C) + w2
3
(6− C −B) + 2w3
4
(3− 3A+B − C), (1.28)
where J = (wm1 + 2wm2C + 4wm3B + 8wm4A) with
A = cos a cos b cos c,
B = cos a cos b+ cos a cos c+ cos b cos c,
C = cos a+ cos b+ cos c.
with expressions a = 2π/G cosφ cos θ, b = 2π/G cosφ sin θ and c = 2π/G sinφ. We can check
that, Vph −→ 1 when G −→∞ for J = 1 and for the 3 cases (w1, w2, w3) = (1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0) and
(0, 0, 1) whatever φ and θ are. This validates the expression of the phase velocity in equation
(1.28).
Operto et al. (2007) estimated the five independent parameters wm1, wm2, wm3, w1, w2
which minimize the least-squares norm of the misfit of the normalized phase velocity 1− Vph.
They found that the values wm1 = 0.4964958, wm2 = 7.516875E − 02, wm3 = 4.373936E − 03,
w1 = 1.8395265E − 05 and w2 = 0.890077, which imply wm4 = 5.69038E − 07 and w3 =
0.1099046. The coefficients show that stencils of types 2 and 3 have a dominant contribution in
the mixed-grid stencil. On the other hand, the mass coefficients show a dominant contribution
of the coefficients located at the collocation node and at the nodes associated with the stencil
of type 1.
The dispersion curves for the three kinds of stencils 1, 2 and 3 without mass averaging
are shown in figure 1.3. These stencils used individually would require up to 40 grid nodes
per wavelength. Stencils present different behaviours related to their isostropic preferential
directions. The phase velocity dispersion curve for the mixed stencil with mass averaging are
shown in figure 1.4 and displays a dramatic improvement. We may recommend that 4 grid
nodes for wavelength are necessary for neglecting the numerical dispersion as we shall see now.
Brossier et al. (2010b) studied the sensitivity of the accuracy of the mixed-grid stencil to
the choice of the weighting coefficients wm1, wm2, wm3, w1, w2, w3. They designed an accu-
rate stencil for a discretization criterion of 4 grid-points per minimum propagated wavelength.
This criterion is driven by the spatial resolution of full waveform inversion, which is half-a-
wavelength. They gave a table 1.1 of the weighting coefficients as a function of Gm. For high
values of Gm, the Cartesian stencil has a dominant contribution (highlighted by the value of
w1, while the first rotated stencil has the dominant contribution for low values of Gm as shown
by the value of w2. The fact that the Cartesian stencil is dominant for large values of Gm is
consistent with the fact that this stencil has a smaller spatial support (i.e., 2×h) than rotated
stencils and that it provides accurate solutions for G greater or equal to 10 (Virieux, 1984).
The error on the phase velocity is plotted in polar coordinates for four values of Gm = 4, 6, 8, 10
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Figure 1.3: Dispersion curves for phase velocity (Operto et al., 2007). (a) Stencil 1 without
mass averaging. (b) Stencil 2 without mass averaging. (c) Stencil 3 without mass averaging.
The curves are plotted for angles θ and φ ranging from 0 to 45o.
(Figure 1.5a). The phase velocity dispersion is negligible for G = 4 (Brossier et al., 2010b).
However, more significant error (0.4%) is obtained for intermediate values of G (i.e. Gm = 6 in
the figure 1.5a). This highlights the fact that the weighting coefficients are optimally designed
to minimize the dispersion for one grid interval in an homogenous media for all directions. The
phase-velocity error is more uniform over directions over these values of G. The maximum of
this error is reduced (0.25% against 0.4%). However the improved isotropic property of the
mixed-grid stencil is degraded and the phase-velocity dispersion is significantly increased for
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Figure 1.4: Phase velocity dispersion curve for mixed-grid stencil (Operto et al., 2007): (a)
without mass averaging. (b) with mass averaging. The curves are plotted for angles θ and φ
ranging from 0 to 45o.
Gm = 4 (Brossier et al., 2010b).
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Table 1.1: Coefficients of the mixed-grid stencil as a function of the discretization criterion Gm
for the minimization of the phase velocity dispersion (Brossier et al., 2010b).
Gm 4,6,8,10 4 8 10 20 40
wm1 0.4966390 0.5915900 0.5750648 0.7489436 0.7948160 0.6244839
wm2 7.512332E-02 4.965349E-02 5.767590E-02 1.390442E-02 3.713921E-03 5.066460E-02
wm3 4.384638E-03 5.108510E-03 5.569136E-03 6.389212E-03 5.540431E-03 1.423687E-03
wm4 6.761402E-07 6.148369E-03 1.506268E-03 1.136992E-02 1.455191E-02 6.80553E-03
w1 5.024800E-05 8.80754E-02 0.133953 0.163825 0.546804 0.479173
w2 0.8900359 0.8266806 0.7772883 0.7665769 0.1784437 0.2779923
w3 0.1099138 8.524394E-02 8.875889E-02 6.959790E-02 0.2747527 0.2428351
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Figure 1.5: Phase-velocity dispersion curves as a function of 1/G. The different curves are
associated with the two incidence angles of the plane wave in the 3D homogeneous medium
(Brossier et al., 2010b) (a) the phase-velocity dispersion was minimized for 4 values of G: 4, 6,
8 and 10. (b) The phase-velocity dispersion was minimized for G = 4.
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1.3 Finite-difference time-domain discretization
1.3.1 Staggered-grid stencil
For crustal scale, the most widely used technique for numerical modeling of seismic wave
propagation is the finite-difference method (Virieux, 1986; Levander, 1988; Graves, 1996). Since
the memory requirements and computational costs of such simulations are significant although
less than for the frequency approach, it is desirable that the coarsest possible finite-difference
grid should be used.
The finite difference method belongs to the so-called grid-point methods. In the grid-
point methods, a computational domain is covered by a space-time grid and each function
is represented by its values at grid points. The most natural choice of the FD grid for the
displacement formulation is the conventional grid in which all displacement and body-force
components are located at each grid point. The conventional grid had been used for many
early seismology applications (Alterman et Karal, 1968; Boore, 1972; Alford et al., 1974a;
Kelly et al., 1976). Because the conventional-grid displacement FD schemes had problems
with instabilities in models with high-velocity contrasts and with grid dispersion in media with
high Poisson’s ratio, Virieux (1984, 1986) introduced the staggered-grid velocity-stress FD
schemes for modeling seismic wave propagation. Levander (1988) developed this method to the
fourth-order for increasing the computational efficiency. Then the staggered-grid FD schemes
became the dominant type of schemes in the FD time-domain (FDTD) modeling of seismic
wave propagation.
The staggered-grid finite-difference (SGFD) method has been developed by Yee (1966) for
Maxwell’s equation and has been used by Virieux et Madariaga (1982) for modeling the seismic
rupture problem. Then, it has been extensively used by Virieux (1984, 1986) to solve the 2D
elastodynamic wave equation, especially when the Poisson ration goes towards the value 0.5
which is for fluids.
We will briefly review the methodology of second-order and fourth-order central (FD)
approximation and staggered-grids. For more details, see Virieux (1984, 1986). And then
we shall show the validation of our implementation of the Levander fourth-order scheme in
homogeneous media with the analytical solutions.
We now consider three points i− 1, i and i+ 1 in space on the x axis with the step h, and
the discrete fields are ui−1, ui and ui+1 respectively. In accordance with the Taylor’s series
expansion, if we drop the terms which have the power greater than 4, we have the following
equations
ui+1 = ui + h
∂ui
∂x
+
h2
2
∂2ui+ǫ
∂x2
+
h3
6
∂3ui+ǫ
∂x3
ui−1 = ui − h∂ui
∂x
+
h2
2
∂2ui−ǫ
∂x2
− h
3
6
∂3ui+ǫ
∂x3
. (1.29)
The difference gives
ui+1 − ui−1 = 2h∂ui
∂x
+O(h3), (1.30)
which leads to
∂ui
∂x
=
ui+1 − ui−1
2h
+
h2
3
∂3ui+ǫ
∂x3
. (1.31)
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This approximation is referred to as a second-order accurate, central difference approximation
to the first partial derivative of the field u.
Let us now consider a leapfrog scheme on staggered-grids
ui+1/2 = ui + h/2
∂ui
∂x
+
h2
4
∂2ui
∂x2
+
h3
48
∂3ui
∂x3
ui−1/2 = ui − h/2
∂ui
∂x
+
h2
4
∂2ui
∂x2
− h
3
48
∂3ui
∂x3
, (1.32)
which gives
∂ui
∂x
=
ui+1/2 − ui−1/2
h
+O(h2). (1.33)
Figure 1.6: Leapfrog second-order accurate central finite-difference approximation of the deriva-
tive
This system allows us to discretize the differential operators of the acoustic wave equation
(1.9) into leapfrog second-order accurate central-difference scheme (Figure 1.6) on staggered-
grids. In this discrete system, the field is known at half-integer positions, while the derivative
is known at integer positions.
If we consider now four points for the accusative evaluation, we have as before
ui+1/2 = ui + h/2
∂ui
∂x
+
h2
4
∂2ui
∂x2
+
h3
48
∂3ui
∂x3
+
h4
384
∂4ui
∂x4
+O(h5)
ui−1/2 = ui − h/2
∂ui
∂x
+
h2
4
∂2ui
∂x2
− h
3
48
∂3ui
∂x3
+
h4
384
∂4ui
∂x4
+O(h5). (1.34)
The difference is defined as
ui+1/2 − ui−1/2 = h
∂ui
∂x
+
h3
24
∂3ui
∂x3
+ 8O(h5), (1.35)
and, for the two other points, we have the values of this wavefield given by
ui+3/2 = ui + 3h/2
∂ui
∂x
+
9h2
8
∂2ui
∂x2
+
27h3
48
∂3ui
∂x3
+
h4
384
∂4ui
∂x4
+O(h5)
ui−3/2 = ui − 3h/2
∂ui
∂x
+
h2
4
∂2ui
∂x2
− 27h
3
48
∂3ui
∂x3
+
h4
384
∂4ui
∂x4
+O(h5). (1.36)
The difference is given by
ui+3/2 − ui−3/2 = 3h
∂ui
∂x
+
9h3
8
∂3ui
∂x3
+O(h5). (1.37)
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We may look for an approximation of the derivation ∂ui/∂x as a linear combination given by
∂ui
∂x
= b1(ui+1/2 − ui−1/2) + b2(ui+3/2 − ui−3/2), (1.38)
where weights b1 and b2 should be found. The following system,{
1. = hb1 + 3hb2
0. = b1
h3
24 + b2
9h3
8 ,
(1.39)
is solved in order to obtain the coefficients. Solutions are b1 = 9/8h and b2 = −1/24h. We
can obtain the fourth-order accurate central finite-difference approximation to the first partial
derivative of u as
∂ui
∂x
≈ [ 1
h
(ui+1/2 − ui−1/2)−
1
24
(ui+3/2 − ui−3/2)]. (1.40)
By using discretized operators (1.40), a fourth-order accurate in space and second-order in
time O(∆x4,∆t2) discretization of the velocity-stress formulation of the acoustic wave equation
(1.9) in three dimensions on a staggered-grid is written as
Pn+1i,j,k − Pni,j,k
∆t
= k(i, j, k)
b1(V x
n+1/2
i+1/2,j,k − V x
n+1/2
i−1/2,j,k) + b2(V x
n+1/2
i+3/2,j,k − V x
n+1/2
i−3/2,j,k)
∆x
+ k(i, j, k)
b1(V x
n+1/2
i,j+1/2,k − V x
n+1/2
i,j−1/2,k) + b2(V x
n+1/2
i,j+3/2,k − V x
n+1/2
i,j−3/2,k)
∆y
+ k(i, j, k)
b1(V x
n+1/2
i,j,k+1/2 − V x
n+1/2
i,j,k−1/2) + b2(V x
n+1/2
i,j,k+3/2 − V x
n+1/2
i,j,k−3/2)
∆z
+ si,j,k
V x
n+1/2
i+1/2,j,k − V x
n+1/2
i−1/2,j,k
∆t
=
bi+1/2,j,k
∆x
[b1
(
Pni+1,j,k − Pni,j,k
)
+ b2
(
Pni+2,j,k − Pni−1,j,k
)
]
V y
n+1/2
i,j+1/2,k − V y
n+1/2
i,j−1/2,k
∆t
=
bi,j+1/2,k
∆x
[b1
(
Pni,j+1,k − Pni,j,k
)
+ b2
(
Pni,j+2,k − Pni,j−1,k
)
]
V z
n+1/2
i,j,k+1/2 − V z
n+1/2
i,j,k−1/2
∆t
=
bi,j,k+1/2
∆x
[b1
(
Pni,j,k+1 − Pni,j,k
)
+ b2
(
Pni,j,k+2 − Pni,j,k−1
)
]. (1.41)
Figure 1.7: Leapfrog fourth-order accurate central-difference approximation
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1.3.2 Accuracy and stability
Grid spatial spacing and time step cannot be chosen arbitrarily as a number of conditions
should be satisfied to avoid numerical errors and instabilities. A common numerical error in
wave propagation modeling occurs when the cell size becomes too large in comparison with the
wavelength of the source signal. When this happens, waves undergo dispersion with increasing
travel time. This phenomenon is known as grid dispersion. Grid dispersion is a numerical
artifact, which causes the higher frequency waves to travel at a different velocity than the
lower frequency waves. It has a detrimental effect on the accuracy, the error is controlled by
the grid spacing. The question remains as to how fine the spatial grid and which size of the
time step should be in order to avoid grid dispersion.
The grid dispersion analysis of the second and fourth-order staggered-grid scheme are given
by Alford et al. (1974b) and Moczo et al. (2000). The dispersive nature of the waveform can be
examined by considering phase and group velocity. They gave the expressions of grid phase and
group velocities as a function of grid points per wavelength for the second-order staggered-grid
scheme in the following (a detail for 4th-order see appendix (Alford et al., 1974b)) as shown
by following expressions,
vph =
ω
k
=
h
π∆t
λ
h
arcsin
(
C0
∆t
h
sin
πh
λ
)
vg =
∂ω
∂k
=
C0cos
πh
λ[
1− (c0 − ∆th sinπhλ )2]1/2 , (1.42)
where k = 2π/λ, C0 is phase velocity of a homogeneous medium. It is easy to see the dependence
of vph and vg on a spatial sampling ration h/λ and the C0∆t/h (stability ratio). They are
illustrated in figure 1.8 and 1.9. Figures 1.8 and 1.9 show that a discretization rule of 10 grid
points per wavelength and 5 grid points per wavelength is repaired for the 2nd order and 4th
order accurate stencils.
If the wave propagation modeling algorithm is used as an engine for full waveform inversion,
it should be optimal in the sense that the theoretical resolution of full waveform inversion
at normal incidence is half a wavelength. If we note the grid interval as h, the maximum
wavelength λmax, the fmax = λmax/2h. Now, we can write the resolution with grid spacing as
kmax = 2h. Therefore, we have λmax = 4h. It means that the scheme O(∆x4,∆t2) is very well
adapted to the expected FWI resolution.
For the time step, the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy condition CFL is an other necessary con-
dition for the stability (Courant et al., 1928). It arises when conditionally stable explicit
time-marching schemes are used for the numerical solution. As a consequence, the time step
must be less than a certain value in many explicit time-marching computer simulations. Oth-
erwise the simulation will produce wildly incorrect results. The general CFL condition for the
n–dimensional case is expressed as
∆t
n∑
i=1
vhi
∆hi
≤ C, (1.43)
where v is the velocity, ∆t is the time step, ∆h is the grid spacing and the coefficient C is a
dimensionless constant which depends only on the particular equation to be solved.
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Figure 1.8: Normalized phase velocity for dif-
ferent stability rations for the second-order
staggered-grid scheme. After (Alford et al.,
1974b).
Figure 1.9: Normalized group velocity for dif-
ferent stability rations for the second-order
staggered-grid scheme. After (Alford et al.,
1974b).
To simplify the problem (1.44), I use
∆t ≤ ξ ∆h
vmax
, (1.44)
where ξ depends on the scheme. For this work I use ξ = 0.49.
Grid dispersion and stability conditions are important features one must consider when
doing seismic modeling, the quality of the solution depends on these quantities. To avoid the
numerical errors, both the two conditions should be satisfied when we perform a simulation.
We perform a simulation using fourth-order accurately in space and second-order accurately
in time. A Ricker signal of central frequency 5 Hz is used for the source. Both grid dispersion
and stability conditions are satisfied. The grid interval is adapted to the maximum frequency
of the source in order to respect the dispersion condition of four grid points per minimum
wavelength. The simulation statistics are summarized in the table 1.2. We propagate around
20 wavelengths. The seismograms are shown in figure 1.10 (a 5 Hz monochromatic wavefield
is shown in the chapter 1.3.6). When we fulfill grid dispersion condition and CFL condition,
we observe a very good agreement with analytical solutions in both time domain (Figure 1.10)
and frequency domain (Figure 1.19).
1.3.3 Free surface boundary condition
Realistic simulations require the free surface boundary condition to be implemented. A free
surface condition requires to cancel the pressure on the free surface. In this thesis, we are
interested in planar free surface because the objective of this thesis is to deal with marine
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Table 1.2: The computing statistics: Nx, Ny, Nz are the dimension of the model including
PML layers; The time step is denoted by ∆t; Npml denotes the number of PML grid; The
grid interval ∆h is identical in the three dimensions; F denoted the frequency; The physical
dimension of the propagating model without PML in the three dimension are denoted by Lx,
Ly, Lz.
Nz Nx Ny ∆t ∆h F (Hz) Lz(km) Lx(km) Ly(km) Npml
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Figure 1.10: Homogeneous infinite space, large offset seismogram. Continuous black line is
numerical solution. Dashed black line is the analytical solution. Gray line is the residuals
between the numeric and analytical solutions. A zoom part of seismogram from 4.5 s to 5.5 s
for receivers 30 ∼ 50 is shown in upper right corner.
application. In the marine case, the surface is relatively planar, therefore, topography should
be considered almost flat.
For the acoustic wave equation, there are two ways to implement the free surface boundary
condition: first case, the pressure is forced to be zero at the grid points corresponding to the
free surface. In this manner, the free surface is aligned along FD grid points (on the pressure
grid). The second case is the free surface along a virtual plane located half a grid interval above
the topside of the FD grid (on the velocity grid) (Virieux, 1986). The pressure is cancelled at
the virtual free surface by using opposite values of pressure beneath and above free surface.
The two choices of free surface boundary condition can be useful depending on the position
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of sources and receivers with respect to node positions. Free surface located at virtual plane
is usually used in the cases when the sources or the receivers are very close to the free surface
as in marine applications. In this case, the source or the wavefield solution at receiver position
will not likely match the node positions and an interpolation function should be used. If we
take the simplest case of a linear interpolation in the vertical direction, the solution will be
interpolated between the free surface (where the pressure is 0) and the first grid point distant
by h for the first case. In the other case, free surface located at virtual grid, the solution will
be interpolated between the virtual free surface and the first grid point distant by h/2 (Operto,
2006).
We validate our free surface implementation using a O(∆x4,∆t2) scheme. A Ricker wavelet
of central frequency 5 Hz is used as source. The simulation statistics are summarized in
table 1.2. The figure 1.11 shows the seismograms, which correspond roughly to 20 propagated
wavenumbers (a 5 Hz monochromatic wavefield is shown in chapter 1.3.6 (Figure 1.20)). A
very good agreement with analytical solution is shown as for the infinite model case study.
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Figure 1.11: Homogeneous half space, large offset seismogram. Continuous black line is numer-
ical solution. Dashed black line is the analytical solution. Gray line is the residuals between the
numeric and analytical solutions. A zoom part of seismogram from 4.5 s to 5.5 s for receivers
30 ∼ 50 is shown in upper right corner.
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1.3.4 Perfectly-Matched Layers (PML) absorbing boundary conditions
Systems (1.9) and (1.10) define the wave propagation in an infinite medium in time and fre-
quency domains, respectively. However, the wavefield is numerically modeled in a finite domain.
Therefore, waves will reflect from the computation edges of the domain, the artificial waves
will be recorded. Therefore, we should attenuate or suppress the unwanted waves to simulate
a modeling in a infinite medium. Absorbing boundary condition should be designed.
Clayton et Engquist (1977) introduced absorbing boundary conditions based on the paraxial
one-way wave equation, while Cerjan et al. (1985) introduced the sponge-like absorbing condi-
tions. In this latter case, the computational domain is augmented with sponge layers. The wave
propagation is correctly modeled in the computational domain. However, in the sponge layers,
the wavefield is progressively attenuated through a damping function. Berenger (1994) im-
proved the Cerjan sponge-like absorbing conditions and proposed the perfectly matched layers
(PML) approach. The PML conditions only attenuate the normal component of the wavefield,
while the whole wavefield is attenuated in the Cerjan’s approach. It has the notable property of
having a zero reflection coefficient for all angles of incidence and all frequencies in a continuous
medium. However, the perfectly matched layer is not so perfect after discretization, because,
in the context of Maxwell’s equations and elastodynamic equations, the reflection coefficient
is not zero after discretization and even becomes very large at grazing incidence. Kuzuoglu et
Mittra (1996) developed the discretized PML at grazing incidence for Maxwell’s equation. The
main idea is to add to the complex coordinate transform used in classical PML, a frequency-
dependent term that implements a Butterworth-type filter in the layer. This modification of
the classic PML is called convolutional-PML(C-PML). Komatitsch et Martin (2007) developed
an unsplit convolutional perfectly matched layer improved at grazing incidence for the seismic
wave equation, which is chosen for this thesis.
For the implementation of the PML conditions in the system (1.9), the pressure wavefield
could be split when considering a time approach. The system becomes
∂px(x, y, z, t)
∂t
+ γx(x)px(x, y, z, t) = κ(x, y, z)
∂vx(x, y, z, t)
∂x
+ s(x, y, z, t)
∂py(x, y, z, t)
∂t
+ γy(y)py(x, y, z, t) = κ(x, y, z)
∂vy(x, y, z, t)
∂x
∂pz(x, y, z, t)
∂t
+ γz(z)pz(x, y, z, t) = κ(x, y, z)
∂vz(x, y, z, t)
∂z
∂vx(x, y, z, t)
∂t
+ γx(x)vx(x, y, z, t) = b(x, y, z)
∂p(x, y, z, t)
∂x
∂vy(x, y, z, t)
∂t
+ γy(y)vy(x, y, z, t) = b(x, y, z)
∂p(x, y, z, t)
∂x
∂vz(x, y, z, t)
∂t
+ γz(z)vz(x, y, z, t) = b(x, y, z)
∂p(x, y, z, t)
∂z
, (1.45)
where the pressure p(x, y, z, t) is split into three unphysical components px(x, y, z, t), py(x, y, z, t)
and pz(x, y, z, t), and satisfies p = px + py + pz (Berenger, 1994).
The 1-D functions γx, γy and γz define the damping functions in the PML layers surrounding
the computation medium. These functions differ from zero only inside the PML layers. In the
PML layers, we used γ(x) = cpml cos(πx/2L) where L denotes the width of the PML layer and
x is a local coordinates in the PML layer, the origin of which is located at the outer edges of
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the model. A choice of cpml that minimizes the reflection coefficient in the boundaries, defined
in Collino et Tsogka (2001) and optimal for a homogeneous velocity model, is used even for
heterogeneous models. The scalar cpml is defined by trial and error depending on the width of
the PML layer L. The best value of cpml is the one for which the reflections coming from the
edges of the model have the smallest amplitude.
The system of equations is written into the Fourier domain and the functions ξx(x) =
1 + ιγx(x)/ω, ξy(y) = 1 + ιγy(y)/ω and ξz(z) = 1 + ιγz(z)/ω are introduced to simplify the
equations leading to the system
−ιωξx(x)
κ(x, y, z)
px(x, y, z, ω) =
∂vx(x, y, z, ω)
∂x
+ s(x, y, z, ω)
−ιωξy(y)
κ(x, y, z)
py(x, y, z, ω) =
∂vy(x, y, z, ω)
∂y
−ιωξz(z)
κ(x, y, z)
pz(x, y, z, ω) =
∂vz(x, y, z, ω)
∂z
−ιωvx(x, y, z, ω) = b(x, y, z)
ξx(x)
∂p(x, y, z, ω)
∂x
−ιωvy(x, y, z, ω) = b(x, y, z)
ξy(y)
∂p(x, y, z, ω)
∂y
−ιωvz(x, y, z, ω) = b(x, y, z)
ξz(z)
∂p(x, y, z, ω)
∂z
. (1.46)
Operto et al. (2007) developed the 3D frequency-domain acoustic wave equation with unsplit
PML conditions as below
−ιω
κ(x, y, z)
p(x, y, z, ω) =
1
ξx(x)
∂vx(x, y, z, ω)
∂x
+
1
ξy(y)
∂vy(x, y, z, ω)
∂y
+
1
ξz(z)
∂vz(x, y, z, ω)
∂z
+ s(x, y, z, ω)
vx(x, y, z, ω) =
ιb(x, y, z)
ωξx(x)
∂p(x, y, z, ω)
∂x
vy(x, y, z, ω) =
ιb(x, y, z)
ωξy(y)
∂p(x, y, z, ω)
∂y
vz(x, y, z, ω) =
ιb(x, y, z)
ωξz(z)
∂p(x, y, z, ω)
∂z
. (1.47)
The conventional implementation of perfectly matched layer absorbing boundary condition
splits the pressure p into three unphysical acoustic fields px, py, pz. These unphysical acoustic
fields components are use to account for the PML absorbing boundary conditions (Zhang et
Ballmann, 1997; Operto et al., 2002). This split PML method has proved to be very efficient
from a numerical point of view for the elastic wave equation to absorb both body waves with
non-grazing incidence and surface waves. However, at grazing incidence the split PML method
suffers from large spurious reflections that make it less efficient for instance in the case of very
thin mesh slices, in the case of sources located at very close to the edge of the mesh, and in the
case of receivers located at very large offset (Komatitsch et Martin, 2007). The unsplit PML
method can be useful, for instance, in the case of thin mesh slices, source close to edge and
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receivers located at very large offset. Komatitsch et Martin (2007) demonstrated the efficiency
of unsplit PML method on a thin mesh slice for an isotropic material. In this work, the unsplit
PML method is used.
Figure 1.12 shows a study with different PML widths. The snapshot are at the 1.6s prop-
agation, pressure component in the plane XZ. The wavefield is propagated in a homogenous
infinite space (V=4000m/s). Size of model is 101× 201× 201 (Nz ×Nx×Ny), interval space is
50 m. A Ricker wavelet of central frequency 5 Hz is used as source. We show that the reflection
from the PML layers is negligible as long as the width of the PML layer is greater than the
dominant wavelength, i.e., the number of grid points in the PML layers are greater than 5 for
a O(h4) stencil.
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Figure 1.12: Snapshots at 1.6 s of the pressure component in the plane XZ for different PML
point definitions . The black point is the source position and the red lines is the limits of the
PML. Results are shown with the same amplitude.
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1.3.5 Source excitation on coarse grid and extraction of solutions at receiver
positions
In finite-difference methods, the source and receiver position are ideally located at the grid
nodes. If not, we should initialize the source value to the nearest node called the nearest point
approximation. However, the nearest point approximation as well as the linear interpolation
are too crude for the required precision in computing traces (Figure 1.13): we get a significant
error (RMS = 24.6%). In the case of source or receiver close to the free surface, i.e, the Valhall
case, the nearest position for a source located at a depth of 5 m is the free surface where we
have exactly a pressure equal to zero. Pressure source is singular at the free surface. Therefore,
we consider another interpolation based on a discrete approximation of the Dirac distribution
proposed by Hicks (2002). We get an improved result close to the analytic solution. The error
reduces to 4.7% (Figure 1.14).
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Figure 1.13: Source is implemented at the nearest node, while the source is not located at
the grid nodes. In a homogenous (velocity is 4000 m/s) infinite medium, the size of model is
101× 201× 201(nz × ny × nx), the interval grid is 50 m. The source term is a Ricker wavelet
of central frequency 5 Hz located at (525 m 4025 m 4025 m), 81 receivers are located along
x at 3500 m depth. We compare here the time solution (pressure component). Continuous
black line is numerical solution. Dashed black line is the analytical solution. Gray line is the
residuals between the numeric and analytical solutions. We see that the numerical solution is
far from the analytical solution both in amplitude and time. A zoom part of seismogram from
0.6 s to 1.0 s for receivers 40 ∼ 60 is shown in the upper right corner.
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Figure 1.14: Hicks interpolation is used. In a homogeneous (velocity is 4000 m/s) infinite
medium, the size of model is 101 × 201 × 201(nz × ny × nx, the interval grid is 50 m. The
source term is a Ricker wavelet of central frequency 5 Hz located at (525 m 4025 m 4025 m),
81 receivers are located along x at 3500 m in depth at the nodes of the grid. We compare here
the time solution (pressure component). Continuous black line is numerical solution. Dashed
black line is the analytical solution. Gray line is the residuals (× 5) between the numeric
and analytical solutions. We show the improvement of the match between the numerical and
analytical solutions compared to that of Figure 1.13. A zoom part is shown in the upper right
corner.
The principle of the Hicks interpolation is to approximate the spatial distribution of a point
source (i.e.,a spatial dirac) with a sinc function, which is windowed by a Kaiser function to
limit its spatial support (Figure 1.15). For a point source, the source function is defined as
f(x) = Sδ(x), where δ is a spatial delta function, S determines the temporal variation of the
source. Then, the source function is sampled on the finite difference grid by
fn = Sδ(n+ α), (1.48)
where −0.5 < α ≤ 0.5 and n is an integer, such that x = n + α is the distance from the
source in finite-difference nodes. For the source function to be adequately sampled by the
finite-difference grid, it is necessary to replace δ(x) with a band-limited version of itself, ~δ(x),
that has a wavenumber spectrum as close as possible to that of δ(x) for all wavenumbers less
than the Nyquist wavenumber, i.e., for all k < π, and as close as possible to zero for all k > π.
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Therefore, a sinc function defined by the expression
sinc =
sin(πx)
πx
, (1.49)
is best suited for our needs: fn will be nonzero only for n = 0 (since sinc(x) = 0 for x equal to
all nonzero integers). If the source is located between nodes, the discrete source function will
be nonzero for all n. For the approximation of a delta function, a spatial window dn must be
applied to sinc(x), so the source function is given by
fn = Sdn = S [W (n+ α)sinc(n+ α)] , (1.50)
where W represents a windowing function. For a source function with the smallest possible
spatial extent, the wavenumber domain properties of dn are, within the wavenumber range of
interest, as close as possible to those of the band-limited δ′(x). Kaiser proposes a family of
simple, yet near-optimal, windowing functions for the design of finite impulse response (FIR)
filters (Kaiser, 1974). These windows are given by
W(x) =
{
I0(b
√
1−(x
r
)2
I0(b))
, −r <= x <= r
0, otherwise,
(1.51)
where r is half the window width and I0 is the zero-order modified Bessel function of the
first kind. For b = 0 the Kaiser window reduces to a rectangular window; as b → ∞, a δ
function is obtained. Two useful Kaiser windows are b = 4.14 and b = 6.31, both with half-
widths of r = 4 node spacings, and the resulting windowed sinc functions are showed in figure
1.15.
We implement free surface boundary conditions on the top of the model. The nodes located
at the free surface correspond to the pressure grid of the finite difference scheme. The pressure
component is forced to zero on the grid points located on the free surface. The velocity
component of the virtual node above the free surface has the opposite value of the node located
below the free surface. We have validated our numerical solutions against analytical solutions.
Figure 1.16 shows the case where source and receivers are located at depth in a homogeneous
half-space with free surface. The studied case is that both sources and receivers are located
closed to free surface. Figures 1.17 and 1.18 show the comparison between the analytical and
numerical seismograms when source or receiver is closed to free surface respectively. The model
used is a homogeneous (velocity is 4000 m/s) medium, the size of model is 101×201×201(nz×
ny × nx), the interval grid is 50 m. A Ricker signal of central frequency 5 Hz is used as the
source term.
The Hicks interpolation can be used to locate both source and receiver between finite-
difference nodes, and it presents a very good precision even when sources or receivers are close
to free surface. We have analyzed the solution of an infinite medium case using a grid spacing
of 4 grid points per wavelength. The relative precision of the Hicks interpolation solution is
10−2 at a distance of 12.5 wavelengths when we compare with the analytical solution, while
the relative precision of the nearest node approximation solution is 1. For getting a similar
precision to the Hicks interpolation, we have to reduce the grid spacing by a factor 10, which
lead to increase the computer cost by a factor around 10, 000. These precisions are similar
when considering the free surface case. We have analyzed also the Hicks interpolation scheme
in a parallel environment. The efficiency reduced to 0.975 in comparison with the nearest
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Figure 1.15: Kaiser windowing functions and the corresponding windowed sinc functions for
two windows with a half-width of r = 4 and with windowing parameters b = 4.14 (black line)
or b = 6.31 (gray line). Circles indicate the eight nonzero values of dn obtained when r = 4,
b = 6.31, and α = 0.5. After (Hicks, 2002).
node approximation for interpolating 1 source and 100 receivers, and 0.942 when considering
5, 000 receivers. We foresee that the efficiency will be around 0.91 for the Valhall case (50, 000
receivers).
1.3.6 Extraction of monochromatic solutions by Discrete Fourier Transform
Due to the time and memory complexities for LU factorization in 3D case frequency domain
modeling (Operto et al., 2007), we have chosen the time domain modeling for our frequency FWI
algorithm. We should extract the frequency solution to construct the gradient for frequency
domain FWI. To extract the frequency domain solution from the time domain modeling, Nihei
et Li (2007) and Sirgue et al. (2008) proposed an strategy based on Discrete Fourier Transform
(DFT) . The advantage of this approach is that the time domain modeling provides the most
flexible framework to apply time windowing of arbitrary geometry. Furthermore, DFT allows
us to extract an arbitrary number of frequencies within the loop over time steps at minimal
extra cost.
The Discrete Fourier Transform is a mathematical procedure used to determine the har-
monic, or frequency, content of a discrete signal sequence. Our purpose is to extract monochro-
matic solutions from modeling in the time domain by DFT. The DFT of a time series signal
Xn is written as
Xk =
1
N
N−1∑
n=0
xn e
−2jpikn
N ∀k = 0, . . . , N − 1, (1.52)
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Figure 1.16: Homogeneous half-space, Hicks interpolation for source and receivers. Source is
at (520 m 4000 m 4030 m) , and 81 receivers are at 3540 m depth according to X with a step 95
m. Time solution (pressure component). Continuous black line is numerical solution. Dashed
black line is the analytical solution. Gray line is the residuals (× 5) between the numeric and
analytical solutions. A zoom part of seismogram from 0.6 s to 1.0 s for receivers 40 ∼ 60 is
shown in the upper right corner.
where n and k are the numbers of samples in the time and frequency series respectively. N
indicates the time series (frequency series for the inverse DFT), and j =
√−1. The inverse
DFT is defined as
xn =
N−1∑
k=0
Xk e
2jpikn
N ∀n = 0, . . . , N − 1. (1.53)
There is an important point here to avoid wraparound. The Nyquist-Shannon Sampling the-
orem says that a signal can be reconstructed when the sampling rate is more than twice the
maximum frequency of the signal being sampled. That means that the highest frequency is
given by
fNyquist =
1
2∆t
, (1.54)
where ∆t is sampling rate in the time domain, therefore the frequency sampling step is written
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Figure 1.17: Homogeneous half-space, Hicks interpolation for source and receivers. Source is
at (520 m 4000 m 4030 m), and 81 receivers are at 5 m in depth in X with a step 95 m. Time
solution (pressure component). Continuous black line(× 10) is numerical solution. Dashed
black line (× 10) is the analytical solution. Gray line is the residuals (× 50) between the
numeric and analytical solutions. A zoom part of seismogram from 0.6 s to 1.0 s for receivers
40 ∼ 60 is shown in the upper right corner.
as
∆f =
1
(N − 1)∆t . (1.55)
We show here some frequency domain validation tests, which we have been already validated
in the time domain. First, we have propagated around 20 wavelengths in an infinite model
(Figure 1.19) and a half-space model (Figure 1.20). The simulation statistics are summarized
in table 1.2. The frequency solution is extracted at the frequency 5 Hz. Solutions of the two
tests show a very good agreement with the frequency domain analytical solution for both the
real and imaginary parts. And then, for the different cases with Hicks interpolation, we used
the simulation statistics are summarized in table 1.3. Source and receiver positions are different
with the different tests. The figure 1.21 shows the case of both source and receiver in depth
with free surface condition. Figure 1.22 shows the source at the depth and receivers close to
the free surface case. The last case the source is located close to free surface and the receivers
at the depth. All of these tests show very good agreement with analytical solution. Much more
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Figure 1.18: Homogeneous half-space, Hicks interpolation for source and receivers. Source is
at (40 m 4000 m 4030 m), and 81 receivers are at 500 m in depth in X with a step 95 m. Time
solution (pressure component). Continuous black line: numerical solution; dashed black line:
analytical solution; gray line: residuals (× 5). A zoom part of seismogram from 0.6 s to 1.0 s
for receivers 40 ∼ 60 is shown in the upper right corner.
Table 1.3: The computing statistics: Nx, Ny, Nz are the dimension of the model including
PML layers; The time step is denoted by Deltat; Npml denotes the number of PML grid; The
grid interval ∆h is identical in the three dimensions; F denoted the frequency; The physical
dimension of the propagating model without PML in the three dimension are denoted by Lx,
Ly, Lz.
Nz Nx Ny Deltat ∆h F (Hz) Lz(km) Lx(km) Ly(km) Npml
101 201 201 0.004 50 5 3 8 8 20
precise compared to the nearest point approach validates our Hicks interpolation and the DFT
implementation.
The major advantage of the DFT is that an arbitrary number or frequencies can be extracted
within the loop over the time steps, therefore it is not necessary to store the time series. And
also, computing the DFT is not expensive: extraction of multiple frequencies simultaneously
does not add significant extra computational cost. Therefore, this approach is particularly
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interesting when large number of frequencies Nf must be considered in the inversion in a single
iteration. In this case, the number of operations for the explicit method remains unchanged
and cost O(n4Ns), but it requires Nf LU factorization for the direct solver. So the number
of operations is at the order of O(n6Nf ). In the other hand, DFT allows us to extract the
frequency solution used for frequency domain FWI from the time domain modeling. Time
windowing can be easily applied in the time domain, which is not the case when the modeling
is performed in the frequency domain. Time windowing is useful to mitigate the non-linearity
of the inversion by extracting specific arrivals (i.e. early arrivals, reflections).
Another interesting point of the explicit scheme is that the seismic acquisition is performed
in a defined time window and, therefore, the extraction of frequencies by DFT respects the
length of the signal. This is not the case when the system is solved with a direct solver, which
provides the steady state solution, equivalent to an infinite time. Therefore, certain phenomena
can be found in the solution of the direct solver even though they were not recorded by the
seismic acquisition. We note that it is possible to introduce a damping function in the frequency
system, equivalent to an exponential decay in time (Shin et al., 2002), but the time window is
more delicate to estimate in the approach based on time explicit scheme.
All the validation tests show very good precisions both in amplitude and in phase, for the
real and imaginary parts. We have considered the monochromatic wavefield generated by an
explosive source in a homogeneous medium (v = 4000 m/s). The duration of simulation is 2 s,
and a Ricker signal of central frequency 5 Hz is used as the source function. We obtained an
error less than 26% (L2 norm) compared to analytical solution even in the worst case (sources
and receivers close to the free surface), which pose an infinite error without interpolating hicks
and 19.3% in time domain. By using Discrete Fourier Transform, we can completely reconstruct
signals in frequency.
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Figure 1.19: Five Hz monochromatic wavefield in a homogeneous infinite space. Top, numerical
solutions real and imaginary parts. Middle, analytical solutions real and imaginary parts.
Bottom, Real part comparison between numerical(black) and analytical (gray) solutions at
receiver positions.
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Figure 1.20: Five Hz monochromatic wavefield in a homogeneous half space. Top, numerical
solutions real and imaginary parts. Middle, analytical solutions real and imaginary parts.
Bottom, Real part comparison between numerical(black) and analytical (gray) solutions at
receiver positions.
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Figure 1.21: Homogeneous half-space, source at ( 520 m 4000 m 4030 m), and 81 receivers at
a depth of 3540 m in X direction. Frequency solution (pressure component). Continuous line
is numerical solution; dashed line is the analytical solution; gray line is the residuals between
the numerical and analytical solutions. Top, reel part. Bottom, imaginary part.
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Figure 1.22: Homogeneous half-space, source at (520 m 4000 m 4030 m), and 81 receivers at
a depth of 5 m in X direction. Frequency solution (pressure component). Continuous line is
numerical solution; dashed line is the analytical solution; gray line is the residuals between the
numerical and analytical solutions. Top, reel part. Bottom, imaginary part.
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Figure 1.23: Homogeneous half-space, source at (40 m 4000 m 4030 m), and 81 receivers at a
depth of 3540 m in X direction. Frequency solution (pressure component). Continuous line is
numerical solution; dashed line is the analytical solution; gray line is the residuals between the
numerical and analytical solutions. Top, reel part. Bottom, imaginary part.
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1.4 Parallel implementation by domain decomposition
1.4.1 Methodology
FWI algorithm must be implemented in parallel to address large scale 3D problem. Depending
on the different forward problem approach, different parallel strategies can be considered. The
most conventional approach to design parallel time-domain modeling codes for wave propaga-
tion rely on domain decomposition methods. The main idea of parallel implementation through
domain decomposition of the physical computational domain is to split the original domain of
computation into subdomains. Local solutions are computed and needed data are communi-
cated from and by the neighboring domains. The size of subdomain interface has to be much
smaller than the size of the overall problem meaning the cost of communicating data is usually
almost negligible compared to the computational cost of overall problem. This approach has
the advantage of leading itself well to the use of local memory to solve the memory-expensive
problem especially in 3D FWI (Brugeas, 1996).
A parallel version of the general algorithm based on the principle of domain decomposition
that is suitable for structured meshes is as follows
1. decompose the mesh into subdomain and assign each subdomain to one MPI process;
2. determine its neighboring subdomains for each subdomains;
3. loop of time:
(a) exchange messages among interfaces;
(b) calculate the solution.
The physical domain (dimension n1, n2, n3) is split in subdomains in each direction specified
by the user. The number of grid points (n1loc, n2loc, n3loc) in each subdomain is determined by
dividing the total number of grid points (PML points included) by the number of subdomains
(nd1, nd2, nd3) in that direction and assigning the excess final points in the latter subdomains.
Each process is identified by its local coordinates, which can either be a single number that
corresponds to the nd1 × nd2 × nd3 coordinate system or three numbers, which correspond
to the (z, x, y) coordinate systems. There are simple formulas used to switch back and forth
between these two coordinate systems.
The assignment of subdomain to processes is well-ordered, governed by the indexing il-
lustrated below (Figure 1.24). This makes determining the process handing the neighboring
subdomains of a current subdomain easy. The current process determines its neighbors on all
edges, and the MPI function defines data blocks to be used in sending and receiving messages.
The communication is done within the loop in time since the data between interfaces need to be
communicated at each time step. The process sends the messages of interface to its neighbors
and receives the needed data simultaneously.
The processes should note all of their neighbors. For each process, the six possible neighbors
(Up, Down, Left, Right, Front and Behind) are shown in figure 1.25. The three-coordinate
indexing make checking for neighbors quite convenient, as subdomains that contain a part of
the boundary of the whole domain would either have, in any of the three directions, either one
or the maximum number of subdomains in that direction as index value.
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Figure 1.24: Example of indexing processes
Figure 1.25: The possible neighbors of a subdomain. U, up; D, down; L, left; R, right; F, font;
B, behind.
After checking the neighbors, the processes should know the data blocks with which they
want to communicate. The MPI procedure typage defines data blocks to be used in commu-
nicating, sending, and receiving the messages from its neighbors. MPI offers the advantage to
optimize the communications by allowing the user to define customized data types that can
be simultaneously sent and received. This saves the user from hard-coding the exact extent
of the array needed to be sent and where it would be received. With customized data types,
one only needs to specify the initial address of that certain block of data needed. To exchange
the data from the overlaps of subdomains, three different types of interface are used in our
case (Figure 1.26). To construct the face data types, the MPI function will construct the base
type according to z, the fast index firstly, and then x using MPI TYPE VECTOR. The stride
between these elements are (n1loc+ 4)*(size of data), as there are n1loc grid points for the z
direction and 2 more additional grids in each side, due to the domain overlap resulting from
4th order accurate stencil. The type face is then constructed from the latest base type with
the corresponding number of elements in y direction. The stride between these elements are
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Table 1.4: Summarize of the communication
SEND-RECEIVE SEND ADDRESS RECEIVE ADDRESS TYPAGE
Send to UP from DOWN x(1, 1, 1) x(n1loc+ 1, 1, 1) type face23
Send to DOWN from UP x(n1loc+ 1, 1, 1) x(−1, 1, 1) type face23
Send to RIGHT from LEFT x(1, n2loc+ 1, 1) x(1,−1, 1) type face13
Send to LEFT from RIGHT x(1,−1, 1) x(1, n2loc+ 1, 1) type face13
Send to FONT from BEHIND x(1, 1,−1) x(1, 1, n3loc+ 1) type face12
Send to BEHIND from FONT x(1, 1, n3loc+ 1) x(1, 1,−1) type face12
(n1loc+ 4)*(n2loc+ 4)*(size of data).
Figure 1.26: The three different types of interface.
The communication is done within the time loop since the data between interfaces need to
be communicated at each calculation by using MPI SENDRECV. The purpose of this proce-
dure is to send data blocks from the subdomain to the corresponding neighboring areas and to
receive the same points in the relevant fields. For each subdomain, a three-dimensional array
(x) is allocated as x(−1 : n1loc + 2,−1 : n2loc + 2,−1 : n3loc + 2). The original extents of
the subdomain (n1loc, n2loc, n3loc) are augmented with 2 more grid points on each side in all
the three directions to adapter the need of the 4th order accurate stencil. The procedure of the
communication is shown in tableau 1.4.
1.4.2 Scalability
The key issue in parallel processing of a single application is the speedup achieved, especially
its dependence on the number of processors used and the proportion of the interface. The
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Table 1.5: Decomposition of subdomains in three dimensions
Number of processors Z × Y ×X
1 1× 1× 1
2 2× 1× 1
4 1× 2× 2
8 2× 2× 2
16 4× 2× 2
32 2× 4× 4
speedup(S) is defined as the factor by which the execution time for the application changes
with the number of processors,
S =
Tseq
TN
, (1.56)
where Tseq is the sequential execution time and TN is the execution time for N processors.
The figure 1.27 shows a simple test on the FRIPP1. The decomposition of subdomains in
the three dimensions is shown in the table 1.5.
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Figure 1.27: The speedup for parallelism of domain decomposition
By assessing the graphs (Figure 1.27), the code does not seem to scale very well. The
speedup does not like as theory increasing constant with number of processors (dashed line in
figure 1.27). The explanation for this is not yet clear, however it is possible that the way of
decomposed domain is one the factors which is summarized on the table given above. Or the
proportion of the interface plays a important role (in this test we used a model (201×201×201)).
1This mid-sized computing center hosted at O.C.A is the result of an joint effort initiated in 2004. 200 cores
running at 2.4Ghz Opterons connected via infiniband, and 94 knots IBMx3455 to 8 cores per node AMD Opteron
2.3 GHz.
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Table 1.6: Memory and time complexities of DSM HSM, and TDM for multisouce problems
and two levels of parallelism: N denotes the dimension of a 3D computational grid; Np is
the total number of processors; Nrhs denotes the total number of sources; NDSM denotes the
number of MPI processes assigned to LU decomposition in DSM; SLU denotes the speedup of
LU factorization; Ss denotes the speedup of substitution step in DSM; NHSM is the number of
MPI processes assigned to HSM domain decomposition; k denotes the number of subdomains
in one direction and NGMRES denotes the number of GMRES iterations.
Complexity DSM HSM TDM
Memory O(N4) +O(N3Nrhs) O(N4/k) +O(N3Nrhs) O(N3Nrhs)
Time O(N
6)
SLU
+
O(N4NrhsNDSM/Np)
Ss
O(N4NGMRESNrhs/k/Np) O(N3NtNrhs/Np)
Time (Nrhs = Np)
O(N6)
SLU
+ O(N
3NDSM )
Ss
O(N4NGMRES/k) O(N3Nt)
1.5 Scalability and complexity analysis of time-domain and frequency-
domain approaches
We discussed time-domain parallelism using standard domain decomposition methods in the
section 1.4, and we have shown the efficiency of these algorithms in the figure 1.27. In the
framework of multiple source simulations, the low memory requirements of time-domain meth-
ods allow a coarse-grain parallelism over sources (we will discuss details in the section 2.2)
that can be combined with domain decomposition parallelism. In the following discussion, the
dimension of 3D N3 computational grid is denoted as N . We consider here only a parallelism
over sources. The table 1.6 gives the memory and time complexities for DSM, HSM and TDM
approach. Realistic 3D surveys require a significant amount of memory to store the Nrhs wave-
fields distributed over the processors, O(N3Nrhs) = O(N5), where the number of sources Nrhs
is over one side of the grid.
Parallelism in DSM is implemented through the use of massive parallel direct solver, such
as the software MUMPS (http://mumps.enseeiht.fr/). After parallel lower-upper triangle ma-
trix factorization (LU), the LU factors remain distributed over processors, allowing us to also
perform the solution step in parallel. The most limiting factor of direct solvers is their intrinsic
limited scalability. Virieux et al. (2009) suggested that a speedup greater than 15 is difficult
to achieve whatever the number of processors used for both 2D and 3D applications. The
memory and time complexities of the DSM for 2D finite-difference problems are O(N2Log2N)
and O(N3), respectively, and increase dramatically in 3D case as O(N4) and O(N6).
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1.6 Modeling in realistic models
We present three-dimensional (3D) simulations performed in the SEG/EAGE Overthrust and
Salt models, and we validated the monochromatic wavefield solutions computed with the time-
domain approach staggered-grid O(∆x4,∆t2) against the solutions computed with the direct
solver approach. Monochromatic wavefields are extracted from the time-domain solutions using
a discrete Fourier transform computed within the time loop (Sirgue et al., 2008).
We implemented the source S in the pressure field for both direct-solver-modeling (DSM)
and time-domain-modeling (TDM) solutions at the same position using the same model for the
simulation. The finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) code is based on a first-order velocity
stress formulation, while the DSM finite-difference frequency-domain (FDFD) code relies on
a second order formulation for pressure. In order to compare the numerical solution of both
approaches, it is necessary to implement the source excitation in the two codes consistently.
Let us evaluate the system from time-domain to frequency-domain to find the relation of
source term between the two solution. In time-domain we have the following system
∂P
∂t
= k
∂V
∂x
+ S
∂V
∂t
= b
∂P
∂x
, (1.57)
where, P is the pressure, V is wavefield, k = ρv2 is the bulk modulus, b = 1/ρ is buoyancy and
S is the source term. We can write the system (1.57) as the form
− iωP = k∂V
∂x
+ S
−iωV = b∂P
∂x
. (1.58)
Injecting the second equation of the system (1.58) into the first one, we have
(
ω2
k
+▽)P = iω
k
S. (1.59)
It means that, if we implement source term S to the time-domain approach, for the equal
solution with frequency-domain solution, we should implement a source term iωk S.
1.6.1 The EAGE/SEG Overthrust model
The 3D SEG/EAGE Overthrust model is a constant density acoustic model covering an area
of 20 km× 20 km× 4.65 km , figure 1.28 (Aminzadeh et al., 1994, 1995). It is discretized with
25m cubic cells, representing an uniform mesh of 801 × 801 × 187 nodes. The minimum and
maximum velocities in the model are 2.2 km/s and 6.0 km/s respectively.
We resampled the grid with a grid interval of 75 m , which is consistent with a frequency
of 7 Hz and a discretization rule of four grid points per minimum wavelength. The size of the
resampled finite-difference grid is 268 × 268 × 64. Ten points PML layers were added along
each side of the FD grid for infinite model, noted test 1. The computing statistics are shown
in table1.7. For test 2, we implemented a free surface at the top of the model. The computing
1.6 Modeling in realistic models
Table 1.7: Computing statistic of simulation in the Overthrust models: Nx, Ny and Nz denote
the three dimensions of the model; ∆t denotes the time step; The grid interval ∆h is idential
in the three directions; T (s) denotes the time length of the simulation; The computed time
of CPU is denoted by Tcpu; F (Hz) denotes the frequency extracted; P/λ denotes the spatial
discretization, points per wavelength.
Model Nx Ny Nz ∆t ∆h (m) TCPU (s) T (s) F (Hz) P/λ
Overthrust infinite 288 288 84 0.005 75 466.9293 8 7 4.27
Overthrust free surface 288 288 74 0.005 75 396.2754 8 7 4.27
statistics are shown in table 1.7. The source is located at x = 1.5 km, y = 1.5 km, z = 0.75 km,
receivers are located at a horizontal plan at the depth of 10 m. As the receivers are not
coincident with the grid nodes, the Hicks interpolation is used for an accurate solution. We
perform the simulation using TDM approach with a time length of 8 s, and extracted the
monochromatic wavefield at 7 Hz for comparison with the DSM approach. We obtain a very
good agreement between the TDM (black) and DSM (gray) solutions, are shown in the figure
1.29. The test 2 is more realistic with a free surface on top of the model. Both source and
receivers are close to the free surface. The results are shown in figure 1.30. We obtain a very
good agreement between the two solutions as the infinite case.
Figure 1.28: 3D view of the Overthrust VP model.
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Figure 1.29: Comparison between monochromatic pressure wavefield computed with TDM and
DSM approaches in the infinite space of Overthrust VP model at 7 Hz. Top, the frequency
domain solution computed with TDM combined with DFT, middle the solution calculated with
DSM, bottom the comparison between the two solution extracted from the real part (red line),
the black and gray lines are the TDM and DSM solutions, respectively. We observed a very
good agreement between the two approaches.
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Figure 1.30: Comparison between monochromatic pressure wavefield computed with TDM and
DSM approaches in the half space of Overthrust VP model at 7 Hz. Top, the frequency domain
solution computed with TDM combined with DFT, middle the solution calculated with DSM,
bottom the comparison between the two solution extracted from the real part (red line), the
black and gray lines are the TDM and DSM solutions, respectively. We observed a very good
agreement between the two approaches.
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Table 1.8: Computing statistic of simulation in the Overthrust models: Nx, Ny and Nz denote
the three dimensions of the model; ∆t denotes the time step; The grid interval ∆h is idential
in the three directions; T (s) denotes the time length of the simulation; The computed time
of CPU is denoted by Tcpu; F (Hz) denotes the frequency extracted; P/λ denotes the spatial
discretization, points per wavelength.
Model Nx Ny Nz ∆t ∆ h (m) TCPU (s) T (s) F (Hz) P/λ
SALT free surface 359 359 116 0.004 40 911.5153 8 7 5.35
1.6.2 The EAGE/SEG Salt model
The 3D SEG/EAGE salt model is a constant density acoustic model covering an area of
13.5 km×13.5 km×4.2 km (Aminzadeh et al., 1997). The model is representative of Gulf Coast
salt structure which contains salt sill, different faults, sand bodies and lenses (Figure 1.31). It
is discretized with 20m cubic cells, representing an uniform mesh of 676 × 676 × 210 nodes.
The minimum and maximum velocities in the model are 1.5 km/s and 4.5 km/s. respectively.
We resampled the grid with a grid interval of 50 m to satisfy the discretization rule of
4 grid points per wavelength for a frequency of 7 Hz. The size of the resampled FD grid is
339 × 339 × 96. Ten points PML layers are added for all of the sides of the model except
the top, which represents the free surface. The computing statistics are shown in table 1.8.
The source is located at x = 1.56 km, y = 1.52 km, z = 0.01 km, receivers are located at a
horizontal plan at a depth of 5 m. We perform the simulation using TDM approach with
the time length of 8 s, and extracted the monochromatic wavefield at 7 Hz to compare with
the DSM approach. We obtain a very good agreement between the TDM (black) and DSM
(gray) solutions, shown in the figure 1.32.
Figure 1.31: 3D view of the Salt VP model.
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Figure 1.32: Comparison between monochromatic pressure wavefield computed with TDM and
DSM approaches in the half space of Salt VP model at 7 Hz. Top, the frequency domain
solution computed with TDM combined with DFT, middle the solution calculated with DSM,
bottom the comparison between the two solution extracted from the real part (red line), the
black and gray lines are the TDM and DSM solution, respectively. We observed a very good
agreement between the two approaches.
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1.7 Partial conclusion for forward modeling
In this chapter, I have introduced the wave propagation modeling strategy in frequency and
time domains. I have compared these two approaches, which have shown a very good agreement
both for analytical and complex realistic models as those proposed by the industry (EAGE/SEG
Overthrust and Salt models). Because of the memory requirement for the frequency approach,
the choice of our strategy for solving the 3D acoustic forward problem is the time-domain
staggered grid O(∆x4,∆t2) method. This method will be inserted into our imaging strategy
for solving both the forward problem and the adjoint problem associated with the full waveform
inversion.
I have investigated both the stability condition for the time integration and the optimal
4 grid-points per wavelength discretisation in order to avoid dispersion. I have extracted
monochromatic solutions for frequencies embedded into the spectrum of the source used for
time-domain simulation.
For considering the real source or receiver positions, we have estimated wavefields using an
interpolation based on sinc function (Hicks). The Hicks interpolation allows us to implement
the source at arbitrary position in coarse Cartesian grids. In particular, it allows for the
implementation of the source nearby the free surface, an important issue, while constructing
the solution at the real position of the source and the receiver. This is particularly important
nearby the free surface. We have observed a good precision on the constructed numerical
solutions.
The memory complexity is mitigated by the domain decomposition method as the processor
is only in charge of a much smaller subdomain. However, due to the limit of subdomain
and multi-sources used in the seismic prospecting, the parallelism on the sources is applied.
Combining the two parallelizations if we have sufficient processor can significantly accelerate
the computation. The methods of the parallelization make 3D FWI feasible besides of the
development of the high performance computing.
The time-domain solver is a competitive approach thanks to its high degree of adaptability,
simplicity of the implementation, and good scalability and robustness.
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Part II
Inverse problem

In this part, I will discuss the full waveform inversion (FWI) in the frequency domain. FWI
is a challenging data-fitting procedure based on full-wavefield modeling to extract quantitative
information from seismograms. It relies on a formalism that allows to take into account the
full information content of the data (Tarantola, 1984a) as opposed to more classical techniques
such as travel time tomography. FWI was originally developed in the time domain (Tarantola,
1984a) whereas the frequency domain approach was proposed mainly in the 1990s by Pratt
(1990a). The frequency domain formulation of FWI has been shown to be effective to build ac-
curate velocity models for complex structures from global offset acquisition geometries (Pratt,
2004). As a result, FWI is a high resolution imaging process able to reach a spatial accuracy
of half a wavelength (Sirgue et Pratt, 2004).
Issues of FWI are an efficient forward-modeling engine and a local optimization differential
approach, in which the gradient and the Hessian operators are efficiently estimated. The gra-
dient of the misfit function can be computed efficiently with the adjoint-state method (Plessix,
2006; Castellanos et al., 2011). FWI is an ill-posed problem, that requires the starting model
to be close enough to the real one in order to converge to the global minimum.
Another counterpart of FWI is the required computational resources when considering mod-
els and frequencies of interest. The task becomes even more challenging when one attempts
to perform the inversion using the elastic equation (Shi et al., 2007; Brossier et al., 2009) in-
stead of using the acoustic approximation (Mulder et Plessix, 2008; Barnes et Charara, 2009).
This is the reason why, until recently, most studies were limited to 2D cases (e.g., Ravaut
et al., 2004). Recent advances in high-performance computing and multifold/multicomponent
wide-aperture and wide-azimuth acquisitions make 3D acoustic FWI feasible today. FWI has
focused a lot of interests and continuous efforts towards inversion of 3D data sets. Remarkable
applications have been done in 3D using the acoustic approximation (Plessix, 2009; Sirgue et al.,
2010; Plessix et Perkins, 2010) but the extension to the 3D elastic case is still an on going work.
In this section, I shall focus on acoustic FWI performed in the frequency domain. The poten-
tial interest of such approach is to exploit the broad aperture coverage spanned by global-offset
geometries to image a broad and continuous range of wavelengths in the velocity model. The
frequency domain approach has been shown to be efficient for several reasons: First, only a
few discrete frequencies are necessary to develop a reliable image of the medium, and second,
proceeding sequentially from low to high frequencies defines a multi-resolution imaging strat-
egy that helps to mitigate the non-linearity of the inverse problem (Pratt et Sams, 1996; Pratt
et al., 1998).
Firstly, I shall review the frequency domain FWI formulated as a least squares minimization
problem which tries to minimize the misfit between the recorded and predicted seismic data.
Then I shall present the different line search algorithms: Steepest-descent, Conjugate gradient,
Gauss-Newton and Newton methods.
Secondly, I shall present a resolution analysis of the linearized inverse problem. We will
discuss the adjoint-state method for computing the gradient of the misfit function (Plessix,
2006; Castellanos et al., 2011), and its validation against finite difference. I shall introduce the
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roles of the gradient and Hessian operators.
Finally, I shall discuss several validation tests. I shall show the efficiency of our algorithm
with two levels of parallelism, and I shall discuss the strategy for 3D application. These learning
will drive us towards real data applications as the Valhall case I shall consider in the objective
of this work.
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2.1 Theory
Full waveform inversion (FWI) aims to recover a quantitative representation of a subsurface
model, which is parameterized by one or several physical properties that govern the propagation
of seismic waves. The most usual parameter is the P-wave velocity varying with depth although
FREQUENCY DOMAIN WAVEFORM INVERSION
other quantities may be accounted for (shear-wave velocity, density, quality factor...). In seismic
exploration, the data we consider are the seismic traces (i.e., seismograms) recorded at the
surface by receivers. These receivers record the signal dobs after it has propagated in the
subsurface from the sources. The FWI is a technique that uses the information recorded by
the receivers to recover the physical properties of the subsurface through the resolution of a
numerical optimization problem. The concept of forward and inverse problem in the context of
waveform inversion is schematically illustrated in figure 2.1. The non linear relationship, which
Figure 2.1: Forward and inverse problems in full waveform inversion. The inverse problem
seeks to estimate a heterogeneous velocity model of the subsurface from seismic data recorded
on the field.
relates the data d to the model m, can be written in compact form as
d = g(m), (2.1)
where g(m) is a set of mathematical equation dependent on m. A formal strategy to solve the
inverse problem is to define the inverse operator g−1 such as the estimated solution is
m = g−1(d). (2.2)
In case this operator can be reconstructed, the imaging methods are referred to as direct
methods. The resolution of the inverse problem using direct methods implies that the inverse
of the operator can be found or at least estimated.
To avoid the estimation of the inverse operator g−1, which could be a difficult and unstable
task, another family of methods called local methods search incremental updates of the model.
They estimate the model perturbation ∆m of a starting model m0 such that the updated
model is given by:
m =m0 +∆m. (2.3)
The perturbation model ∆m is found by minimizing a misfit between the observed data dobs
and forward modeled data dcal(m) iteratively. These methods are local in the sense that the
path leading to the solution depends on the initial guess m0 of the model m. We define the
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misfit vector ∆d = dobs − dcal(m) of dimension N by the differences at the receiver positions
between the observed data dobs and the modeled data dcal(m) for each source and each receiver
of the seismic survey. Here dcal is related to the modeled seismic wavefield u by a detection
operator R, which extracts the values of the wavefields computed in the full computational
domain at the receiver positions for each source: dcal = Ru. The updated model m, as well
as the initial model m0, represents some physical parameters of the subsurface discretized over
the computational domain.
We will use the following notation for the forward problem (see Part I)
B (m(x), ω)u (ω,x) = s (ω,x) , (2.4)
where B is the forward modeling operator which relates linearly the wavefield u to the source
s and non linearly the wavefield u to the model m.
2.1.1 The linearization of the inverse problem
The local optimization problem is set up as a least-squares problem (Tarantola, 1987). The
upcoming mathematical developments are independent of the domain in which we represent the
data: time domain (Tarantola, 1984a,b; Lailly, 1984), frequency domain (Pratt et Worthington,
1990; Pratt, 1990b), Laplace domain (Shin et Cha, 2008), and so on.
The unconstrained/unweighted least-squares misfit function C(m) reads
C(m) = 1
2
L2(∆d) = 1
2
∆d†∆d, (2.5)
where † denotes the adjoint operator (transpose and conjugate operators denoted as t and ∗,
respectively).
In the time domain, the implicit summation in the equation (2.5) is performed over the
number of source-channel pairs and the number of time samples in the seismograms, where a
channel is one component of a multi-component sensor. In the frequency domain, the summa-
tion over frequencies replaces the one over time. In the time domain, this vector is real-valued
and, in frequency domain, it is complex-valued. Local optimization methods aims to find a
minimum or a maximum of the misfit function in the vicinity of a starting model m0. The first
step is to linearize the misfit function around m0 up to the second order, assuming that the
misfit function is locally quadratic. This linearization relies on the assumption that only small
perturbations in terms of amplitude and size hold.
Expanding to the second order the Taylor series of the misfit function C(m) around m0
with a perturbation model ∆m gives
C(m0 +∆m) = C(m0) +
Np∑
j=1
∂C(m0)
∂mj
∆mj +
1
2
Np∑
j=1
Np∑
k=1
∂2C(m0)
∂mj∂mk
∆mj∆mk +O(m3), (2.6)
where Np denotes the dimension of the vector m. The misfit function reaches its minimum
when its first-order derivative vanishes. The first-order derivative with respect to a model
parameter ml reads:
∂C(m)
∂ml
=
∂C(m0)
∂ml
+
Np∑
j=1
∂2C(m0)
∂mj∂ml
∆mj = 0, (2.7)
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and implies the compact expression with respect to m,
∂C(m)
∂m
=
∂C(m0)
∂m
+
∂2C(m0)
∂m2
∆m = 0. (2.8)
The gradient at the modelm0 is denoted by C(m0)/∂m, and the second derivative of the misfit
function, ∂2C(m0)/∂m2, is the Hessian. As ∂C(m)/∂m should be to zero at the minimum, the
perturbation model vector is given by:
∆m = −
[
∂2C(m)
∂m2
∣∣∣∣
m=m0
]−1
∂C(m)
∂m
∣∣∣∣
m=m0
. (2.9)
2.1.2 The normal equations
The expression of the gradient as a function of the Fre´chet derivatives is derived from the first
order derivative of the misfit function with respect to ml as
∂C(m)
∂ml
= −1
2
Nd∑
i=1
[
∂dcali
∂ml
(dobsi − dcali)∗ + (dobsi − dcali)
∂d∗cali
∂ml
]
= −
Nd∑
i=1
ℜ
[(
∂dcali
∂ml
)∗
(dobsi − dcali)
]
, (2.10)
where Nd represents the number of terms in the data vector and is directly related to the
acquisition, i.e., number of shots and receivers. The notation ℜ defines the real part of a
complex number, while the expression ∗ denotes the conjugate of a complex number. In matrix
form, the equation (2.10) translates to
∇Cm = ∂C(m)
∂m
= −ℜ
[(
∂dcal(m)
∂m
)t
(dobs − dcal(m))∗
]
= −ℜ
[(
∂dcal(m)
∂m
)†
(dobs − dcal(m))
]
= −ℜ
[
J†∆d
]
, (2.11)
where J is the Fre´chet derivatives or the sensitivity matrix.
Differentiation of the gradient expression (2.10), with respect to the model parameters gives
the following expression in matrix form for the Hessian operator (Pratt et al., 1998)
∂2C(m)
∂m2
= ℜ
[
J†J
]
+ ℜ
[
∂Jt
∂mt
(∆d∗...∆d∗)
]
. (2.12)
Inserting the expression of the gradient operator (2.11) and the Hessian operator (2.12) into
equation (2.9) gives for the following expression of the model perturbation,
∆m = −
{
ℜ
[
J†J+
∂Jt
∂mt
(∆d∗...∆d∗)
]}−1
ℜ
[
J†∆d
]
. (2.13)
Computation of the model perturbation requires the estimation of the gradient of the misfit
function, which can be efficiently performed with the adjoint-state method (Plessix, 2006),
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while the explicit estimation of the Hessian and its inverse is often not tractable from a compu-
tational viewpoint, because of the size of the data and model spaces. Some numerical methods
exist to compute an approximation of the inverse of the Hessian recursively such as the L-BFGS
method (Nocedal, 1980). Alternatively, second-order adjoint-state method allows one to com-
pute efficiently Hessian-vector products without explicitly forming the Hessian. In this case,
the normal-equation system can be solved with an iterative solver provided that an efficient
preconditioner can be found (Me´tivier et al., 2012). As a last resort, crude approximations of
the Hessian such as diagonal approximation (Shin et al., 2001b; Ravaut et al., 2004) can be
used to precondition the descent direction in steepest-descent or conjugate gradient algorithms,
and hence speed up the convergence.
2.1.3 Computing the gradient with the adjoint-state method
The adjoint-state method (Lions, 1972; Chavent, 2009) is a well-known technique in inverse
problem theory with many geophysical applications (Plessix, 2006; Castellanos et al., 2011).
Even though setting up the adjoint-state problem requires additional work as one has to find an
adjoint variable, which has no primary physical interest in the solution of the inverse problem,
this method is appealing, because the computation of the gradient with respect to a model
parameter requires only two evaluations of the partial differential equations for each source.
The alternative method, which consists in the explicit computation of the Fre´chet derivatives,
is expensive to compute, as it requires one forward modeling for each non-redundant position
of sources and receivers (Shin et al., 2001b) for getting the gradient.
Let us redefine the misfit function (2.5) as
C(u,m) = 1
2
〈Ru− dobs|Ru− dobs〉. (2.14)
We briefly review the application of the adjoint-state method in our implementation of FWI
following the approach of Castellanos et al. (2011). Seismic modeling is performed through the
resolution of the acoustic wave equation, which is formulated as a first-order velocity-pressure
hyperbolic system in the time domain. The resulting forward-modeling operator is not self
adjoint. The first step in the approach of Castellanos et al. (2011) is to transform the wave
equation in pseudo-conservative form to make the forward modeling operator self adjoint. We
use this equation as the state equation in the adjoint-state method. We will see that this
approach allows us to use the same forward modeling engine to compute the state and the
adjoint-state variables, and provides us a recipe to derive the correct source of the adjoint-
state equation. Moreover, the scattering kernel of the gradient of the misfit function is made
independent to the differential operator, and hence of the discretization method that is used to
solve the forward problem. This provides a suitable framework to interface different modeling
engines with the inversion.
The first-order acoustic system is written as (1.9). Transferring all the physical variables
in the left-hand side leads to a pseudo-conservative form of the wave equation:
1
κ(x, y, z)
∂p(x, y, z, t)
∂t
=
∂vx(x, y, z, t)
∂x
+
∂vy(x, y, z, t)
∂y
+
∂vz(x, y, z, t)
∂z
ρ(x, y, z)
∂vx(x, y, z, t)
∂t
=
∂p(x, y, z, t)
∂x
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ρ(x, y, z)
∂vy(x, y, z, t)
∂t
=
∂p(x, y, z, t)
∂y
ρ(x, y, z)
∂vz(x, y, z, t)
∂t
=
∂p(x, y, z, t)
∂z
. (2.15)
We write equation 2.15 in compact form as
Λ∂tu− B′u = s′, (2.16)
where Λ and B′ are defined by
Λ =

1
κ 0 0 0
0 ρ 0 0
0 0 ρ 0
0 0 0 ρ
 , B′ =

0 ∂∂x
∂
∂y
∂
∂z
∂
∂x 0 0 0
∂
∂y 0 0 0
∂
∂z 0 0 0
 ,
and s′ = Λs. Of note, the matrix B′ is symmetric, because all the physical properties were
moved on the left-hand side of equation 2.15.
We consider the augmented functional L subject to the constraint that the state equation
is satisfied:
L(u,p1,m) = J(u,m) + 〈p1 |
(
Λ∂tu− B′u− s′
)〉 (2.17)
where 〈f(x, t)g(x, t)〉 = ∫
Ω
∫ T
0 f
∗(x, t)g(x, t)dtdx and fields u, p1, and m, are assumed indepen-
dent. The adjoint-state variable is denoted by p1. The state equation associated with the
adjoint variable p1 is the wave equation written in pseudo-conservative form.
Of note, we have J(u,m) = C(m), where u and m are processed as two independent
variables, for any realization u of the state equation. The functional J is defined for time-
domain data, as we perform seismic modeling in the time domain:
J(u,m) =
1
2
∑
r
∫ T
0
(
Ru(x, t)− dobsr(t)
)2
dt
=
1
2
∑
r
∫ T
0
∫
Ω
(
u(x, t)− dobs(x,t)
)2
δ(x− xr)dxdt, (2.18)
whereR is a sampling operator that extracts the values of the wavefield at the receiver positions.
The adjoint field p1 can be referred to as Lagrange multiplier associated with the Lagrangian
L. At the saddle points (u, p1) of the Lagrangian L, we should have ∂L/∂p1 = 0, ∂L/∂u = 0,
which define the state and the so-called adjoint-state equations, respectively.
When these equations are satisfied, we have:
∂C
∂m
=
∂L
∂m
, (2.19)
which provides to us the expression of the gradient we are interested in. Equation 2.19 provides
an explicit expression of the gradient of C as a function of the state and adjoint-state variables.
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The condition ∂L/∂p1 = 0 provides the state equation:
Λ∂tu+ B′u = s′. (2.20)
In practice, we compute numerically u by coming back to the non-conservative form of the
wave equation:
∂tu+ Bu = s, (2.21)
where it is reminded that s′ = Λs. The relation ∂L/∂u = 0 requires a rewriting of the
Lagrangian using derivation by parts which gives:
L(u,p1,m) = C(u,m) +
∫
Ω
(p1(T )Λu(T )− p1(0)Λu0) dx
− 〈∂tp1|Λu〉 − 〈p1|
(B′u+ s′(t))〉, (2.22)
where T is the final time. Perturbing the variable u in the Lagrangian in direction z, we can
find the derivative as
∂L
∂u
· z = −〈Λ†∂tp1|z〉 − 〈B′†p1|z〉+
∫
Ω
p1(T )z(T )dx, (2.23)
whatever is the value of z. If we impose this derivative to be zero, and if we consider the final
condition p1(T ) = 0, we have the adjoint-state equation:
Λ†∂tp1 + B′†p1 = Rt (Ru− dobs) . (2.24)
As we inferred from the chapter 1.1.2, Λ is symmetric and real, and B′† = −B′. Therefore, the
adjoint-state equation (2.24) can be simplified as:
Λ∂tp1 − B′p1 = Rt (Ru− dobs) . (2.25)
It shows that the field p1 satisfies the conservative wave equation, where the source term is the
data residuals Rt (Ru− dobs).
As for the state equation, we can transform back this equation in non conservative form for
numerical resolution:
∂tp1 − Bp1 = Λ−1Rt (Ru− dobs) . (2.26)
Equation 2.26 shows that the adjoint-state variable can be computed with the non conservative
form of the wave equation (i.e., the one implemented in the FWI code) provided that the source
term is properly scaled by the coefficient of the diagonal matrix Λ. If receivers are hydrophones,
the adjoint sources, which is implemented on the pressure component, must be scaled by the
bulk modulus, while the velocity components of the adjoint source must be scaled by density
if receivers are geophones.
The first order partial derivative of Lagrangian (2.17) with respect to the model parameter
mi leads to
L(m+ ǫz)− L(m) = ǫ〈p1(t)| ∂Λ
∂mi
z (∂tu− s)〉. (2.27)
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Dividing by the small parameter gives the expression of the gradient ∂L/∂mi. Using condition
(2.19), we infer
∂C
∂mi
(u) = − (∂tu− s)t
(
∂Λ
∂mi
)T
p1. (2.28)
In frequency domain, it can be written as
∂C
∂mi
(um) = ℜ
(∑
ω
(iωu+ s)†
(
∂Λ
∂mi
)†
p1
)
. (2.29)
It is worth noting that the scattering kernel of the gradient, ∂Λ∂mi in equation 2.29, is diagonal,
which facilitates parallel implementation of the gradient based on domain decomposition, and,
more importantly does not depend on differential operators, that makes the gradient building
independent of the modeling engine used in the FWI code. We will use this property to
interface different modeling engines based on different kinds of meshing, such as finite-difference
methods on Cartesian grids and finite-element discontinuous Galerkin methods on unstructured
tetrahedral meshes, with the inversion.
2.1.3.1 Interpretation of the gradient and resolution analysis
We can clearly see from equations (2.29) that the gradient is the result of the product be-
tween the incident field u and the back-propagated field p1. This implies that the gradient is
computed in two steps : (1) compute the incident wavefield for the source s; (2) compute the
back-propagatied field by using the virtual residual source Λ−1(Ru− dobs)∗, equation 2.26. If
the background model is sufficiently accurate, the incident wavefield and the back-propagated
adjoint wavefield should arrive at the same time at the position of the missing heterogene-
ity that generates the residual in the adjoint-wavefield source: the zero-lag correlation of the
incident and adjoint wavefield provides the contribution of the source-receiver pair in the per-
turbation model at the position of the model parameter. Alternatively, the gradient can be
interpreted as the zero-lag correlation of the partial derivative wavefield at the receiver posi-
tions with the data residuals: both signals can be interpreted as the wavefield scattered by the
missing heterogeneities in the background model (Pratt et al., 1998).
A resolution analysis of the gradient through plane-wave decomposition in homogeneous
background media is possible (Sirgue et Pratt, 2004). The general theoretical framework is
that of inverse scattering and diffraction tomography (Miller et al., 1987; Wu et Tokso¨z, 1987).
We consider a homogeneous medium as well as one source and one receiver with the velocity c0
(Figure 2.2). The direction of the plane wave from the source and the receiver to the diffraction
point is denoted by ~s and ~r, respectively. By replacing the Green’s functions with the plane-
wave approximations, assuming that we are in the far field, and that the amplitude effects
could be ignored, we have
G0(x, s) ≈ exp(ik0~s.x)
G0(x, r) ≈ exp(ik0~r.x), (2.30)
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Figure 2.2: Wavenumber illumination. One source-receiver pair and one frequency in the data
space maps one wavenumber in the model space. The local resolution at the diffraction point
is controlled by the coverage of the wavenumber vector k.
where k0 = ω/c0 is the wavenumber of the incident wave. Inserting the equation (2.30) into
(2.29), we have
∇Cm = −ω2ℜ{exp(−ik0(~s+~r).x)∆d} . (2.31)
This equation is, therefore, an inverse Fourier summation in which the weight function for
each source/receiver pair is determined by the data residuals ∆d (Sirgue et Pratt, 2004). The
coverage of the wavenumber vector k0(~s + ~r) defines the spatial resolution with which the
gradient is built. The ratio between the source-receiver offset and depth, that defines the
scattering angle θ, the frequency, and the local wavespeed (these two last parameters defining
the local wavelength) can be related to the following expression:
k =
2ω
c0
cos (θ/2) ~n, (2.32)
where ~n is a unit vector in the direction of ~s+~r. This relationship is illustrated schematically
in figure 2.2 for a horizontal reflector at the base of a homogeneous half space. Of note, the
relationship 2.32 highlights the redundancy of multi-fold seismic experiments. While the model
space is two dimensional and can be parameterized by the two components of the wavenumber
vectors, the data space is three dimensional, and can be parameterized by the angular frequency,
and the source and receiver positions. Alternatively, the scattering and the incidence angles
can replace the source and receiver positions in the data-space parameterization (Thierry et al.,
1999). The equation (2.32) tells us that, for surface acquisition, the optimum resolution for
a given frequency is obtained at zero offset, and corresponds to half the wavelength, λ/2.
Moreover, low frequencies and large offsets map small wavenumbers, giving information of the
large-scale structures of the subsurface, while high frequencies and short offsets map the high
wavenumbers of the subsurface. However, note that long offsets involve propagation of waves
over larger distances, along which traveltime errors are accumulated. This makes the FWI of
long-offset data to be more non linear, and hence subject to cycle skipping artifacts (Sirgue,
2006; Pratt, 2008; Virieux et Operto, 2009).
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2.1.3.2 Numerical validation of the gradient
To validate the implementation of the gradient performed with the adjoint-state method, we
compare the values of the gradient obtained with the adjoint-state method and with a finite-
difference method. The finite-difference gradient approximation is given by
C(m+∆m)− C(m)
∆m
≈ ∂C(m)
∂m
. (2.33)
We recall that C denotes the misfit function and m is the subsurface model.
We perform a validation test in an infinite homogeneous background with a sphere located
in the middle of the mesh (r = 50 m). The computational grid is 41 × 41 × 41 with 4 points
PML in each direction. The grid interval is ∆h = 50 m. The temporal source excitation is
a Ricker wavelet with a central frequency of 5 Hz. It is located in the center of the mesh at
100 m in depth. A perfect acquisition is used, which means that the receivers are uniformly
deployed at each node of the computational grid. The velocity is 4000 m/s and 4300 m/s in the
background model and in the sphere, respectively. The gradient is calculated in the framework
of the acoustic approximation using a O(∆x4,∆t2) finite-difference modeling engine. The
modeling and the inversion are performed in the time domain and in the frequency domain,
respectively. The gradient is built for a single frequency of 5 Hz. Gradients computed with
the adjoint-state method and the finite-difference method are shown in figures 2.3 and 2.4,
respectively. Direct comparison between the two gradients is shown in figure 2.5. We show
a good agreement between the two solutions. The difference in amplitude between the two
solutions might result from the discretization (figure 2.5). A smaller step size is desired to
reduce the truncation error O(m), but would also increase the numerical rounding errors. The
error around 21% with a step of 300 m/s seems acceptable. Therefore, we conclude that the
adjoint-state model is properly implemented.
Figure 2.3: Computation of the gradient with
the adjoint-state method. A horizontal plan at
a depth of 800 m.
Figure 2.4: The same as the figure 2.3 but com-
puted from the FD approach.
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Figure 2.5: Comparison between profiles extracted from the gradients computed with the
adjoint-state method (continuous black line) and the finite-difference method (dashed gray
line). The profile is extracted at the position y = 800 m and z = 800 m. The error obtained is
RMS = 0.213. Differences may come from the FD discretization.
2.1.4 Role of the Hessian
The first term of the Hessian, ℜ [J†J] (see equation (2.12)), is called approximate Hessian
Ha, which is formed by the zero-lag correlation between the partial-derivative wavefields with
respect to different parameters. Therefore, it represents the spatial correlation between the
images of different point scatterers. It can be viewed as a resolution operator resulting from
limited bandwidth of the source and the acquisition geometry. Indeed, applying the inverse
of the Hessian is equivalent to applying a spiking deconvolution to the gradient of the misfit
function. The second term ℜ
[(
∂J0
∂m
)T
(∆d∗0 · · ·∆d∗0)
]
is the zero-lag correlation between the
second-order partial derivative of the wavefields with data residuals. Since first-order partial
derivative is related to single scattering, it can be expected that second-order partial derivative
is related to double scattering.
Due to the cost of the Hessian computation and storage, only manageable approximations
are used. The size of the matrix Ha is nnod×nnod. Each element in the matrix Ha is the scalar
product of two partial derivative wavefields at the receiver positions, one of which is conjugated.
This operation corresponds to zero-lag correlation in the time domain (Pratt et al., 1998).
For one-dimensional problems, the Ha matrix is diagonally dominant and banded (in
multi dimensions, the Hessian is a block matrix, where each block is diagonally dominant
and banded), because the auto-correlation values are on the main diagonal and the frequency
content is bandlimited. The gradient scaling performed by these diagonal terms allows to re-
move from the gradient the geometrical amplitude of the partial-derivative wavefields and the
residuals. In the framework of surface seismic experiments, the scaling performed by the di-
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agonal Hessian provides a good balance between shallow and deep perturbations (Pratt et al.,
1998; Virieux et Operto, 2009).
Computing explicitly the Hessian matrix for realistic problems is quite intensive and often
impossible. Shin et al. (2001a) proposed a method for a fast but crude estimation of the
Hessian, named Pseudo-Hessian Hp. The expression is given by
Hpmi,mj = ℜ
[
x†
[
∂B
∂mi
]† [ ∂B
∂mj
]
x
]
, (2.34)
where x [∂B/∂mi] is the virtual-source matrix. This expression reduces the cost of the ap-
proximation of the Hessian to the cost of the gradient in terms of number of forward problems:
computing the pseudo-Hessian requires two forward problems per source, instead of one forward
problem per source and receiver. In practice, only the diagonal terms of the pseudo-Hessian
is computed, because the computational effort required to compute the diagonal terms of the
pseudo-Hessian is the same than the one required to compute the gradient.
2.1.5 Optimization algorithm: steepest-descent, conjugate gradient, quasi-
Newton, Gauss-Newton and Newton algorithms
2.1.5.1 Steepest-descent method
The gradient of the misfit function represents the direction in which the misfit function is
increasing most rapidly. Therefore, the misfit function can always be reduced by following the
opposite of this direction. Pratt et al. (1998) gave a detailed interpretation of the gradient.
The main idea of the steepest-descent method is to reduce the data residuals by iteratively
updating the model according to
m(k+1) =m(k) + α(k)∇mC(k), (2.35)
where k is an iteration number and α is a step length chosen to minimize the l2 norm (2.5) in
the opposite direction given by the gradient of C(m). Pratt et al. (1998) has given a simple
formula to compute the step length α, as follow
α(k) =
|∇mC|2
|J∇mC|2 , (2.36)
where |∗| represents the Euclidean length of the vectors. For nonlinear problems, the step
length must be found using line search techniques in the opposite direction of the gradient.
In the framework of multi-parameter inversion, Sambridge et al. (1991) presented a subspace
method, which allows to determine the step length for each parameter class.
Another linear search method is based on quadratic interpolation of the misfit function
(Nocedal et Wright, 1999). For quadratic interpolation, we search two step lengths (α1, α2)
such that:
C(m(k−1) + α1∆m) < C(m(k−1))
C(m(k−1) + α2∆m) > C(m(k−1) + α1∆m), (2.37)
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Figure 2.6: Sketch of optimization algorithms: (a) the steepest-descent method follows the
path provided by the gradient of the misfit function; (b) the conjugate gradient combines two
conjugate directions. This strategy accelerates the convergence (Brossier, 2009).
or
C(m(k−1) + α1∆m) > C(m(k−1))
C(m(k−1) + α2∆m) < C(m(k−1) + α1∆m). (2.38)
The parabolic interpolation through the three points (0, C(m(k−1))), (α1, C(m(k−1) + α1∆m))
and (α2, C(m(k−1) + α2∆m)) allows us to find the minimum of the parabola (αmin, C(m(k)))
between 0 and α2. The step length (αmin associated with this minimum is the step length that
is used to update the model.
2.1.5.2 Conjugate gradient method
The conjugate gradient method is an effective method for solving a linear system. The governing
idea is to move in non-interfering directions. The general form of the conjugate gradient
direction is given by
p(k) = G(k−1)m + β(k)p(k−2), (2.39)
where β(k) is a scalar that ensures that p(k) and p(k−2) are conjugate.
Figure 2.6a shows that the successive descent directions of the gradient method are orthogo-
nal, resulting into a slow convergence. The conjugate gradient allows to combine the directions,
usually, it can accelerate the convergence significantly (Figure 2.6b).
Fletcher et Reeves (1964) showed how to extend the linear conjugate gradient to nonlinear
problems. Many variants of non-linear conjugate gradient methods were proposed since, the
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most efficient one for waveform inversion being the Polak-Ribie`re method (Polak et Ribie`re,
1969). The coefficient β(k) is given by
β(k) =
(
G(k−1)m − G(k−2)m
)t
G(k−1)m
G(k−2)m
tG(k−2)m
. (2.40)
The conjugate gradient method remains the most popular optimization algorithm to perform
FWI (Mora, 1987; Tarantola, 1987; Crase et al., 1990).
2.1.5.3 Newton, Gauss-Newton, and quasi-Newton methods
The Newton direction is obtained by developing the misfit function (2.5) as a Taylor series and
retaining terms up to quadratic order (Tarantola, 1987), which gives the expression
C(p+ δp) = C(p) + δpt∇pC(p) + 1
2
δptHδp+O(| δp |3), (2.41)
where H is the Hessian matrix.
The Newton method uses the full Hessian H (2.12). We look for the vector δp which
is located at the minimum of the local quadratic approximation of the misfit function. For
linear forward problems, this approach will converge in one iteration. The model perturbation
computed with the Newton method is given by
Hδp = −∇pC or δp = −H−1∇pC. (2.42)
As we may not need to know the Hessian with a great accuracy (Pratt et al., 1998), the Gauss-
Newton method only considers an approximate Hessian Hp (2.34) where the second-order
scattering term in the Hessian is neglected. The perturbation model is given by
δp = −H−1p ∇pC. (2.43)
These methods are generally not used to solve large-scale inverse problems, because of the
prohibitive cost of the explicit building of the Hessian. However, algorithms are emerging where
efficient Hessian-vector product are computed with second-order adjoint-state method and the
normal equations are solver with conjugate-gradient or Krylov iterative solvers (Epanomeritakis
et al., 2008; Me´tivier et al., 2012). A key issue is to find a good preconditioner for the iterative
solve of the normal-equation system, because two forward problems per source are required per
iteration of the conjugate-gradient algorithm.
Quasi-Newton methods recursively estimate an approximation of the full Hessian. Hence,
the Hessian is never built explicitly. The Quasi-Newton direction can be written as
δp = −H−1q ∇pC. (2.44)
where Hq is an approximation of the Hessian. The Hessian approximation Hq is chosen to
satisfy
Hqsk = yk, (2.45)
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where sk = (mk+1 − mk) and yk = ∇Ck+1 − ∇Ck. This equation (2.45) is known as the
“secant equation” (see (Nocedal et Wright, 1999) for details). The widespread expression of
Quasi-Newton algorithm is the Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno method (BFGS) (Nocedal
et Wright, 1999) with its low-memory extension L-BFGS method (Nocedal, 1980) or the
bounded one L-BFGS-B (Byrd et al., 1995). The BFGS methods estimate the Hessian from
the gradients and the solution vectors from the previous iterations, thereby increasing the
Hessian accuracy with the iterations. The formula is given by
Hq−1k+1 =
(
I − sky
T
k
yTk sk
)
Hq−1k
(
I − yks
T
k
yTk sk
)
+
sks
T
k
yTk sk
, (2.46)
where I is the identity matrix. L-BFGS algorithms keep in memory only limited number
of vectors. The algorithm is built by two recursive loops, which allow to avoid the explicit
computation of the Hessian as well as its storage. The product H−1q ∇C is implicitly evaluated
through inner products and vector summations involving ∇C and limited stored sequence (siyi)
(Nocedal et Wright, 1999). Therefore L-BFGS is generally much faster than steepest-descent
or conjugate gradient methods, and is quite competitive with Newton methods, in particular
for weakly-contrasted media such as geological media where a limited amount of multiple
scattering is recorded and guarantees that the Hessian remains positive-definite during its
building (Me´tivier et al., 2012).
2.1.6 Introducing regularization in FWI
FWI is a nonlinear ill-posed problem. Therefore, an infinite number of models may match
the data, and the misfit function has many local minima. The inversion can be stuck into
local minima, because of noise, incomplete representation of the wave physics, and of the
experimental set-up (source directivity, receiver-ground coupling), inaccuracies of the initial
model, and numerical errors (numerical dispersion, absorbing boundaries). To minimize the
impact of these artifacts, some preconditioning and regularizations are conventionally applied
to make the inversion better posed (Menke, 1984; Tarantola, 1987; Scales et al., 1990). The
misfit function (2.5) can be augmented as follows
C(m) = 1
2
∆d†Wd∆d+
1
2
Np∑
i=1
ǫi
(
mi −mpriori
)†
Wmi
(
mi −mpriori
)
, (2.47)
where Wd = S
t
dSd is a preconditioning operator and Wmi = S
t
miSmi are regularization op-
erators associated with each parameter class i = 1, ..., Np. The weighting operators Wd and
Wm are the inverse of the data and model covariance operators in the framework of Bayesian
formulation of FWI (Tarantola, 1987; Scales et Smith, 1994). The Sd corresponds to a weight-
ing/filtering operator that is applied to the data. For example, it can be implemented as a
diagonal weighting operator to weight data with respect to offset in order to strengthen the
far-offset data in the case of crustal scale imaging (Operto et al., 2006). The operator Sm is
generally a roughness operator by taking a first or second-order finite difference operator. This
implies that we apply smoothness constraint to the model parameters, as we minimize their
roughness. This kind of regularization is generally called Tikhonov regularizations (Tikhonov,
1963; Tikhonov et Arsenin, 1977; Hansen, 1998). The hyperspace scalar parameters ǫ control
the respective weight of the data-space and model-spaced misfit functions in equation (2.47).
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Their values should be adapted to each parameter class. Minimization of the misfit function
at the iteration k gives the Newton descent direction pk, written as
pk = −
[
∂2C(mk)
∂m2
]−1
∂C(mk)
∂m
. (2.48)
The update model is given by mk+1 = mk + γkpk. The step length γk defines the amount of
descent in the direction pk,
pk = ℜ
(
Ŵ
−1
m J
†
kWdJk + Ŵ
−1
m
(
∂JTk
∂mT
)
(∆d∗k...∆d
∗
k) + Λ
)−1
ℜ
(
Ŵ
−1
m J
T
kWd∆d
∗
k + Λ(mk −mprior)
)
, (2.49)
where Λ is a block diagonal damping matrix
Λ =
 ǫ1IM ... 0... ... ...
0 ... ǫNpIM
 , (2.50)
where IM is the identity matrix of dimension M , M denotes the number of nodes in the
computational mesh. The matrix Ŵm is a Np×Np block diagonal matrix, where each block is
formed by the Wmi matrices. The estimation of a step lenght γk is necessary, because of the
locally-quadractic approximation of the misfit function. Of note, if we use mprior = mk, the
regularization term in the gradient of the misfit function in equation (2.49) is dropped off.
2.1.7 On the choice of the norm in the data space
The least-squares norm is the most popular approach for frequency domain FWI (Pratt et
Worthington, 1990; Pratt, 1990b). This norm requires the distribution of the misfit to be
Gaussian (Tarantola, 1987). If this assumption is not satisfied, a poor result is expected.
Therefore, the least-squares norm requires a careful quality control of the data to remove
outliers. The L2 norm is usually written into the following form
C(k)L2 =
1
2
∆d†S†dSd∆d, (2.51)
where ∆d = dobs − d(k)cal . Synthetic data d(k)cal are computed at each iteration k by a forward-
modeling engine defined by the operator B. The gradient with respect to parameters can be
written as
G(k)L2 = ℜ
{
JtS†dSd∆d
∗
}
, (2.52)
and the gradient can be computed with the adjoint-state method (Plessix, 2006), and is given
by
G(k)mi L2 = R
{
ut
∂Bt
∂mi
B−1
t
S†dSd∆d
∗
}
, (2.53)
where the sparse matrix ∂B/∂mi is the radiation pattern of the diffraction by the model
parameter mi. As already mentioned, the data residuals are back-propagated in the medium
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to compute the gradient of the misfit function when the least-squares norm is used in the data
space. This implies that both the phase and the amplitude of the residuals contribute to the
building of the gradient.
Unlikely the L2 norm, which theoretically suffers from poor robustness in the presence of
large isolated and non-Gaussian errors, the least-absolute-value norm (L1) is less sensitive to
noise in the framework of efficient frequency domain FWI (Brossier et al., 2010c). Tarantola
(1987); Crase et al. (1990) introduced the L1 norm in the time domain FWI, and Pyun et al.
(2009) and Brossier et al. (2010c) used a L1 norm in the frequency domain FWI. The misfit
function based on the L1 norm is given by
C(k)L1 =
∑
i=1,Nd
|Sdi∆di|, (2.54)
where |Sdi∆di| = ((Sdi∆di)(Sdi∆di)∗)1/2, Nd is the number of elements in the misfit vector for
one source and one frequency, and Sdi are the elements of the diagonal Sd. The gradient of the
misfit function is given by
G(k)L1 = ℜ
{
JtStdr
}
= −ℜ
{
ut
∂BT
∂mi
B−1
t
S†dr
}
with ri =
∆d∗i
|∆di| for 1 ≤ i ≤ N, (2.55)
where we assume that |∆di| 6= 0. In the case of real arithmetic numbers, the term ∆d∗i /|∆di|
corresponds to the sign function (Tarantola, 1987; Crase et al., 1990).
For the L1 norm, the adjoint wavefield is computed by back-propagating the weighted data
residuals that are normalized by their modulus (Brossier et al., 2010c). The normalization of
the residuals by their modulus gives some intuitive understanding why the L1 norm is less
sensitive to large errors than the L2 norm. The L2 norm is chosen for this thesis work, because
we shall use a high-quality three-dimensional data set, for which a careful quality control was
performed.
2.1.8 Source estimation
In the case of real data application of FWI, the source term can be unknown, and hence needs
to be estimated. In the frequency domain, the source signature can be estimated by solving
a linear problem (Pratt, 1999) for each frequency. As the relationship between the seismic
wavefield p(ω) and the source s(ω) is linear, we have
p(ω,x) = s(ω)G(ω,x), (2.56)
where G is the Green function and s is the source wavelet. The misfit function (2.5) for the
source estimation is
C(m) = 1
2
(do − dc)T (do − dc)∗
=
1
2
(do − sGR)T (do − sGR)∗, (2.57)
where GR is the restriction of Green function G at the receiver positions. The differentiation
of (2.57) with respect to s leads to the updated expression of the source,
s(ω) =
dToG
∗
R
GTRG
∗
R
, (2.58)
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where it is reminded that s(ω) is complex-valued.
The source estimation can be performed iteratively for each source and frequency during
FWI, once the Green functions associated with the incident wavefields were computed. The
source estimation is required to compute the data residuals and build the source of the adjoint-
state equation. Of note, the source estimation proposed here relies on the assumption than the
subsurface medium is known. This requires the alternating update of the subsurface medium
and of the source in the iterative FWI algorithm. Generally, the source estimation is expected
to become more accurate as the subsurface medium is updated by FWI. Therefore, the source
estimation can also be used as a quality control of the FWI results (Brenders et Pratt, 2007;
Malinowski et al., 2011; Prieux et al., 2011).
We validate our implementation of the source estimation in our FWI code with a synthetic
experiment. The acquisition is composed of eight sources and 1178 receivers, which are uni-
formly distributed in an infinite homogeneous model. A Ricker wavelet with a central frequency
of 5 Hz is used for computing the observed data. A Dirac wavelet is used as an initial guess
of the source wavelet. We estimate the source signature for 16 frequencies between 0 Hz and
15 Hz. The frequency-domain data are extracted by discrete Fourier transform (DFT) from
time-domain data. Figure 2.7 shows a comparison between the true and the reconstructed
source wavelets. The reconstructed source wavelets were transformed back in the time domain
by inverse Fourier transform from the 16 frequencies. We show a nearly perfect reconstruction.
Then, we convolve the average of the reconstructed sources with the Green functions computed
in the true model, and compare the observed data and the resulting data in frequency domain.
Indeed, a very good agreement is shown between the two solutions for both the real (Figure
2.9) and imaginary (Figure 2.8) parts.
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Figure 2.7: The source estimation: the original sources (black) and the reconstructed sources
(dashed line). The gray line represent residuals.
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Figure 2.8: Comparison between frequency-domain data (imaginary part) computed with the
true wavelet (continuous line) and data computed with the reconstructed wavelet (dashed line).
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Figure 2.9: Same as figure 2.8 for the real part.
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2.2.1 Multiscale approach of FWI
The full waveform inversion (FWI) has been developed in time and frequency domains. The
first developments of FWI were performed in the time domain in the eighties (Tarantola,
1984a; Gauthier et al., 1986; Mora, 1987). Pratt (1990b), and Pratt et Worthington (1990)
proposed to recast FWI in the frequency domain in the nineties. Time-domain FWI allows
one to select different wave packets in the seismograms, while frequency domain FWI promotes
the decimation of the data in the frequency domain by selecting a few discrete frequencies to
design computationally-efficient algorithms. A hierarchical approach, which proceeds from the
low frequencies to the higher ones, is recommended to mitigate the non linearity of the FWI.
This hierarchical approach can be implemented in the time domain (Bunks et al., 1995) and
in the frequency domain (Pratt, 1999), even if the latter provides the most natural framework
for this.
As proposed by Bunks et al. (1995), we can progressively increase the high-frequency content
of the data as the inversion progresses over iterations, while keeping involved in the inversion
all of the previous frequencies. Alternatively, one may invert successively slightly overlapping
frequency groups of progressively higher-frequency content to reduce the computational burden
when modeling is performed in the frequency domain (in this case, the computational cost of
modeling scales linearly with the number of frequencies) (Brossier et al., 2009). The definition
of the frequency bandwidth of each frequency groups should be driven by the best compromise
between the need to avoid cycle-skipping artifacts resulting from the inversion of high frequen-
cies, the need to simultaneously invert multiple frequencies to preserve a certain amount of
data redundancy in the inversion, and the need to keep the computational cost reasonable by
limiting the number of frequencies (Brossier et al., 2009). Figure 2.11 illustrates two strategies
to manage the frequencies in the full waveform inversion.
The frequency-domain provides a natural framework to implement multiscale FWI based
on the hierarchical inversion of frequency groups of arbitrary bandwidth and sampling intervals
(Virieux et Operto, 2009). Sirgue et Pratt (2004) proposed a rule for choosing the frequency
interval: the governing idea is to reduce the wavenumber redundancy, which results from the
double control of frequency and scattering angle on the wavenumber coverage. This redundancy
can be reduced by limiting the inversion to a few discrete frequencies. The redundant control
of frequency and scattering angle on the wavenumber coverage is shown by equation (2.32)
and is illustrated in figure 2.2: one frequency and one scattering angle (or, aperture) in the
data space map one wavenumber in the model space. This redundancy increases with the
aperture bandwidth. Decimating the wavenumber redundancy allows one to limit the inversion
to a few discrete frequencies. Therefore, it reduces the computational cost, and also allows for
the management of a compact volume of data. The figure 2.11 from Sirgue et Pratt (2004)
illustrates the rule for frequency selection: the highest wavenumber mapped by one frequency
should be equal to the smallest wavenumber mapped by the next frequency. This leads to an
increasing frequency interval with frequency.
In a homogenous medium and for a plane reflector, the guideline for frequencies selection
is given by:
∆fn+1 = fn+1 − fn = (1− αmin)fn+1, (2.59)
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Figure 2.10: Two strategies to manage frequencies in FWI. (a) The frequency bandwidth
is progressively broadened towards high frequencies during the different hierarchical steps.
This approach is suitable for time-domain FWI, because only the highest frequency of the
band governs the computational cost of the time-domain FWI (Bunks et al., 1995). (b) Non-
overlapping frequency groups of increasing high-frequency content are successively inverted
(Brossier et al., 2009). In (b), much less frequencies are inverted compared to (a), although
the same overall frequency bandwidth is considered for FWI. This has important implications
in term of computational cost if seismic modeling is performed in the frequency domain, the
cost of which scales linearly with the number of frequencies.
where αmin is a constant, it depends on the offset and the reflector depth.
2.2.2 Hybrid FWI: time-domain modeling and frequency-domain inversion
We design a FWI algorithm in the frequency domain based on time domain modeling (Nihei et
Li, 2007; Sirgue et al., 2008). Our motivation behind the use of time domain modeling mainly
relies on the scalability of time-domain modeling on large-scale computational platform, and
the small memory demand of single-source modeling. These features provide some flexibility
to implement time-domain modeling on computational platform of different architectures. A
significant drawback is that attenuation cannot be implemented in the forward problem as
easily as in the frequency domain. As we discussed in chapter 1.5, time-domain modeling can
be parallelized with two levels of parallelism, which can be jointly used during one simulation
by using two Message-Passing-Interface (MPI) communicators. The first level of parallelism
distributes the source over the MPI processes, while the second level of parallelism relies on a
domain decomposition of the computational mesh. The two levels of parallelism can be jointly
used when the number of sources is much smaller than the number of processors, a possible
configuration when source encoding techniques are used (Krebs et al., 2009; Ben Hadj Ali et al.,
2011), or when a single-source simulation requires more memory than the one available on a
shared-memory node. Furthermore, time windowing for selecting or muting some events in the
seismograms (early arrivals, reflections, surface waves) is easy to implement in the time domain,
unlike the frequency domain. We extract the frequency response by discrete Fourier transform
(DFT) following the approaches promoted by Nihei et Li (2007) and Sirgue et al. (2008). One
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Figure 2.11: Illustration of the frequency discretization strategy (Sirgue et Pratt, 2004).
kzmin = 4πfαmin/c0 with αmin = 1/
√
1 +R2 and kzmax = 4πf/c0, R is the maximum half
offset-to-depth ratio, f is the frequency expressed in Hz and c0 is the velocity in the background
medium.
advantage of the approach based on the DFT is that an arbitrary number of frequencies can be
extracted on the fly in the loop over time steps without significant extra computational cost.
The phase sensitive detection approach of Nihei et Li (2007), where the source excitations are
monochromatic, also allow one to compute the frequency response of multiple sources from
one single time-domain modeling, by encoding sources with slightly different frequencies. Our
FWI implementation is outlined in algorithm 2.1. As mentioned in the previous chapter, we
compute the gradient of the misfit function with the adjoint state method from a pseudo-
conservative form of the wave equation. This allows us to make the scattering kernel of the
gradient independent of the differential operators, and hence of the numerical scheme used
for seismic modeling. Therefore, different modeling engines on different meshes can be easily
interfaced with the inversion. However, this requires on the one hand to project the wavefield
solutions on the mesh that parameterizes the subsurface model during inversion, and on the
other hand, to project the updated subsurface model on the mesh of the forward modeling
(Figure 2.12).
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Algorithm 2.1 The principle of the FWI algorithm
1: for i freq group = 1 to nb frequency group do
2: for i iter = 1 to nb max iteration do
3: for i src = 1 to nb sources do
4: ⇒ computing the incident wavefield in time domain with the parallelism of the do-
main decomposition
5: for i time = 1 to nb time step do
6: computing the wavefield at time step i time
7: update the frequency solutions by DFT ∀ freq. ∈ i freq group
8: end for
9: ⇒ projection the frequency solutions (forward problem towards inverse
problem)
10: ⇒ computing the residuals
11: ⇒ computing the retro-propagate field in time domain with the parallelism of the
domain decomposition
12: for i time = nb time step to 1 do
13: computing the wavefield at time step i time
14: update the frequency solutions by DFT ∀ freq. ∈ i freq group
15: end for
16: ⇒ projection the frequency solutions (forward problem towards inverse
problem)
17: ⇒ update gradient with the expression (2.29) ∀ freq. ∈ i freq group
18: end for
19: ⇒ update the model with equation (2.35)
20: ⇒ projection the parameters (inverse problem towards forward problem)
21: end for
22: end for
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Figure 2.12: Illustration of the approach that consists in keeping independent the parame-
terizations used for the forward and inverse problems. The triangular computational mesh is
subdivided into eight subdomains for seismic modeling. This mesh includes the CPML layers,
which are not considered in the inverse problem. The Cartesian grid that is used to solve
the inverse problem is also subdivided in eight subdomains (ideally, we use the same number
of processors to perform the forward and inverse problems). The wavefield solutions of the
forward problem are projected onto the inversion grid to solve the inverse problem, while the
subsurface model updated by FWI is projected on the modeling mesh before moving to the
next iteration Etienne et al. (2010).
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2.2.3 Parallelism over shots versus domain decomposition
The main objective of seismic full waveform inversion for the petroleum industry is to obtain
a high resolution velocity model, which will be used as a macro-model for migration and,
subsequently, for seismic interpretation. Three-dimensional FWI is feasible today thanks to
the increase of the available computational power and some algorithmic enhancements, but its
application still remains limited at low frequencies (lower than 10 Hz (Sirgue et al., 2009)),
because of the prohibitive computational cost. The main computational burden results from
multi-source modeling. Usually, thousands of sources are used in three-dimensional surveys
(i.e., 2302 sources in the Valhall case study; in fact, this number represents the number of
receivers, which are processed as sources in virtue of the reciprocity of Green functions). This
complexity can be reduced with different strategies. We present two of these strategies.
One strategy is to speed up the forward problem by using a parallel programming structure.
The domain decomposition of the physical domain will give a first level of parallelism. We can
use distributed memory architecture based on MPI primitives and, on fat nodes, shared memory
architecture could improve the speedup of the forward modeling.
Another strategy is modeling different shots using an embarrassing parallel strategy. The
second level of parallelism does not require any communication between the different shots.
Only at the end of the computation of the incident and adjoint wavefields, the gradients asso-
ciated with distinct sources are stacked through collective communications. Figure 2.13 shows
the speedup obtained by using the parallelism over shots. We perform modeling for 64 sources
in a homogeneous infinite medium (101 × 201 × 201). The test was performed on the cluster
Licallo hosted by Observatoire de la Cote d’Azur, and shows a quite good speedup as expected.
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Figure 2.13: The speedup for parallelism over the shots.
Combining the two level parallelisms provides an additional level of flexibility to optimize
the performances of the codes as a function of the problem size and computational architecture.
Figure 2.14 illustrates how the two levels of parallelism can be combined, through the use of
three MPI communicators (the global one plus two other ones, which are dedicated to specific
tasks described hereafter).
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Table 2.1: Comparison between the different parallelisms.
Parallelism subdomain Number of parallel sources memory time
Domain decomposition 64 1 16.06 MB 567.6525 s
Parallelism over sources 1 64 436.56 MB 287.8543 s
Double level parallelism 2 32 217.96 MB 283.8729 s
The first level of parallelism is used to perform single-source modeling in parallel on a
group of processors using domain decomposition of the computational domain. Point-to-point
communications are required to exchange wavefield values between close subdomains, which
share an overlapping band of grid nodes. The sources of the experiment are distributed on
groups of processors, and the single-source modelings are independently performed on each
group of processors. Once the incident and adjoint wavefields are computed on a group of
processor, the gradient of the misfit function associated with this source is computed in parallel
in distributed form over the sub-domains. The second level of parallelism aims to stack the
gradients associated with each source through collective communications on each subdomain
of the computational mesh. This strategy is illustrated in figure 2.14 where two single-source
modelings are performed on two groups of fours processors. The table 2.1 shows the time and
memory required for a subsurface model of dimension 101×201×201) using 64 processors. Note
that the parallelism over the shots shows a more efficient speedup than domain decomposition,
but the required memory per MPI process is more expensive. Parallelism based on a domain
decomposition of the physical domain can efficiently reduce the memory complexity (Virieux et
Operto, 2009). The combination the two level parallelism provides the best trade-off between
computing time and memory demand.
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
Shot 1 Shot 2
Core 1 Core 2 Core 3 Core 4 Core 5 Core 6 Core 7 Core 8
MPI communicator 1 MPI communicator 1
Sub- domains
Global MPI communicator
MPI communicator 2
Figure 2.14: Illustration of the two-level parallelisms for 2 shots and, the domain decomposition
performed on 4 processors.
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2.3.1 The synthetic channel model
In this section, I present the numerical experiments that we design to validate our full waveform
inversion (FWI) code. These numerical tests use a small target of the EAGE/SEG Overthrust
model (Aminzadeh et al., 1997) centered on a channel to keep the computational cost tractable
on the computational platforms that were available to us. Three tests are presented in this
section. The first test corresponds to an onshore model with an absorbing boundary condition
on top of the model. Therefore, no free-surface multiples are involved in the inversion. In the
second test, the same onshore model is used but a free surface is set on top of the model. In
the third test, we add a shallow water layer and a soft sedimentary layer on top of the model
to mimic a marine experiment similar to the real data case study presented in the final section
of this report. A free surface is used on top of the model to involve free-surface multiples in
the inversion, a critical issue in marine environment.
The channel target covers an area of 2.25 km× 7.4 km× 9.0 km in the directions of depth,
cross-line, and dip-line, respectively1. The model is discretized with a grid spacing of 50 m
(Figure 2.15). It leads to a 46 × 149 × 181 grid. The minimum and maximum velocities are
3389 m/s and 5500 m/s, respectively. 21 × 20 sources are located nearby the surface (source
depth depends on the different tests) with spacing of 350 m and 450 m in the cross-line and
dip-line directions, respectively. 75 × 91 receivers are uniformly deployed at the same depth
than sources with a spacing of 100 m. The starting velocity model is obtained by smoothing
the true model with a three-dimensional (3D) Gaussian function (the correlation length is 250
m in the three directions). The channel structure and the vertical layers are almost non visible
in the starting model (Figure 2.16) and the goal of the inversion is to reconstruct them with
the highest possible resolution. The maximum frequency involved in the inversion is 12 Hz.
The frequency groups are defined depending on the different tests. For each frequency group,
we computed 10 iterations. Let us focus on the FWI results in the following sections.
2.3.2 Onshore model without free surface
The first test considers an onshore model. No free surface multiples are involved in the inversion:
an absorbing boundary condition is implemented on top of the true model and of the FWI
models. The PMLs contain 5 nodes in all of the directions. Both sources and receivers are
located in a horizontal plane buried at a depth of 150 m. FWI is applied successively to two
frequency groups composed of 5 frequencies, [3.29 3.76 4.15 4.59 5.025] Hz, for the first group,
and 15 frequencies, [5.025 5.23 5.454 5.66 5.87 6.09 6.53 6.97 7.41 7.85 8.29 8.73 9.61 10.27 11.14
12.01] Hz, for the second group. The observed data is computed in the true model with a grid
spacing of 50 m. The FWI set-up and the computational time are shown in the table 2.2 for
the two frequency groups. The parallelism is performed by shot distribution over processors.
The density is assumed to be constant and is set to 1000 kg.m−3. We assume that the source
wavelet is not known, and therefore it is estimated during FWI. The inversion is performed
on 420 cores of the cluster Babel2. Figure 2.17 shows the FWI results for the first frequency
group. The FWI succeeds in reconstructing the different layers of the model as well as the
channel with a resolution that is consistent with the inverted frequencies. A square pattern is
1It is extracted from the EAGE/SEG Overthrust model: from 1175 m to 3425 m in the vertical, form 9225
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Figure 2.15: Overthrust model - True model.
(a) vertical section at x = 3.5 km; (b) horizon-
tal section at z = 1.45 km.
Figure 2.16: Overthrust model - initial model
for FWI. (a) vertical section at x = 3.5 km;
(b) horizontal section at z = 1.45 km.
Table 2.2: Onshore model without free surface - FWI set-up: Ngre denotes the inverted fre-
quency group; The dimensions of the model are denoted by Nz, Nx, and Ny in the three
directions; ∆t denotes the time step of the simulation; The grid interval ∆h is identical in
the three directions; F (Hz) denoted the frequency band; The number of source and receiver
are denoted by Nsour and Nrec, respectively; Ncore denotes the number of processor; Nite is
the number of iteration; The computational time for the inversion is denoted by T (h); The
computation is performed on the cluster Babel2
Ngre Nz Nx Ny ∆t ∆h (m) F (Hz) Nsour Nrec Ncore Nite T (h)
First group 46 149 181 0.0035 50 3.29–5.03 420 6825 420 10 15.4
Second group 46 149 181 0.0035 50 5.23–12.01 420 6825 420 10 19.6
superimposed on the channel (Figure 2.17c) in the FWI model, and represents the footprint
of the acquisition. This footprint will be reduced by destructive interferences as the inversion
progresses towards high frequencies. The misfit function versus the iterations is shown in figure
2.18. The convergence was not reached after 10 iterations, and a more complete reconstruction
of the amplitude of the model perturbations would have been obtained with more iterations.
We use the final model of the first frequency group inversion (Figure 2.17(b,e)) as the starting
model for the second frequency group. The FWI set-up and computational time are shown in
table 2.2. Figure 2.19 shows the comparison between the true model and the final FWI model.
Note that our maximum frequency involved in this group goes up to 12 Hz, but the resolution
m to 16625 m in the cross direction and from 5725 m to 14725 m in the dip direction.
2IBM Blue Gene/P system. It has 10 racks, each one containing 1024 compute nodes. A compute nodes
has four computing cores running at 850MHz and 2GiB of memory. The total theoretical peak performance is
139Tflops (3.4Gflops by core)
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of the FWI model is not as high as the one corresponding to this frequency: this vertical
resolution should be around 140 m (Figure 2.19g). This results because we simultaneously
invert frequencies between 5 Hz to 12 Hz without any data preconditioning. As the source is
a Ricker of central frequency 5 Hz, the 5 Hz frequency has a much higher weight in the misfit
function than the 12 Hz frequency (the amplitude spectrum of the source wavelet acts as a
data preconditioning in the misfit function, see figure 2.22). Let’s remind that the gradient
of the misfit function can be viewed as an inverse Fourier transform, where the coefficients of
the Fourier series are weighted by the different mono-frequency data residuals. Therefore, the
amplitude variations with frequency of the mono-frequency data residuals act as a bandpass
filtering on the gradient of the misfit function, when multiple frequencies are jointly inverted.
Note also how the footprint of the acquisition in figure 2.19c was significantly reduced
compared to the one shown in figure 2.17c. For completeness, I show a horizontal plane of the
FWI model, which is located above the plane of sources and receivers (Figure 2.20). In this
plane, the footprint of the acquisition geometry is not visible.
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Figure 2.17: Onshore model without free surface - FWI results for the first frequency group
inversion. (a, d) vertical (y = 3.5 km) and horizontal (z = 1.45 km) sections of the true model,
respectively. (b, e) Same as (a, d) for the initial model. (c, f) Same as (a, d) for the FWI
model. (g) Vertical profile extracted in the middle of the model (x= 4.5 km, y= 3.5 km). The
blue, black, and red curves are from the initial model, the true model, and the FWI model,
respectively.
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Figure 2.18: Onshore model without free surface - Misfit function versus iterations for the first
frequency group inversion. The number of iterations is ten. Note that more iterations could
have been performed to more accurately recover the amplitude of the model perturbations.
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Figure 2.19: Onshore model without free surface - FWI results for the second frequency group
inversion. Same as figure 2.17 for the frist frequency group inversion. Note how the resolution
was improved compared to the FWI model of the first frequency group inversion (Figure 2.17c).
Note also how the acquisition footprint was reduced by stacking the contribution of higher
frequencies.
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Figure 2.20: Onshore model without free surface - FWI results for the second frequency group
inversion. Same as figure 2.19 for the second frequency group inversion but the horizontal
section of the FWI model is extracted above the source-receiver plane at the depth of 100 m.
Note the acquisition footprint is not visible.
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Figure 2.21: Onshore model without free surface - Misfit function versus iterations for the
second frequency group inversion. The maximum number of iterations is 10.
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Figure 2.22: Source wavelet - Ricker wavelet of central frequency 5 Hz (a) and its spectrum
(b). Note the small spectral amplitude of the 12 Hz frequency compared to that of the 5 Hz
frequency. The amplitude spectrum acts as a data weighting in the misfit function, which
translates into a bandpass filtering of the gradient of the misfit function.
2.3.3 Onshore model with free surface
To mimic a more realistic survey, we set a free surface on top of the previous onshore model. The
sources and receivers are located at 70 m and 5 m in depth, respectively. We use three frequency
groups composed of five frequencies [3.29 3.76 4.15 4.59 5.025] Hz for the first group, and eight
frequencies [5.025 5.23 5.454 5.66 5.87 6.09 6.53 6.97] Hz for the second frequency group, and
nine frequencies [6.97 7.41 7.85 8.29 8.73 9.61 10.27 11.14 12.01] Hz for the third group. We use
three frequency groups instead of two in the previous test, because free surface multiples are
expected to increase the non linearity of the FWI. The FWI set-up and computational time are
shown in table 2.3. The grid interval is 50 m for each frequency groups to prevent numerical
dispersion for the maximum frequency. As the sources and receivers does not coincide with the
grid nodes, the Hicks interpolation is used. Ten iterations are performed per frequency group
for a total of 30 iterations.
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Table 2.3: Onshore model with free surface - FWI set-up: Ngre denotes the inverted frequency
group; The dimensions of the model are denoted by Nz, Nx, and Ny in the three directions; ∆t
denotes the time step of the simulation; The grid interval ∆h is identical in the three directions;
F (Hz) denoted the frequency band; The number of source and receiver are denoted by Nsour
and Nrec, respectively; Ncore denotes the number of processor; Nite is the number of iteration;
The computational time for the inversion is denoted by T (h); The computation is performed
on the cluster Babel
Ngre Nz Nx Ny ∆t ∆h (m) F (Hz) Nsour Nrec Ncore Nite T (h)
First group 46 149 181 0.0035 50 3.29–5.03 420 6825 420 10 12.7
Second group 46 149 181 0.0035 50 5.02–6.97 420 6825 420 10 14.4
Third group 46 149 181 0.0035 50 6.97–12.01 420 6825 420 10 19.9
The figure 2.23 shows the FWI results of the first frequency group with the same kind of
representation than for the previous test. Note that the footprint acquisition can be seen more
clearly as well in the form of stripes in the channel (Figure 2.23c). Nonetheless the shape of
the channel and the vertical layers are well imaged in this case with free surface. The misfit
function versus the iterations is shown in figure 2.24. It is worth noting that the vertical
resolution of the FWI model of this test seems higher than that of the model of the previous
test (compare figures 2.17 and 2.23). This might results from the higher illumination provided
by the free-surface multiples in the data. The misfit function versus the iterations is shown in
figure 2.24.
We successively applied our FWI algorithm to the second and third frequency groups. The
computing statistics are shown in table 2.3. The FWI results are shown in figures 2.25 and 2.27
for second and third frequency groups, respectively. Figure 2.28c shows the imaging nearby
the free surface at a depth of 100 m. Compared to the case of the model without free surface
(Figure 2.20c), we obtain a similar result. However, the footprint of the acquisition is more
significant when there is a free surface on top of the model. Results of the third frequency group
inversion confirms that the final FWI model (Figure 2.27c) has a better resolution in depth
than the final FWI model inferred from the data set without free-surface multiples (Figure
2.19c). Again, we believe that this improvement results, because free-surface multiples can
help to increase the subsurface illumination. Another possible reason is that we narrow the
band of the last frequency group (7 Hz to 12 Hz for this test instead of 5 Hz to 12 Hz for the
previous test). The 12 Hz frequency has a higher weight during inversion of the [7 Hz - 12
Hz] frequency group than during inversion of the [5 Hz - 12 Hz] one, because of the spectral
amplitudes of the 5 Hz Ricker wavelet. Figure 2.26 and 2.29 show the misfit function versus
the iterations.
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Figure 2.23: Onshore model with free surface - FWI results for the first frequency group
inversion. (a, d) vertical (y = 3.5 km) and horizontal (z = 1.45 km) sections of the true model,
respectively. (b, e) Same as (a, d) for the initial model. (c, f) Same as (a, d) for the FWI
model. (g) Vertical profile extracted in the middle of the model (x= 4.5 km, y= 3.5 km). The
blue, black, and red curves are from the initial model, the true model, and the FWI model,
respectively.
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Figure 2.24: Onshore model with free surface - Misfit function versus iterations for the first
frequency group inversion. As for the previous test, more iterations could have been performed
to improve the reconstruction of the amplitudes of the model perturbations.
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Figure 2.25: Onshore model with free surface - FWI results for the second frequency group
inversion. Same as figure 2.23 for the second frequency group inversion.
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Figure 2.26: Onshore model with free surface - Misfit function versus iterations for the second
frequency group inversion.
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Figure 2.27: Onshore model with free surface - FWI results for the third frequency group
inversion. Same as figure 2.23 for the third frequency group inversion.
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Figure 2.28: Onshore model with free surface - FWI results for the third frequency group
inversion. Same as figure 2.27 but the horizontal section of the FWI model is extracted above
the source-receiver plane at the depth of 100 m. Note the acquisition footprint is not visible.
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Figure 2.29: Onshore model with free surface - Misfit function versus iterations for the third
frequency group inversion. More iterations could have been performed to reach the convergence,
which is slower than for the case study without free surface. More complex wave phenomena,
which result from the presence of free surface multiples, likely slow down the convergence of
the FWI.
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Table 2.4: Offshore model with free surface - FWI set-up and computational time Ngre denotes
the inverted frequency group; The dimensions of the model are denoted by Nz, Nx, and Ny
in the three directions; ∆t denotes the time step of the simulation; The grid interval ∆h is
identical in the three directions; F (Hz) denoted the frequency band; The number of source and
receiver are denoted by Nsour and Nrec, respectively; Ncore denotes the number of processor;
Nite is the number of iteration; The computational time for the inversion is denoted by T (h);
The computation is performed on the cluster Licallo.
Ngre Nz Nx Ny ∆t ∆h (m) F (Hz) Nsour Nrec Ncore Nite T (h)
First group 34 100 121 0.009 75 3.29–5.02 420 6825 420 10 2.1
Second group 34 100 121 0.009 75 5.02–6.97 420 6825 420 10 2.6
Third group 100 298 361 0.003 25 6.97–12.01 420 6825 420 10 71.5
2.3.4 Offshore model with free surface
Application of FWI to marine data from the Valhall field is the final goal of this thesis. There-
fore, we design a marine validation test using the EAGE/SEG Overthrust channel target model
(Figure 2.15). We add a water layer and a soft sedimentary layer on top of the model (velocity
is 1500 m/s). The sea bottom is at 75 m in depth. The thickness of the sedimentary layer is 150
m with velocities between 1700 and 1900 m/s. To avoid too high velocity contrasts between the
soft sedimentary layer and the underlying layers, we scale the velocities of the channel target
model with a factor of 0.65 (Figure 2.30). After this scaling, the velocities range between 1500
m/s and 3390 m/s in the channel target of the overthrust model. The initial model is obtained
by smoothing the channel target model with a 3D Gaussian function of correlation length 250
m in the three directions (Figure 2.31). The observed data are computed in the true model
with a grid spacing 25 m. Different grid spacings are used for the inversion: 75 m for the first
two frequency groups and 25 m for the last group. We use the same strategy as for the onshore
model with free surface. Three frequency groups are successively inverted: [3.29 3.76 4.15 4.59
5.025] Hz, [5.025 5.23 5.454 5.66 5.87 6.09 6.53 6.97] Hz, and [6.97 7.41 7.85 8.29 8.73 9.61 10.27
11.14 12.01] Hz. PMLs contain four nodes, and a free surface is on top of the model. A surface
acquisition similar to the one of the Valhall experiment is designed: sources are located at 70
m in depth on the sea bottom, and receivers are just below the free surface at 5 m in depth.
The source wavelet is estimated during FWI. This test is performed in Licallo3. Note the
computation is 5 ∼ 6 times faster on Licallo than on Babel (which is we used for the previous
tests.) Ten iterations are performed per frequency group. Results of the first frequency group
inversion are outlined in figure 2.32. The FWI computing statistics are outlined in table 2.4.
The channel target is not as well imaged as for the onshore model. This might result from the
shallow water layer, where a significant energy partioning can occur. Moreover, the acquisition
footprint is much stronger in the marine case, compared to the onshore case study with free
surface. The misfit function versus the iterations is shown in figure 2.33. We have successfully
applied our FWI algorithm to the second and third frequency groups. The FWI computing
statistics are shown in table 2.4. The FWI results are shown in figures 2.34 and 2.36 for the
3This mid-sized computing center hosted at O.C.A is the result of an joint effort initiated in 2004. This
machine handles all administrative tasks in the cluster. It includes: Processor: 2 x Intel (R) Xeon (R) CPU
E5620@2.40GHz (4 cores, hyper threading enabled) and Memory: 24GB
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Figure 2.30: Offshore model with free surface
- True model: a) a vertical section at x = 3.75
km. b) a horizontal section at z = 1.65 km.
Figure 2.31: Offshore model with free surface -
Initial model: a) a vertical section at x = 3.75
km. b) a horizontal section at z = 1.65 km.
second and third groups, respectively.
The final FWI model (figure 2.36c and f) shows a more accurate reconstruction of the ve-
locity amplitudes than for the onshore model. This might result, because the velocity contrasts
were decreased in the offshore model relatively to the onshore one. A more detailed evaluation
of the result accuracy is shown in the velocity profiles shown in figure 2.36g. We note that,
in the near surface, the shape of the geological structures are not as well imaged as in depth,
probably because of the footprint of the acquisition (under 1.5 km in figure 2.36g). The mis-
fit function versus the iterations are shown in figures 2.35 and 2.37 for the second and third
groups, respectively. In both cases, a good convergence is achieved, although more iterations
would have allowed to improve the velocity reconstruction.
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Figure 2.32: Offshore model with free surface - FWI results of the first frequency group inver-
sion. (a, d) vertical (y = 3.75 km) and horizontal (z = 1.65 km) sections extracted from the
true model, respectively. (b, e) Same as (a, d) for the smooth initial model. (c, f) Same as (a,
d) for the final FWI model. (g) Vertical profile in the middle (x= 5 km, y= 3.75 km) of the
model. The black, light gray, and dark gray curves are extracted from the initial model, the
true model, and the inverted model, respectively.
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Figure 2.33: Offshore model with free surface - Misfit function versus iterations for the first
frequency group inversion. The maximum number of iterations is 10.
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Figure 2.34: Offshore model with free surface - FWI results of the second frequency group
inversion. (a, d) vertical (y = 3.75 km) and horizontal (z = 1.65 km) sections extracted from
the true model, respectively. (b, e) Same as (a, d) for the intial model. (c, f) Same as (a,
d) for the final FWI model. (g) Vertical profile in the middle (x= 5 km, y= 3.75 km) of the
model. The blue, black , and red curves are from the initial model, the true model, and the
FWI model, respectively.
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Figure 2.35: Offshore model with free surface - Misfit function versus iterations for the second
frequency group inversion. The maximum number of iteration is 10.
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Figure 2.36: Offshore model with free surface - FWI results of the third frequency group
inversion. (a, d) vertical (y = 3.75 km) and horizontal (z = 1.65 km) sections extracted from
the true model, respectively. (b, e) Same as (a, d) for the initial model. (c, f) Same as (a,
d) for the final FWI model. (g) Vertical profile in the middle (x= 5 km, y= 3.75 km) of the
model. The blue, black, and red curves are from the initial model, the true model, and the
final FWI model, respectively.
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Figure 2.37: Offshore model with free surface - Misfit function versus iterations for the third
frequency group inversion. The maximum number of iterations is 10.
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2.4 Partial conclusion for the inverse problem
In this chapter, I have introduced the formalism of the inversion in the frequency domain. The
inverse problem is solved with a linearized least-squares optimization scheme, which seeks to
minimize the misfit between the recorded and predicted seismic data. We have introduced
the different line-search algorithms : steepest-descent, conjugate gradient, Quasi-Newton and
Gauss-Newton methods. The roles of gradient and Hessian have been presented. They control
the expected resolution of the method. The Hessian, as a deconvolution and scaling operator,
plays a key role in the convergence and resolution of the inversion.
In the present study, I use a preconditioned conjugate gradient method. I have briefly
reviewed the adjoint-state method and I have validated the gradient of the misfit function
computed with the adjoint-state formalism against a finite-difference method. I have explained
how the adjoint-state method can be applied to a pseudo-conservative form of the wave equation
to manipulate selft-adjoint operators, and simplify the scattering kernel of the gradient of the
misfit function. This allows us to design a versatile FWI code, where, on the one hand, the
same numerical scheme is used to compute the state and adjoint wavefields, and , on the other
hand, different modeling engines can be interfaced with the inversion.
A double level of parallelism over shots and domain decomposition has been introduced. I
have shown the benefit of combining two parallelisms to tackle large-scale problems, or to save
computational ressources. The different validation tests gives us confidence in our work flow.
The models obtained by 3D FWI provide high resolution images, which have more potential
than the velocity models obtained with other ray-based methods. The geological features can
be directly interpreted in the velocity models. These geological horizons can be extracted in a
completely automated way from the recovered models rather than from migrated images.
I have simulated a marine case study using a fixed-spread wide-aperture surface acquisition
to set up FWI for the real data case study from the Valhall oil field, which is presented in the
next chapter.
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Part III
Applications

The main aim of this thesis is the application of our FWI algorithm to a ocean-bottom-cable
real data set recorded on the Valhall oil field in North Sea. I shall use the FWI strategy, which
was validated against the synthetic marine case study in the previous chapter.
In the following of this thesis, I shall discuss two applications. In the first one, I will ap-
ply our FWI algorithm to the full overthrust model to tackle a problem of realistic size (full
EAGE/SEG Overthrust). In this synthetic test, I will use the so-called inverse crime: the same
forward modeling is used to compute the seismic data in the true model and in the models
updated during FWI.
The second application is the application of FWI to a real data set from Valhall. In-
deed, the real data application is more challenging, because several wave phenomena related
to anisotropy, elasticity, and attenuation will not be taken into account during seismic mod-
eling. We have also to deal with potential inaccuracies of the isotropic starting model, which
must be sufficient close to the true model to avoid convergence towards a local minimum of
the misfit function. Noise in the data can also hamper the convergence of the inversion. In
the case of Valhall, we saw that the platform creates a significant amount of noise in the shot
gathers located in the vicinity of the platform (Prieux, 2012). The initial model that is used for
this application was originally built by vertical transverse isotropic (VTI) reflection traveltime
tomography, and converted into normal moveout velocity model for isotropic FWI. The FWI
is applied without regularization and data preconditioning. I will first present the Valhall data
set, the initial model, and the FWI set-up. Then, I shall show the FWI results, which will be
appraised in the final part by seismic modeling, well log analysis, and source wavelet estimation.
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Chapter 3
Synthetic and real data applications
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3.1 Synthetic case study : onshore EAGE / SEG Overthrust
model
3.1.1 The overthrust model and FWI set-up
We apply our inversion scheme to a synthetic data set computed in the full onshore EAGE
/ SEG Overthrust model (Aminzadeh et al., 1997). The model is a constant density model
with variable acoustic wave speed covering an area of 20 km× 20 km× 4.65 km. It represents
an onshore complex thrusted sedimentary succession constructed on top of a basement block.
Several faults and channels are present in this model. The minimum and maximum velocities in
the model are 2.2 km/s and 6.0 km/s, respectively. We have used this model for the validation
of our forward modeling engine in the chapter 1.6.1, (see figure 1.28).
We compute the observed data in the true model with a grid spacing of 75 m. It leads to
a finite-difference grid of 267× 267× 63 nodes. The surface fixed-spread acquisition, which is
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representative of the geometry of the real data case study from Valhall, is shown in figure 3.1:
2,160 sources and 40,000 receivers are considered at a depth of 225 m. Sources are deployed
along 24 lines, and each line has 90 sources. The shot interval in the inline direction is 200 m,
and the distance between source lines in the cross-line direction is 500 m. A Ricker wavelet
of central frequency 5 Hz is used as the common source signal. The receivers are uniformly
deployed on the same plane than the sources. The receiver interval is 100 m in the in-line
and cross-line directions. The FWI set-up and the computational time are shown in table 3.1.
Free surface effects are not taken into account for this application, and therefore an absorbing
boundary condition is set on top of the model. Inversion is performed with the conjugate
gradient method, and the descent direction is preconditioned with the diagonal terms of the
pseudo-Hessian of Shin et al. (2001a). This application was performed on an INTEL Xeon(R)
CPU E5620 (2.40 GHz) cluster Licallo hosted by Observatoire de la Cote d’Azur.
Figure 3.1: Full overthrust model - Fixed-spread surface acquisition. Black points and red lines
denote the position of receivers and sources, respectively.
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Table 3.1: Full overthrust model - Acquisition geometry and modeling discretization: the
dimensions of the model are denoted by Nz, Nx, and Ny in the vertical, eastward and northward
directions, respectively; The time step of the forward simulation is denoted by ∆t, the total
time by T ; The grid interval ∆h is identical in the three directions; The number of sources is
denoted by Nsour, the number of receivers by Nrec.
Nz Nx Ny ∆t (s) T ∆h (m) Nsour Nrec
63 267 267 0.006 10. 75 2160 40000
3.1.2 FWI results
Following the hierarchical strategy of Pratt et al. (1998), we use three slightly-overlapping
frequency groups of increasing high-frequency content. The maximum frequency we consider is
7 Hz, taking into account our limited computer resources. A Ricker wavelet of central frequency
2 Hz is used to compute seismic data in the true model. We assume that the source signal is
not known, and therefore the source signature is estimated during inversion.
The initial model is obtained by smoothing the true model with a three-dimensional (3D)
Gaussian function (the correlation length is 500 m, 500 m, and 250 m in the cross-line, in-line,
and depth directions, respectively, as shown in figure 3.2 b and e).
For the first group, we use five frequencies between 3.2 Hz and 4.0 Hz with a frequency
interval of 0.2 Hz: [3.2, 3.4, 3.6, 3.8, 4.0] Hz. For this frequency group, the grid interval in the
model is 125 m, which satisfies the discretization rule of four nodes per shortest wavelength. For
this grid interval, the grid dimensions are 161× 161× 38. The source and receiver positions do
not coincide with positions of nodes in the finite-difference (FD) grid, and therefore the Hicks
interpolation (Hicks, 2002) is used for source and receiver implementation. The computational
statistics and cost of the imaging of the Overthrust model for the first frequency group are
outlined in table 3.2. We use 432 processors to perform this test. The parallelism is implemented
by source distribution, as we have enough memory per processor (4 GB) to perform single-source
modeling. Ten iterations are performed per frequency group. A computational time of 12.5 h
is necessary for the inversion of the first frequency group.
The full waveform inversion (FWI) velocity model after the first frequency group inversion
is shown in figures 3.2(c, f). On the horizontal slice at the depth of 2.6 km, we show a
square pattern superimposed on the structures, besides the blurred channel trace. The size
of the square matches the shot and receiver spacing suggesting that it corresponds to the
footprint of the coarse acquisition geometry. This footprint of acquisition will be reduced as
the inversion progresses towards high frequencies. Figure 3.2g shows a comparison between
a vertical profile extracted from true model, the starting model, and the FWI model. The
agreement is reasonably good in the vertical direction. Note that the velocity is better estimated
at shallow depths in relation with the acquisition geometry. It may be due to an insufficient
number of iterations or the low frequency range we use. Indeed, the deep structures are mainly
constrained by later-arriving reflections of smaller amplitude. Misfit reduction may be slower
for these arrivals since the value of the objective function is dominated by the residuals of the
high-amplitude shallow arrivals during the first iterations (Ben Hadj Ali, 2009). The misfit
function versus iterations is shown in the figure 3.3. Although the misfit function reduction is
low after ten iterations, additional iterations would have allowed to better reconstruct the true
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Table 3.2: Full overthrust model case study - FWI set-up and computational time: Ngre denotes
the inverted frequency group; Dimensions of the model are Nz along the vertical direction, Nx
along the East, and Ny along the North; The time step of the forward simulation is denoted by
∆t; The grid interval ∆h is identical in the three directions; The number of sources is denoted
by Nsour, the number of receivers by Nrec; F (Hz) denotes the frequency band; The number
of processors is denoted by Ncore. Nite is the number of iteration; The computational time for
the inversion is denoted by Tcpu; The computation is performed in the cluster licallo.
Ngre Nz Nx Ny ∆t (s) ∆h (m) F (Hz) Nsour Nrec Ncore Nite Tcpu (h)
First group 38 161 161 0.01 125 3.2–4.0 2160 40000 432 10 12.5
Second group 47 201 201 0.0078 100 4.0–5.0 2160 40000 432 10 32
Third group 63 267 267 0.006 75 5.0–7.0 2160 40000 720 10 52.5
amplitude of velocities.
We successively invert the second frequency group, [4.0, 4.2, 4.4, 4.6, 4.8, 5.0] Hz, and the
third frequency group, [5.0, 5.2, 5.4, 5.6, 5.8, 6.0, 6.2, 6.4, 6.6, 6.8, 7.0] Hz. We use the final
model of the previous group as the starting model of the next group. The grid interval is
adapted to the inverted frequency, that leads to ∆h = 100 m and ∆h = 75 m for the second
and third groups, respectively. The FD grid is of dimension 47× 201× 201 and 63× 267× 267
for the second and third frequency group, respectively. Ricker wavelets of central frequency
3 Hz and 5 Hz are respectively used for the second and third groups. The source signature
is estimated. As for the first group, the source and receiver positions do not coincide with
positions of nodes of the FD grid, and the Hicks interpolation is used. The computational
statistics and cost of the imaging of the Overthrust model are shown in the table 3.2. We
perform ten iterations per frequency group. The computational time is around 32 and 52 hours
for the second and third group, respectively. The number of processors is 432 and 720 for the
second and third frequency group, respectively.
The FWI velocity models, after the second and third group inversions, are shown in figures
3.4(c, f) and 3.6(c, f), respectively. The corresponding starting models are shown in figures
3.4(b, e) and 3.6(b, e). Comparison between the initial and final FWI models of each frequency
group inversion shows a slight improvement of the velocity structure. As for the target model
application shown in the previous chapter, the amplitude spectrum of the source wavelet (a
Ricker wavelet of central frequency 2 Hz) acts as a data weighting in the misfit function, which
penalizes the contribution of the highest frequencies of the group, when multiple frequencies
are simultaneously inverted (because all of the frequencies considered for inversion are higher
than 2 Hz). It is worth reminding also that the three frequency groups were designed with a
one-frequency overlapping. This implies that the contribution of the dominant frequency of a
frequency group (i.e., the lowest one according the spectrum of the source wavelet) is already
partially present in the starting model, as this frequency was inverted during the previous
frequency group inversion.
Figures 3.5 and 3.7 show the convergence rate for the second and third frequency group,
respectively. Comparison between a vertical profile extracted from the true, starting, and
reconstructed models are shown in figures 3.4g and 3.6g for the second and third frequency
group, respectively. The improvement is more obvious in the near surface and in the middle of
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the model. As above-mentioned, the deep structures are mainly constrained by later-arriving
reflections of smaller amplitude. Misfit reduction may be slower for these arrivals, as the value
of the objective function is dominated by the residuals of the high-amplitude shallow arrivals
during the first iterations. An amplitude gain with offset applied to the data space may help
to speed up the reduction of long offset residuals at the partial expense of the short-offset ones
during late iterations (equation (2.49)). However, this strategy requires to check that short-
offset residuals are sufficiently reduced to avoid propagating errors associated with inaccurate
shallow structures. The misfit functions versus iterations are shown in figures 3.5 and figure
3.7. The misfit function still rapidly decreases at the 10th iteration in the third group inversion,
therefore, more iterations would have been needed.
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Figure 3.2: Full overthrust model case study - Results of first frequency group inversion. (a,
d) vertical (z=2.6 km) and horizontal (y= 5.3 km) sections of the true model, respectively. (b,
e) Same as (a, d) for the initial model. (c, f) Same as (a, d) for the FWI model obtained by
inversion of the first frequency group inversion. (g) Log along z axis in the middle (x=2.3 km
y=5.3 km) of the model.The blue, black and red curves are from the initial model, true model
and inverted model, respectively.
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Figure 3.3: Full overthrust model case study - First frequency group inversion. Misfit function
versus iterations. The maximum number of iterations was set to 10.
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Figure 3.4: Full overthrust model case study - Results of second frequency group inversion.
(a, d) vertical (z=2.6 km) and horizontal (y= 5.3 km) sections of the true model, respectively.
(b, e) Same as (a, d) for the initial model. (c, f) Same as (a, d) for the final FWI model. (g)
Vertical profile extracted in the middle (x=2.3 km y=5.3 km) of the model.The blue, black and
red curves are from the initial model, the true model, and the final FWI model, respectively.
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Figure 3.5: Full overthrust model case study - Second frequency group inversion. Misfit function
versus iterations. The maximum number of iterations was set to 10.
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Figure 3.6: Full overthrust model case study - Results of third frequency group inversion. (a,
d) vertical (z=2.6 km) and horizontal (y= 5.3 km) sections of the true model, respectively. (b,
e) Same as (a, d) for the initial model. (c, f) Same as (a, d) for the final FWI model. (g)
Vertical profile extracted in the middle (x=2.3 km y=5.3 km) of the model.The blue, black,
and red curves are from the initial model, the true model, and the inverted model, respectively.
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Figure 3.7: Full overthrust model case study - Third frequency group inversion. Misfit function
versus iterations. The maximum number of iterations was set to 10.
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3.2 Real data case study from the Valhall oil field
3.2.1 Introduction
The Valhall field is located in the Central Graben, North Sea, in the southernmost corner of
the Norwegian continental shelf. It was discovered in 1975, and operated by British Petroleum
(BP) Norge AS. The field has been in production since 1982, and plans have recently been
approved to extend the life of the field until 2048. The main reservoir of the Valhall field
consists of a high-porosity and low-permeability embedding rocks. These rocks are weak and
collapse under production. Therefore, it is difficult to produce, as initially estimated, 3 billion
barrels in place. This compaction results from the subsidence above the reservoir, that affects
the entire overburden up to the seafloor, and complicates the drilling of many of the wells that
are needed to develop the field. The reservoir is generally complex and there are gas-charged
sediments in the overburden, a ‘gas cloud’, above the top of the field. Seismic imaging has
generally been a challenge at Valhall due to the presence of gas in the overburden. Until the
last decade, the center of the field was a no-data zone.
Sirgue et al. (2009) and Sirgue et al. (2010) have been the first to present application
of three-dimensional (3D) acoustic full waveform inversion (FWI) to an ocean-bottom-cable
(OBC) data recorded on the Valhall field.
In the following of this thesis, I shall present our application of 3D acoustic isotropic FWI
to a wide-azimuth data set from the Valhall oil field. The results were obtained with the
FWI code GeoInv3D, which was described in the previous chapters. I shall analyze the FWI
velocity models by means of local comparison of the FWI results with sonic log, source-wavelet
estimation, and seismic modeling in time and frequency domain. Although the FWI succeeds
in imaging realistic subsurface features, seismic modeling suggests that FWI is hampered by
cycling skipping artifacts during the inversion of the early arrival recorded at long offsets.
3.2.2 Geological context
The Valhall field is located in the southern part of the Norwegian North Sea at a water depth
of 70 m. The main reservoir of the Valhall field consists of a highly-porous (42% ∼ 52%),
low-permeability (1 ∼ 10 mD), Cretaceous chalk at a depth of about 2400 m. The reservoir
thickness varies from 10 m to 60 m, and covers an area of more than 50 km2. High-porosity
reservoir rocks result in significant compaction during pressure depletion. The compaction
provides a significant energy drive during production, but also results in subsidence of the
overburden that negatively impacts well life and well bore stability. This compaction results
in spectacular four-dimensional (4D) seismic responses (Barkved et al., 2009), combined with
the overburden unloading. In the time-lapse observations, van Gestel et al. (2008) showed the
increased pressure and changed saturation associated with production and water injection.
Valhall field was an initially over-pressured, under-saturated Upper Cretaceous chalk reser-
voir. The reservoir, at a depth of approximately 2400 m sub-sea, consists of two oil-bearing
formations: the Tor and Hod. Tor Formation contains the majority of the oil and is a soft
chalk characterized by high-porosity.
The stratigraphic log of the flank of anticline is shown in figure 3.8. The lithology, from
sea bottom down to the erosion surface of unconformity near 4700 m in depth along with the
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geological time varying in age from Permian to Recent, is shown in figure 3.8a. The Central
Graben blame into existence during the Triassic, but apparently it had Paleozoic structural
antecedents. The oldest sedimentary units of the Greater Ekofisk area comprise Upper Permian
Zechstein evaporites, overlain by a non-marine Triassic red-bed sequence and shallow water
marine shales. The oldest rocks in Valhall are Upper Jurassic to Lower Cretaceous marine
shale. These shales included the Kimmeridge Clay Formation, which is the source rock for the
oil at Valhall (Munns, 1985). The first layer composed of interbedding of sandstone and shale,
which causes a combination of intrinsic (shale) and layering induced (inter-bedding of shale
and sandstone) anisotropy at shallow depth. The second formation is a mixed of siltstone,
claystone, and shale lithologies, which has the highest (intrinsic) anisotropy values. Claystone
interbedded with limestone is the reason of anisotropy like inter-bedding of sandstone/shale
withing fist layer. This formation is the cap rock of below reservoirs. The fracturing is a
common phenomenon in limestone formations when confronted with tectonic stresses. The
factorization in limestone (due to faults on the crest of anticline) is one main characteristic of
this field. Next formations are the reservoirs of Valhall field, the Upper Cretaceous Tor and the
lower Hod formations. Tor is an argilious chalk and Hod has chalk/limestone lithology. A cross
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Figure 3.8: Valhall case study - (a) The stratigraphic log of the Valhall field after Munns (1985,
figure 5) and Olofsson et al. (2003). The log shows the geological formation mostly situated on
the flank of the anticline. The cap rock is the Paleocene claystone/limestone formation. (b) A
cross section of the anticline (Munns, 1985, figure 20) with graben structure representing the
inversion of tectonic stress during geological periods. (c) The close-up from (b) representing
the reservoirs composed of Tor and Hod formations. The reservoirs are partitioned by a series
of faults on the crest.
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section of the field from WSW to ENE direction is shown in figure 3.8b, which demonstrates
the inversion of tectonic stresses during geological period. A close-up of the Tor and Hod
reservoirs shown in figure 3.8c highlight the partitioning of the reservoir in the anticline crest
by many faults, which produce graben structure on the crest. The fractured zone on the
crest makes some gas content of reservoir to escape and build the gas cloud. Therefore, the
porosity is exceeding 50 percent in places. Some fractured permeability is present, but matrix
permeability is generally low, less than 10 mD. The reservoir is an over-pressured, under-
saturated reservoir (O. Barkved, 2003). Preservation of such high porosity is primarily due to
over-pressured formation, which inhibits mechanical compaction of the chalk (Munns, 1985).
The Tor formation is the primary reservoir and the secondary reservoir is from a unit within
the Hod Formation. The thickness of Tor reservoir varies abruptly between 0 m and 80 m.
Generally, the Tor Formation has higher porosity and permeability, and provides the greatest
reservoir volume within structural closure. The Hod reservoir is on average 30 m thick.
3.2.3 Acquisition
The Valhall 3D-4C ocean-bottom cable (OBC) data was primarily designed to improve imaging
of the crest of the Valhall structure where conventional seismic imaging is degraded. The
primary objective for this reprocessing project was to improve the seismic velocity information
in the overburden where the acquisition system and geometry were expected to have a number
of effects on the shallow data. The layout of the 3D wide-aperture/azimuth acquisition is
shown in figure 3.9. The OBC acquisition design would be expected to provide an ideal data
distribution for azimuthal analysis with a wide sampling of both offset and azimuth.
The 2302 receivers were located at around 70 m in depth on the sea floor. The shots were
excited at 5m in depth. Each receiver has three orthogonal, nongimbaled geophones and a
hydrophone. The distance between receivers is 50m. The minimum distance between the 12
parallel shot cables is 300m. Each receiver records a fine grid of 50000 shots, with a shot
interval of 50 m in the dip and cross directions.
3.2.4 Anatomy of data
The data set is composed of 12 cables: cables 11, 13, 15, 17, 19, 21, 23, 25, 27, 29, 31, 35. Each
cable contains between 116 and 226 4-component (1 vertical geophone, 2 horizontal geophones,
1 hydrophone) sensors. In this thesis, we used only the hydrophone component, as we focus
on acoustic inversion. The data, which were provided to us by BP, were re-sampled with a
sampling interval of 0.032 s. The number of samples per trace is 250. Therefore, the trace
length is 8 s. The data are sorted by receiver gather. This means that each SEGY file contains
the recording of all of the shots by one receiver. One shot profile contains in average 320 sources.
The total number of shots is 49, 954. The total number of receivers (that will be processed as
shots, in virtue of spatial reciprocity of Green functions) is 2302. The shot spacing is 50 m
in the x (cross) and y (dip) directions (Figure 3.9). The receiver spacing along a cable is 50
m. An example of receiver gather data for the shot line, which is co-incident with cable 21, is
shown in figure 3.10. We label the different phases in the figure 3.10a: the first-arrival waves
(Fa), which mainly propagate in the first 1.5 km of the subsurface (Prieux et al., 2011), the
reflections from the top (Rgt) and bottom (Rgb) of gas layers, and the reflections from deeper
structures (Rrt, Rrb). We show also a slowly propagating wave, denoted by Rs, which may
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Figure 3.9: Valhall case study - Layout of Valhall survey. Black points and red lines the
positions of source and receiver, respectively.
correspond to Stoneley wave. The amplitude spectrum of the data (Figure 3.10c) shows that
the frequency bandwidth preserved in the data, after bandpass filtering and under-sampling,
ranges between 3 Hz and 14.5 Hz. A monochromatic field at 5.2 Hz is shown in the (x-y) plane
in figure 3.11.
3.2.5 The initial model
The three-dimensional (3D) acoustic isotropic velocity model (Figure 3.12) provided by BP
was used by Sirgue et al. (2009) for 3D FWI of the Valhall data. The initial model (courtesy of
BP) was built by vertical transverse isotropic (VTI) reflection traveltime tomography, and was
subsequently converted into normal moveout (NMO) velocity and smoothed for isotropic FWI.
The dimensions of the initial velocity model in terms of number of grid nodes are 46×91×161 in
the vertical, cross, and dip directions, respectively, for a grid interval of 100 m. Therefore, the
physical dimensions of the model are 4.5 x 9.0 km x 16 km. To assess the accuracy of this model,
we compute time-domain synthetic seismograms with the wavelet estimated in it (Figure 3.13).
Synthetic seismograms computed in the initial model show that the computed first arrivals are
delayed compared to the recorded ones, this delay increasing with offset (Figure 3.13, bottom).
As the initial model represents NMO velocity, the traveltime mismatch of the first arrivals likely
highlights the footprint of anisotropy, as the first arrivals are primarily sensitive to horizontal
velocities (Prieux et al., 2011). The time delay reaches a maximum value of 0.24 s, which
exceeds half of the period (0.14 s) of the starting frequency that will be used during FWI (3.5
Hz; below 3.5 Hz, the airgun signal was overwhelmed by the background noise). Therefore, the
initial model does not allow to satisfy the criterion required to prevent cycle-skipping artifacts
during FWI. As the initial model is smooth, the seismic response from the top of the gas layers
and from the top of the reservoir are absent from the modeled seismograms. Time delays
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between recorded and modeled seismograms translate into significant phase mismatches in the
frequency domain. Figure 3.14 shows recorded and modeled 4.06-Hz monochromatic receiver
gather in the (x,y) plane. This phase mismatch is significant within the 3∼8 km offset ranges.
We shall see in the Chapter: 3.2.8 how cycle skipping artifacts during FWI translate in the
fit between recorded and modeled data in the time domain.
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Figure 3.10: Valhall case study - OBC data set. (a) An example of recorded receiver gather of
cable 21. The coordinates of the receiver are x = 6824 m y = 15533 m. The shots are located
above cable 21 (b) Spectral amplitudes of the receiver gather. (c) Mean amplitude spectrum
of the receiver gather. 153
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Figure 3.11: Valhall case study - An example of recorded receiver gather of cable 21 after
Fourier transform. The real part of the complex-valued monochromatic wavefield is plotted for
all of the shots in the horizontal plane defined by the shot positions. The coordinates of the
receiver gather are x = 6824 m y = 15533 m. Frequency is 5.2 Hz.
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Figure 3.12: Valhall case study - 3D view of the smooth initial velocity model provided by BP.
A low velocity zone associated with the gas cloud is visible in the horizontal plane at around 1
km in depth. However, the resolution is quite low. The minimum and maximum velocities of
the black & white scale are 1.6 km/s and 2.7 km/s, respectively.
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Figure 3.13: Valhall case study - Top: An example of receiver gather. Picks of the main
arrivals are superimposed. Bottom: the same receiver gather computed in the initial model.
The green line corresponds to the first-arrival traveltimes computed in the initial model; the
red line corresponds to first-arrival traveltimes picked in the recorded data; the yellow lines
correspond to reflection picks from top and bottom of the gas cloud and the deeper structures.
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3.2.6 FWI data preprocessing and experimental setup
We apply FWI to the hydrophone component of the Valhall dataset provided by BP. This
dataset was already preprocessed for FWI: the data were undersampled with a sampling rate
of 32 ms, and bandpass filtered such that the frequency components greater than 15 Hz are
zero (Figure 3.10). A mute was also applied above the first-arrival time (Figure 3.13).
A first quality control of the data in the frequency domain was performed at a frequency
of 4.06 Hz, by scanning all of the receiver gathers in the (x,y) plane. Monochromatic data are
computed in the initial model, and source estimation is performed for this frequency. Compar-
ison between recorded and modeled data at near offset is use to validate our source estimation
procedure in the FWI code (Figure 3.14). We identify several shots that have a poor signal-
to-noise ratio. These shots are located near the platform (Figure 3.15). They do not bring
any significant information for FWI. The residuals between the recorded and computed data
are much more important than the synthetic data, and nearly identical to the observed data
(Figure 3.15d). Therefore, around twenty noisy shots were removed from the data set. We
successively applied our FWI algorithm to three overlapping frequency groups between 3.5 Hz
and 7.0 Hz: the first frequency group contains five frequencies, [3.56, 3.69, 3.81, 3.93, 4.06]
Hz, the second one contains 9 frequencies, [4.06, 4.18, 4.31, 4.42, 4.55, 4.67, 4.79, 4.92, 5.04]
Hz, and the third one contains four frequencies, [5.04, 5.78, 6.52, 7.01] Hz. Note that there
is one-frequency overlapping between two next frequency groups. The starting frequency (3.5
Hz) is the same than the one used by Sirgue et al. (2010). The maximum frequency is 7.0 Hz,
which requires a grid interval of 50 m for seismic modeling. Considering higher frequencies for
FWI would have required more important computational resources than the available ones.
The water depth is only 70 m in Valhall, and as a result, it is a a relatively noisy environment.
At progressively low frequencies, noise from the field operations and from the ocean waves
dominates, as the airgun signals fade away (Dellinger et Yu, 2009). Only the hydrophone
component data is used for acoustic FWI. The inversion is applied without any regularization
and data preconditioning. The conjugate gradient algorithm is used for optimization. The
descent direction is preconditioned by the diagonal terms of the pseudo-Hessian to better
balance the shallow and the deep model perturbations. The source signature is estimated
for each receiver gather (in virtue of source reciprocity) during each non-linear iteration of the
FWI by solving a linear inverse problem (Pratt, 1999). The initial model (courtesy of BP) is
built by a VTI reflection traveltime tomography, and is subsequently converted in NMO velocity
and smoothed for performing isotropic FWI (Figure 3.12). Seismic modeling is performed with
a O(∆x4,∆t2) finite-difference method, which requires 5 grid points per wavelength. The grid
interval h is set to 70 m for the first two frequency groups such that the finite-difference grid
matches the sea bottom, and is refined to 50 m for the last frequency group inversion to prevent
numerical dispersion during seismic modeling. The density is assumed to be constant, and is set
to 1000 kg.m−3. During modeling, the free-surface effects are taken into account, and therefore
multiples are involved in the inversion procedure. The inversion is performed on an IBM Blue
Gene (850 MHz) cluster Babel from the IDRIS computational center. The computing statistics
are shown in the table 3.2.6, and shows the rapid increase of computational time as the size of
the problem increases. One level of parallelism by distribution of shots over processors is used
for the first frequency group, because single-source modeling and storage of the four frequency
components involved in the inversion can be performed on one core of the IBM Blue Gene.
Two patchs of 1536 and 704 shots are processed sequentially on 1536 cores. The two levels
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Figure 3.14: Valhall case study - (a) Recorded monochromatic data (real part) at 4.06 Hz. The
source, which corresponds to a receiver position, is located at x=6.8 km and y=15 km; (b)
Synthetic data computed in the initial model; (c) Difference between (a) and (b); (d) Horizon-
tal profile extracted from the recorded (solid line) and the modeled (dashed line) wavefields.
Position of the profile is denoted by the black line in (a). The black and red lines correspond
to the real and imaginary part of the complex valued wavefields, respectively. A good agree-
ment is shown at nearest offset, that was used as a criterion to validate the source estimation
performed during FWI.
of parallelism are used for the last two frequency groups on 2048 cores. Two subdomains are
used, and two patches of shots are processed sequentially.
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Figure 3.15: Valhall case study - Example of noisy receiver gather: (a) Recorded monochromatic
data (real part) at 4.06 Hz. (b) Synthetic data computed in the initial model; (c) Difference
between (a) and (b); (d) Horizontal profile extracted from the recorded (solid line) and the
modeled (dashed line) wavefields. Position of the profile is denoted by the black line in (a).
The black and red lines correspond to the real and imaginary part of the complex valued
wavefields, respectively. The residuals are superimposed on the computed data.
Freq. gr. Max. freq. h(m) Nb cores Nb iter Comp. time
Gr 1 4 Hz 70 1 536 8 18.0 h
Gr 2 5 Hz 70 2 048 13 29.9 h
Gr 3 7 Hz 50 2 048 6 34.8 h
Table 3.3: Valhall case study - FWI statistics for the three frequency-group inversions: fre-
quency group are denoted by Freq.gr; The maximum frequency in the group is denoted by
Max.freq.; The grid interval h is identical in the three dimensions. The number of processor
is denoted by Nbcores; The number of iteration is noted by Nbiter; The computational time
is denoted by Comp.time.
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3.2.7 FWI results
The final FWI model obtained after successive inversion of the three frequency groups (Figure
3.12) is shown in figure 3.16. It shows quite similar features than those of the model of Sirgue
et al. (2010): in the near surface (150 m in depth), a complex network of channels is recovered,
while, at a depth of 1260 m, the gas cloud is much better described than in the initial model. We
observe that FWI models are dramatically improved in resolution, as we proceed over frequency
groups. Other perspective views of the final model are shown in figures 3.17, 3.18, 3.19, and
3.20. The main structures that are highlighted in these figures are the shallow channels (Figure
3.17), the horizontal section of the gas cloud (Figure 3.18), a vertical section of the gas cloud as
well as a horizontal section across the reservoir (Figure 3.19), and a vertical gas filled fracture
(Figure 3.20).
Figure 3.16: Valhall case study - Final FWI velocity model after successive inversions of the
three frequency groups: channels (200 m in depth) are built up and the gas cloud (1200 m in
depth) is identified.
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Figure 3.17: Valhall case study - Final FWI velocity model after successive inversions of the
three frequency groups: The top section is across channels. The minimum and maximum
velocities of the black & white scale are 1.6 km/s and 2 km/s, respectively.
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Figure 3.18: Valhall case study - Final FWI velocity model after successive inversions of the
three frequency groups: the horizontal section of the gas cloud is highlighted. The minimum
and maximum velocities of the black & white scale are 1.63 km/s and 2.73 km/s, respectively.
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Figure 3.19: Valhall case study - Final FWI velocity model after successive inversions of the
three frequency groups: vertical section of the gas cloud as well as a horizontal section at the
reservoir level are highlighted. The minimum and maximum velocities of the black & white
scale are 1.73 km/s and 2.73 km/s, respectively.
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Figure 3.20: Valhall case study - Final FWI velocity model after successive inversions of the
three frequency groups: a near-vertical gas filled fracture at y = 12 km is highlighted. The
minimum and maximum velocities of the black & white scale are 1.63 km/s and 3 km/s,
respectively.
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In the following, I will use the following nomenclature to denote the FWI models: the
notation mi denotes the FWI model obtained at the total iteration number i. A comparison
between a horizontal and vertical slices extracted from the initial model and the final FWI
model of the first frequency group(m8) is shown in figures 3.21 and 3.22 , respectively. The
horizontal slice is extracted at a depth of 210 m and 1260 m, respectively (figure 3.21). These
horizontal slices cross-cut a complex network of channels and a gas cloud, respectively, which
were already imaged by Sirgue et al. (2010). The channels, which are absent in the initial
model, are well resolved by FWI. However, their image is hampered by the footprint of the
cables and to a lesser extent of the shots. At 1260 m in depth, the image of a gas cloud was
nicely refined. Although low frequencies are inverted, fine-scale structures, such as gas-filled
fractures are clearly identified at the ends of the gas cloud. The acquisition footprint is still
visible at 1260 m in depth, although it is muck weaker than in the shallow part of the model.
Figure 3.21: Valhall case study - First frequency group inversion: horizontal slice at a depth of
150 m extracted from the initial model (a), and for the final FWI model of the first frequency
group inversion (c). Horizontal slices at a depth of 1260 m extracted from the initial model
(b) and from the final FWI model of the first frequency group inversion (d). The yellow line
denotes the position of an available well log. The channels and the gas cloud, which are barely
visible in the initial model, are clearly identified.
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The vertical section of the FWI model in the y direction at x=6.5 km shows an interface at
0.6 km in depth, which was already imaged by Sirgue et al. (2010) and Prieux et al. (2011). Gas
layers between 1.7 and 2.7 km in depth were refined after FWI. We note a low-velocity layer at
around 1 km in depth, which is much more pronounced than in the models of Sirgue et al. (2010)
and Prieux et al. (2011). Therefore, the relevance of this feature needs further validation. This
low-velocity layer might however indicate an accumulation of gas below a lithological barrier
(Prieux, 2012). The first frequency group inversion leads to a misfit function reduction of 18%,
which was achieved after eight iterations (Figure 3.23).
Figure 3.22: Valhall case study - First frequency group inversion: vertical section at x = 6500m
extracted from the initial model (a), and from the final FWI model of the first frequency group
inversion (b). (c) Vertical profile extracted from the initial (gray line) and the final (black line)
FWI models at x = 6500 m and y = 9500 m.
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Figure 3.23: Valhall case study - First frequency group inversion. Misfit function versus iter-
ations. A misfit function reduction of 18%, which was achieved after eight iterations. We did
not perform too many iterations to avoid matching noise.
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We use the final model of the first frequency group (m8) as the starting model for the second
frequency group. The FWI results of the second frequency group inversion are shown in figures
3.24 and 3.25, with the same presentation than for the first frequency group inversion. Finer
structures are resolved in the channels as the inversion progresses towards higher frequencies and
the footprint of the acquisition is reduced (note how the polarity of the velocity perturbations
associated with the acquisition footprint change between the first and second frequency group
inversion). The resolution of the imaging of the gas cloud and of the related gas-filled fractures
was also improved after the second frequency group inversion.
Figure 3.24: Valhall case study - Second frequency group inversion: horizontal slice at a depth
of 150 m extracted from the initial model (a), and from the final FWI model of the second
frequency group inversion. (c) Horizontal slice at a depth of 1260 m extracted from the initial
model (b) and for the final FWI model of the second frequency group inversion (d). The yellow
line denotes the position of an available well log.
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The vertical section of the FWI model is shown in figure 3.25. Compared to the FWI model
obtained after the inversion of the first frequency group, a feature starts appearing at y = 12
km above the gas layers. This feature, which is more visible in the FWI model obtained after
the inversion of the third frequency group (Figure 3.28) is interpreted as a gas-filled fracture,
which was already identified on the horizontal section of the FWI model (Figure 3.24).The
second frequency group leads to a misfit function reduction of 60%, which was reached after
13 iterations. This misfit function reduction is significantly higher than the one obtained for
the first frequency group (18%). This simply highlights the higher signal-to-noise ratio of the
frequencies of the second frequency group.
Figure 3.25: Valhall case study - Second frequency group inversion: vertical slices at x = 6500m
extracted from the initial model (a), and from the final (b) FWI model of the second frequency
group inversion. (c) Vertical profile extracted from the initial (gray line) and the final (black
line) FWI models at x = 6500 m and y = 9500 m.
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Figure 3.26: Valhall case study - Second frequency group inversion: misfit function versus
iteration numbers. A misfit function reduction of 60% was reached after 13 iterations
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As for the second group, we use the final model of the second frequency group (m21) as the
starting model for the third frequency group inversion. The FWI models obtained after the
third frequency group inversion are shown in the figures 3.27 and 3.28. The acquisition footprint
at 210 m in depth is dramatically reduced, and a very clear picture of the paleo-channels is
obtained. The position of the platform is also indicated by a bright spot in the image at x =
6.3 km and y = 11 km. In contrast, the horizontal section of the gas cloud was not significantly
improved after the third frequency group inversion. However, as already mentioned, the image
of the gas filled fracture at x = 12 km is quite clear in the FWI model of the third frequency
group inversion (Figure 3.28).
Figure 3.27: Valhall case study - Third frequency group inversion: Horizontal slice at a depth
of 150 m extracted from the starting model (m21) (a), and from the final FWI model of the
third frequency group inversion (m27) (c). (b, d) Same as (a, c) for the horizontal slice at 1260
m in depth.
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The third frequency group inversion leads to a misfit function reduction of 52%, which was
achieved after six iterations (figure 3.29). A comparison between a sonic log located at (x
= 6.8 km, y = 9.5 km) and the corresponding vertical profiles extracted from the final FWI
model (m27) and the initial model(m0) is shown in the figure 3.30a. The NMO velocities of the
initial model are significantly higher than the vertical velocities of the sonic log, which results
from the significant anisotropy at Valhall. We show a reasonable agreement between the FWI
profile and the sonic log down to 1 km in depth. However, the FWI velocities are significantly
higher than the vertical velocities of the sonic log between 1.4 km and 1.8 km in depth. These
velocities are close to horizontal velocities, and were built by FWI to match the first arrivals at
long offsets (Prieux et al., 2011). At a depth of around 1.2 km, a low velocity zone in the final
FWI model has been reconstructed. Although a short-scale low-velocity anomaly is shown in
the well log at 1.25 km in depth, the low velocity zone reconstructed by FWI needs further
validation, because it is not visible in the 3D FWI model of Sirgue et al. (2010) (Figure 3.30).
Figure 3.28: Valhall case study - Third frequency group inversion: Vertical slices at x = 6500m
extracted from the starting model (m8) (a), and from the FWI final of the third frequency
group inversion (b). (c) Vertical profile extracted from the initial (gray line) and the final
(black line) FWI models at x = 6500 m and y = 9500 m.
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Figure 3.29: Valhall case study - Third frequency group inversion: the misfit function versus
iteration number. A misfit function reduction of 52% was achieved after six iterations.
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3.2.8 Model appraisals
Model appraisal is a key issue in FWI as uncertainty analysis is quite challenging to perform in a
Bayesian framework (Gouveia et Scales, 1998). In this work, the FWI models are assessed based
on the local match between a sonic log and the FWI models, the flatness of the common image
gathers (CIGs) computed by two-dimensional (2D) reverse time migration (RTM), synthetic
seismogram modeling, and by the repeatability of source wavelets, which are estimated for each
receiver gather.
3.2.8.1 Comparison with sonic logs
Figure 3.30 shows the comparison between a sonic log and the corresponding vertical profile
extracted from the initial model and the final FWI model. Our FWI model shares similar
features with the FWI model of Sirgue et al. (2010). A low-velocity model perturbation at
0.5 km in depth followed by a progressive increase of velocity with depth down to 0.8 km is
a common feature of the sonic log and the FWI models. High velocities, close to horizontal
velocities, are reconstructed between around 1.4 km and 2.2 km in depth in our FWI model
and the model of Sirgue et al. (2010). At these depths, anisotropy is significant in Valhall
(Etienne et al., 2012). Prieux et al. (2009) proposed that these high velocities were built by
FWI to match the first arrivals at long offsets, which mainly propagate in the upper structure,
above the gas layers. The high-velocity contrast at the reservoir level at 2.5 km in depth was
better delineated by FWI compared to the one shown in the initial model.
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Figure 3.30: Valhall case study - Comparison between sonic logs and FWI profiles: (a) Com-
parison between the sonic log (black) and the corresponding profiles extracted from the initial
model (dashed line) and the final FWI model (solid gray line). (b) Same as (a) but the FWI
profile is extracted from the FWI model of Sirgue et al. (2010).
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3.2.8.2 Synthetic seismogram modeling
We compute synthetic seismograms in the final FWI model of each frequency group inversion.
To compute seismograms and compare them with the real data, we need a source wavelet,
which is estimated by linear inversion of the full data set using the approach of Pratt (1999).
I shall discuss the details of this source estimation in the following section.
We compute time-domain seismograms in the final FWI models of the first, second, and
third frequency group inversions (Figures 3.31, 3.33, and 3.34 for a receiver of the cable 21 (the
same cable as the one processed by 2D FWI in Prieux et al. (2011)). We superimpose on the
recorded and modeled receiver gathers the first-arrival traveltimes that are computed in the
3D FWI model with the eikonal solver of Podvin et Lecomte (1991) (Figures 3.31, 3.33, and
3.34, green line).
We first show that the delay between recorded first-arrival traveltimes and modeled first-
arrival traveltimes computed in the initial model (Figure 3.13) were removed after the first
frequency group inversion (Figure 3.31). However, the superimposition of modeled first-arrival
traveltimes with modeled seismograms computed in the FWI model show that the amplitudes
of the first-arrival are so weak beyond 5 km in offset (Figure 3.32) than these arrivals are not
visible in the seismograms. Only a more aggressive clip of the amplitudes would allow to show
this first arrival. This weak first arrival results from the low-velocity layer at around 1.2 km in
depth, which was reconstructed in the FWI model (Figures 3.22, 3.25, and 3.28). First-arrival
ray tracing performed in a 2D section of the FWI model shows that the rays graze on top
of the low-velocity layer, and mimic an evanescent interface wave on top of the low velocity
layer (Figure 3.36). The evanescent nature of the first arrival beyond 5 km of offset explains
its weak amplitudes in the modeled seismograms. As these weak amplitudes are not shown in
the recorded data, we conclude that the negative velocity contrast at 1.2 km in depth in the
FWI model was overestimated, a possible footprint of cycle skipping. However, this velocity
contrast might be real, although its amplitude was badly estimated. This is supported by
the vertical gas-filled fracture at 11 km of distance in figures 3.20 and 3.28, which seems to
hallmark this low velocity layer. The low-velocity layer shown in figure 3.28 was interpreted as
a gas accumulation between lithological barriers by Prieux (2012) on the basis of elastic FWI
results.
Although the waveform of the first arrivals is not fitted well beyond 5 km of offset, we show
a good agreement of the phase of the short-spread reflections from the top and bottom of the
gas layers (Figures 3.31, 3.33, 3.34, and 3.35). The amplitude of these reflections increases as
the inversion progresses towards high frequencies. The poor match of the early arrivals and the
good match of the short-spread reflections suggest that FWI is mainly driven by these later
arrivals. This may explain why the inversion successfully image reflectors on top and bottom
of the gas layers: the reflection response is quite clear in the data (Figure 3.34 bottom).
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Figure 3.31: Valhall case study - First frequency group inversion: Recorded and modeled
receiver gather for shots located along cable 21. Recorded (red line) and modeled (green line)
first-arrival traveltimes are superimposed. Picks of reflection traveltimes are also superimposed
to facilitate the comparison between the phase of the recorded and modeled seismograms. Note
how the delays between the recorded and modeled first-arrival traveltimes beyond 5 km in offset
were reduced, compared to modeled seismograms computed in the initial model (Figure 3.13).
However, the first-arrivals beyond 5 km in offset have very small amplitudes, and are barely
visible in the modeled seismograms. This results because the first arrival is an evanescent
interface wave, which propagates on top of the low velocity layer at 1.2 km in depth (Figure
3.36).
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Figure 3.32: Valhall case study - First frequency group inversion: Modeled receiver gather for
shots located along cable 21 with the illustration of the weak amplitudes of the first-arrival.
Recorded (red line) and modeled (green line) first-arrival traveltimes are superimposed.
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Figure 3.33: Valhall case study - Second frequency group inversion: Same as figure 3.31 but the
modeled seismograms are computed in the FWI model obtained close of the second frequency
group inversion.
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Figure 3.34: Valhall case study - Third frequency group inversion: Same as figure 3.31 but
the modeled seismograms are computed in the FWI model obtained close of the third fre-
quency group inversion. Note how the amplitudes of the short-spread reflections were increased
compared to the seismograms computed in the FWI models of the first two frequency group
inversions.
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Figure 3.35: Valhall case study - Third frequency group inversion: Direct comparison between
recorded and modeled seismograms shown in figure 3.34. An automatic gain control with a
window length of 2 s was applied to the recorded and modeled seismograms, because we want
to focus on the phase match. The dash box delineates the range of offsets, beyond which we
see a phase shift between the recorded and modeled first arrivals.
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Figure 3.36: Valhall case study - First-arrival ray tracing in the final FWI model. Note how
the rays graze on top of the low velocity layer. They represent an evanescent interface wave.
3.2.8.3 Data fit in the frequency domain
For completeness, we also compare recorded and modeled data in the frequency domain. The
modeled data computed in the initial model show significant amplitude and phase mismatches
with the recorded data for the 4.06 Hz frequency, and the residuals were efficiently reduced after
the first frequency group inversion (Figures 3.37 and 3.38). Indeed, the match in the frequency
domain of monochromatic data do not guarantee that the inversion converges towards the true
model, because of possible cycle skipping artifacts. The same frequency-domain simulation
are computed in the initial and final FWI models of the second and third frequency group
inversions (Figures 3.39, 3.40, 3.41 and 3.42). The modeled frequencies are 5.04 Hz and 7.01
Hz for the second and third frequency group inversions, respectively. In both case, the misfit
was efficiently reduced after FWI.
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Figure 3.37: Valhall case study - Modeling in the initial model of the first frequency group
inversion: (a) recorded monochromatic data (real part) at 4.06 Hz. Source is located at around
x=6.8 km and y=15 km; (b) synthetic data; (c) difference between (a) and (b); (d) horizontal
profile extracted from the recorded (solid line) and the modeled (dash line) wavefields. Position
of the profile is denoted by the black line in (a). The black and red lines correspond to the real
and imaginary part of the complex- valued wavefields, respectively. A gain with offset (blue
curve) is applied to the amplitudes to assess the match at long offsets.
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Figure 3.38: Valhall case study - Modeling in the final FWI model of the first frequency group
inversion: (a) recorded monochromatic data (real part) at 4.06 Hz. Source is located at around
x=6.8 km and y=15 km; (b) synthetic data; (c) difference between (a) and (b); (d) horizontal
profile extracted from the recorded (solid line) and the modeled (dash line) wavefields. Position
of the profile is denoted by the black line in (a). The black and red lines correspond to the real
and imaginary part of the complex- valued wavefields, respectively. A gain with offset (blue
curve) is applied to the amplitudes to assess the match at long offsets.
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Figure 3.39: Valhall case study - Modeling in the initial model of the second frequency group
inversion: (a) recorded monochromatic data (real part) at 5.04 Hz. Source is located at around
x=6.8 km and y=15 km; (b) synthetic data; (c) difference between (a) and (b); (d) horizontal
profile extracted from the recorded (solid line) and the modeled (dash line) wavefields. Position
of the profile is denoted by the black line in (a). The black and red lines correspond to the
real and imaginary part of the complex-valued wavefields, respectively. A gain with offset (blue
curve) is applied to the amplitudes to assess the match at long offsets.
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Figure 3.40: Valhall case study - Modeling in the final FWI model of the second frequency group
inversion: (a) recorded monochromatic data (real part) at 5.04 Hz. Source is located at around
x=6.8 km and y=15 km; (b) synthetic data; (c) difference between (a) and (b); (d) horizontal
profile extracted from the recorded (solid line) and the modeled (dash line) wavefields. Position
of the profile is denoted by the black line in (a). The black and red lines correspond to the real
and imaginary part of the complex- valued wavefields, respectively. A gain with offset (blue
curve) is applied to the amplitudes to assess the match at long offsets.
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Figure 3.41: Valhall case study - Modeling in the initial model of the third frequency group
inversion: (a) recorded monochromatic data (real part) at 7.01 Hz. Source is located at around
x=6.8 km and y=15 km; (b) synthetic data (c) difference between (a) and (b); (d) horizontal
profile extracted from the recorded (solid line) and the modeled (dash line) wavefields. Position
of the profile is denoted by the black line in (a). The black and red lines correspond to the real
and imaginary part of the complex- valued wavefields, respectively. A gain with offset (blue
curve) is applied to the amplitudes to assess the match at long offsets.
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Figure 3.42: Valhall case study - Modeling in the final model of the third frequency group
inversion. (a) recorded monochromatic data (real part) at 7.01 Hz. Source is located at around
x=6.8 km and y=15 km; (b) synthetic data; (c) difference between (a) and (b); (d) horizontal
profile extracted from the recorded (solid line) and the modeled (dash line) wavefields. Position
of the profile is denoted by the black line in (a). The black and red lines correspond to the real
and imaginary part of the complex- valued wavefields, respectively. A gain with offset (blue
curve) is applied to the amplitudes to assess the match at long offsets.
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3.2.8.4 Source wavelet estimation
We use the source wavelet estimation as a tool to appraise the relevance of the FWI models
(Brenders et Pratt, 2007; Jaiswal et al., 2009; Malinowski et al., 2011; Prieux et al., 2011).
The source wavelet is estimated within a frequency band between 0 Hz and 14.1 Hz (consider
the data analysis figure 3.10c). As we use a grid interval at 50 m for modeling, the source
estimation may be hampered by numerical dispersion, as dispersion is expected for frequencies
greater than 7.5 Hz for a minimum velocity of 1500 m/s. We estimate one source wavelet
per receiver-gather in the initial model and in the final FWI model of each frequency group
inversions (Figure 3.43). As the source estimation is used as a tool to appraise FWI models, all
of the shots of the experiment (i.e., all of the offsets) are used to make the source estimation
as sensitive as possible to the accuracy of the initial model. 2297 source wavelets are inferred
from the initial model (m0) and the final model FWI of each frequency group (m8, m21,
m27), shown in figure 3.43(a-d, left part) . A mean wavelet is shown in the figure 3.43 (right
part). Figure 3.43d shows that the source wavelets inferred from initial model are not optimally
focused. As the accuracy of the velocity model improves after FWI of increasing frequencies,
wavelets become more and more repetitive, and the amplitude of the mean wavelet increases.
Of note, as no offset and time preconditioning is applied to the data, the wavelets are mainly
reconstructed from the high-amplitude short-offset arrivals. To increase the sensitivity of the
source wavelet estimation to the accuracy of the velocity model, a gain with offset could have
been applied to the data to strengthen the contribution of the long offsets.
Time-domain seismograms are computed with a Dirac wavelet in the initial and final FWI
models. Although numerical dispersion is visible in the seismograms associated with the Green
functions, convolution of these seismograms with the limited-bandwidth source wavelet removes
this numerical dispersion. This procedure, which allows to rapidly compute several datasets for
different wavelet sources by convolution, is illustrated in figure 3.44. The modeled seismograms
after convolution with the source wavelet are compared with the recorded seismograms in figures
3.31, 3.33, and 3.34).
3.2.8.5 Reverse time migration
We compute two-dimensional reverse time migration (RTM) and common-image gathers (CIGs)
in the offset-depth domain along cable 21 (Figures 3.45 and 3.46). RTM is performed in two
dimensions, because three-dimensional data preprocessed for RTM were not available to us.
The reverse time migrated image is computed in the final FWI model, and for a dataset
pre-processed for seismic reflection imaging (Prieux et al., 2011). RTM is performed in the
frequency domain using the acoustic VTI finite-difference frequency-domain modeling method
of (Operto et al., 2009) and the gradient of the FWI program of (Sourbier et al., 2009a,b),
where the data residuals are replaced by the data. Each of the common-offset migrated images
were computed independently to generate CIGs before stacking. The RTM computed in the
two models show structures at similar depths, although the top of the reservoir and the deep
reflector between 3.5 km and 4 km in depth are better focused in the RTM image computed in
the FWI model of Sirgue et al. (2010).
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Figure 3.43: Source wavelets per each receiver gather estimated in initial (d) and the final
model of first (c), second (b) and third (a) frequency group. On the right, the corresponding
mean wavelets.
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Figure 3.44: Initial model appraisal with source estimation: part seismogram for one receiver
gather (cable 21, - receiver N015), The recorded data (c), the estimated source wavelet (d),
the computed data with the source Dirac (b), the seismogram convoluted with the estimated
source wavelet and the log comparison between the two seismograms (e). A good agreement
at the shallow and, significant phase mismatches at the depth.
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Figure 3.45: RTM image: (a) computed in 2D section of our FWI model (x = 6500 m). (b)
the some section computed from Sirgue et al. (2010). A quite similar results, (b) is few better
in the bottom.
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Figure 3.46: CIGs corresponding to RTM images of figure 3.45. The horizontal axis gives the
horizontal position of the CIG. The offset range is from -5 km to 5 km. Internal and external
mutes ware applied to the CIGs, which are plotted with an automatic gain control. We observe
some reflector are more flat (i.e. pink circle).
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3.3 Partial conclusion for applications
I presented an application of our 3D FWI code GeoInv3D to the EAGE/SEG Overthrust syn-
thetic model and wide-aperture OBC hydrophone data from the Valhall field. I first present the
results of the synthetic example to validate the code on a model and data set of representative
size. However, as I used the same forward modeling engine for synthetic observed data and for
synthetic modeled data, the inversion results are not hampered by usual source of errors such
as noise and approximation in the wave physics.
For the real data case study, I showed that the final model of the Valhall application provides
a high-resolution seismic velocity model. The initial model used for the inversion was built by
anisotropic reflection traveltime tomography before conversion into NMO velocity for isotropic
FWI application. This velocity model does not predict sufficiently accurately the first-arrival
traveltimes at long offsets to guarantee a reliable inversion of the early arrivals. Although FWI
succeeds in reconstruction real features from the reflection wavefields, artifacts might have
been introduced in the subsurface model. This study suggests that a careful quality control
of the FWI results should be performed when wide-azimuth data are inverted in the isotropic
approximation to assess which part of the wavefield has been successfully explained by FWI.
The initial frequency that was used in this study is 3.5 Hz. Lower frequencies would have
been useful to reduce the risk of cycle skipping artifacts at long offsets. The importance of low
frequencies in FWI of long-offset land data was recently illustrated by Plessix (2012), and this
prompts the oil industry to develop new technologies to record them (Soubaras et Whiting,
2011).
Although the Valhall field is known to be anisotropic, we performed FWI in the isotropic
approximation. (Prieux et al., 2011) showed the the footprint of anisotropy on isotropic FWI
of wide-aperture data. Future work will require to implement anisotropy in the modeling and
inversion schemes of GeoInv3D code before considering 3D elastic FWI
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The objective of this thesis is the development of a methodology of three-dimensional (3D)
acoustic imaging by frequency domain full waveform inversion (FWI) based on time domain
modeling with an application to the Valhall ocean-bottom-cable (OBC) data. In order to
achieve this goal, I elaborated tools with the help of V. Etienne (Research Engineer, Geoazur)
for wave modeling and inversion. I designed and applied our 3D acoustic FWI code to several
case studies for the validation of the effectiveness and efficiency of our implementation both for
modeling and inversion.
4.1 Forward problem
The first part is devoted to the forward problem: I introduced the wave propagation in the
time domain for numerical modeling. I have discussed the pseudo-conservative form of the
wave equation, which makes the implementation of adjoint state method straightforward. I
chose a conventional (O(∆x4,∆t2)) finite-difference time-domain staggered grid method for its
its simplicity and efficiency. The accuracy of the numerical solution requires five grid points
per wavelength. This approach is competitive thanks to its high degree of adaptability, the
simplicity of implementation, and good scalability on distributed memory architectures.
To deal with the realistic set ups, where sources and receivers need to be accurately imple-
mented on coarse grids, a non-linear interpolation based on sinc function (Hicks interpolation)
is implemented. This is particularly important when we apply FWI to real data at low fre-
quencies and when the sources and receivers are close to the free surface. I validated the
implementation of the sources and receivers against analytical solutions.
The forward modeling is parallelized by domain decomposition on Cartesian grids. One
subdomain is assigned to one message-passing-interface (MPI) process. Therefore, the memory
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demand and time complexity can be significantly reduced on one MPI process. If multi-source
modeling must be performed as in FWI, combining this parallelism with a parallelism over
shots makes 3D FWI feasible with present computer resources. These two levels of parallelism
can be combined during one single run using two MPI communicators. The first one manages
single-source modelings, which are performed in parallel through domain decomposition on a
group of processors. The second communicator aim to stack through collective communications
the gradients associated with the different sources.
4.2 Inverse problem
In the second part of this thesis, I reviewed 3D acoustic frequency-domain FWI. FWI is formu-
lated as a least-squares minimization problem which tries to minimize the misfit between the
recorded and calculated seismic data. The FWI needs an efficient local differential approach to
estimate the gradient and the Hessian. The local optimization does not prevent convergence
of the misfit function toward local minimum, because of the limited accuracy of the starting
model, the lack of low frequency, the noise, and the approximate modeling of the wave-physics
complexity. A hierarchical multiscale approach successively inverts data subsets of increas-
ing resolution power to mitigate the non-linearity and ill-posedness of FWI by incorporating
shorter wavelengths in the parameter space.
In order to solve the inverse problem, I have linearized the problem by using a quadratic
approximation of the misfit function. The optimization algorithm is based on a preconditioned
conjugate gradient method. I presented the approach that was designed to compute the gra-
dient of the misfit function with the adjoint-state method. The gradient is preconditioned by
the inverse of the pseudo Hessian. The gradient inferred from the adjoint state method was
validated against the finite-difference method.
One of the main problems in FWI is the computational burden of multi-source. FWI algo-
rithms must be implemented in parallel to address this problems. I have shown the efficiency
of the parallelism, which was implemented in the FWI code.
The FWI code was validated against several synthetic tests, performed in a target of the
SEG/EAGE overthrust model. Both marine and land models were considered for this valida-
tion.
4.3 The Valhall real data case study
The application of 3D acoustic isotropic FWI to wide-azimuth OBC data from the Valhall oil
field is the main goal of this thesis. An application to the full EAGE/SEG Overthrust validation
model was achieved before the Valhall real data application, to check the performances of the
FWI code on a problem of representative size. Taking into account the limited computer
resources, I considered a maximum frequency of 7Hz. The FWI models provide high-resolution
images of the subsurface, although higher frequencies would allow to still increase the resolution.
This synthetic experiment was performed with the inverse crime, namely, the same modeling
engine is used to generate the data and to perform FWI. Therefore, the footprint of many
sources of errors were not investigated, and this investigation would deserve further studies.
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In the final part of this thesis, I presented the application to the real data set from Valhall. I
successively inverted three overlapping frequency groups up to 7 Hz. The initial model was built
by vertical transverse isotropic (VTI) reflection traveltime tomography, and was subsequently
converted in normal-moveout (NMO) velocity and smoothed for isotropic FWI. Even though
the starting model did not contain any hint of channel presence, FWI succeeded in detecting
the complex network of channels in the near surface. The potential benefit of long offset data in
terms of aperture illumination to reconstruct the deep part of the model below the gas cloud is
illustrated. I have successfully imaged several features such as gas cloud with possible gas-filled
fractures from the reflection wavefields.
A good agreement between the final FWI model and the sonic log has been observed down
to 1 km and a low-velocity layer has been shown at around 1.2 km in depth. We showed that the
initial model is not accurate enough to match first-arrival traveltimes at long offset: the time
delay reaches a maximum value of 0.24s, which exceeds half of the period (0.14 s) of the starting
frequency (3.5 Hz). The inversion was probably hampered by cycle-skipping artifacts for early
arrivals recorded beyond 5 km of offset. However, the influence of the short-spread reflections
and the redundancy is sufficiently high in the 3D data set, to guarantee the reconstruction of
the main features of the target
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We applied 3D acoustic FWI to the Valhall data set. Three-dimensional elastic FWI is the next
challenge on Valhall. This application will require to account more accurately for anisotropy,
density, and attenuation before reconstruction of the shear-wave velocity from the hydrophone
and the geophone components (Prieux, 2012). As we saw, accounting for anisotropy is necessary
to jointly match the kinematics of both short-spread reflections and diving waves in anisotropic
environments. Moreover, in marine environment, the shear velocity can have a small influence
in the data, and hence can be considered as a secondary parameter. It might be necessary
to account for the influence of the other secondary parameters (density, attenuation) on the
amplitudes of the data, to extract the information on the shear velocity from the data.
The main computational burden of FWI results from multi-source seismic modeling. Our
FWI code was implemented with two levels of parallelism to reduce the computational time.
This strategy requires however a significant number of processors. To reduce this demand, the
simultaneous shooting techniques can be used. This approach builds a limited number of super
shots by randomly encoding and stacking individual shots (Ben Hadj Ali et al., 2011; Krebs
et al., 2009). A suitable stacking and encoding procedure, optimization algorithm, stopping
criterion of iteration, and regularization should however be defined to make these approaches
attractive. A second possible approach to reduce the number of modeling is to use the phase-
sensitive detection approach proposed by Nihei et Li (2007). Modeling is performed in the time
domain and frequency response is extracted by phase sensitive detection (basically, an extension
of the discrete Fourier transform). If the source excitations are monochromatic functions, the
frequency response of multiple sources can be extracted during one single time-domain modeling
by encoding sources with slightly different frequencies.
FWI is an ill-posed and non-linear problem, that requires the starting model to be close
enough to the real one. For future work, I shall test different initial models to assess the
impact of the starting model. To mitigate the non-linearity of the problem, we shall consider
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the hierarchical multiscale strategy. These strategies successively processes data subsets of
increasing resolution power to incorporate smaller wavenumbers in the tomographic models
by successive inversions of increasing frequencies. However, the starting frequency (or the
maximum frequency of the group) must be sufficiently low to prevent cycle-skipping artifacts.
Our applications were performed without regularization. The regularizations can make the
FWI better posed. We aim to implement multiplicative regularization in FWI (van den Berg
et al., 2003; Abubakar et al., 2009) to automate as much as possible the weighting term, which
controls the respective weight of the data-space and model-space misfit functions.
The L2 norm criterion used in our FWI algorithm shows some limitations, in instance
with regards to noise. This norm approach assumes a Gaussian distribution of the misfit. We
should perform careful quality control of the data to satisfy this assumption. Therefore, we
will consider the other choice of the minimization criterion such as the absolute values norm
L1, the Cauchy criterion norm and the hyperbolic secant criterion in FWI (Crase et al., 1990;
Pyun et al., 2009; Brossier et al., 2010c).
A series of mono-frequency inversion was performed from 3.5 Hz to 7 Hz using a frequency
interval of 0.5 Hz. This implies that the first FWI model is built from the 3.5 Hz frequency
only. Therefore, the FWI should be less sensitive to cycle-skipping artifacts, compared to the
inversion of a [3.5 Hz - 4 Hz] frequency group (tests previously shown). The grid spacing is
adapted to frequency and ranges from 70 m to 50 m. Note also that we perform 44 iterations
instead of 27 for the previous tests presented in this study. We compare the FWI results
obtained by mono-frequency inversions with that obtained by the frequency-group inversions
(figures 4.1 and 4.2). We show similar results. However, the final FWI model inferred from
the mono-frequency inversion is more contrasted. This might result, because the number of
iteration was higher (44 instead of 27), and the volume of data injected during one inversion
step is reduced, when mono-frequency inversion is considered. More importantly, the footprint
of the suspicious low velocity zone at 1.2 km in depth is significantly reduced, and the agreement
with the sonic log was nicely improved. The match of the early arrivals beyond 5 km of offset
was also improved, and does not show evidence of cycle skipping artifacts anymore (Figure 4.3).
These results show that the FWI set-up (here, the hierarchical management of frequencies in
FWI) can have a significant influence on the FWI results, and further studies are required
to establish a hierarchy between the factors that control the quality of the imaging. This is
of particular importance in 3D FWI, because some of these factors, such as the number of
frequencies, can have a significant impact on the computational cost of the 3D FWI.
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Figure 4.1: Comparison between the results of hierarchical mono-frequency and frequency-
group inversions. (a, c) horizontal sections at 200 m and 1250 m in depth extracted from the
final FWI model of the mono-frequency inversions. (b, d) Same as (a, c) for the final FWI
model of the frequency-group inversion. Note that the footprint of the acquisition is more
efficiently reduced in (b, d) compared to (a, c) when the number of frequencies involved in the
inversion is increased and/or when multiple frequencies are simultaneously inverted.
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Figure 4.2: Comparison between the results of hierarchical mono-frequency and frequency-
group inversions. (a, b) Vertical section at x = 6800 m extracted from the final FWI models
of the mono-frequency (a) and frequency-group (b) inversions. (c) Vertical profile at x = 6800
m and y = 9500 m. Gray line corresponds to the frequency-group inversion results, dashed
line corresponds to mono-frequency inversion, and black line is the sonic well log. Note how
the footprint of the low-velocity layer at 1.2 km depth is reduced when sequential inversions of
single frequencies are performed.
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Figure 4.3: Direct comparison between recorded (black) seismograms and modeled (red) seis-
mograms computed in the final FWI model of the hierarchical mono-frequency inversions. An
automatic gain control with a window length of 2 s is applied to the seismograms, because we
want to focus on the phase match. Note the good match of the first arrival beyond 5 km of
offset.
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Figure 4.4: Same as figure 4.3, but the seismograms are computed in the final FWI model
of the hierarchical frequency-group inversions. Note how the match of the first-arrival is de-
graded compared to the one shown in Figure 4.3. This confirms that FWI was hampered by
cycle skipping artifacts during the first-frequency group inversion, which involves a maximum
frequency of 4 Hz. These cycle skipping artifacts are reduced when the frequency of the first
mono-frequency inversion is 3.5 Hz (Figure 4.3).198
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